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B B.BUCHANAN SEEDCO.

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE..

.RB. BUCHANAN SEED CO
F B U C K

GIANT DAHLIAS
Dahlias ready for shipment about March 1.
A11 Prices on This Page Post Paid

EXHIBITION DAHLIA
COLLECTION
6 Superb Dahlias in a Gorgeous Range of Colors. All named Varieties
and all large bulbs packed in a box of moisture absorbing material to
keep bulbs in perfect condition.
At Store—$1.95. Postpaid—$3.45.

MEMPHIS,1

B R A N D

T E S T E D

READ

CAREFULLY

January, 1952 marks the beginning of our 56th year of selling Quality seed in Memphis. On April 1st of this year we had
a change in management of the store but no other changes in personnel. We will continue to handle only the best in seed
and will have a larger variety to choose from. Our store has been remodeled and enlarged to better serve you. We will
continue to handle a complete line of insecticides, supplies, sprayers, dusters, poultry and pet supplies in addition to our
All orders will be given prompt and careful attention regardless of their size
ORDER EARLY—Some varieties of seed, both field and vegetable, are ve
manufactured goods, such as poultry and spray equipment are very limited.
J~ "
order.
Therefore, before stocks are depleted and to be
portation, either mail, express or freight, delays deli
sure that you get your requirements
*><"

CASH WITH ORDER—Please send money with order sufficient to cover the whole bill and remit by express, postal money
order or check. We advise against C. O. D. orders because of delays and high collection charges, which are unsatisfactory
to the customer and expensive to us if uncalled for and returned at our expense. We accept C. O. D. orders when 25 per
cent of the order amount is paid in advance.
We do NOT ship plants, onion sets, potatoes, baby chicks, fish or nursery stock C. O. D.

FLOWERS FROM MIDSUMMER UNTIL FROST
A RARE TREAT FOR EVERY GARDEN
FOR BETTER RESULTS TREAT BULBS WITH SEMESAN. Prevents
rotting, speeds growth.
1/3 oz. 30c; 2 oz. 70c; 12 oz. $2.65 Postpaid.

"TWIST-EMS"
"Twist-ems" — strong, dark-green "invis
ible" tapes with wire reinforcing — protect
stems, permanently support annuals, peren
nials, Vines, shrubs and vegetables. Elim
inates unsightly twine, raffia and needless
work with shears. Grand for flower arrange
ment. Millions used. Buy today.
Postpaid
At Store
100 8 inch size
38c
25c
100 16 inch size
68c
50c
50 8 inch size
25c
15c
35 8 inch size
18c
10c

FREE DELIVERY BY MAIL—We pay postage on all items quoted postpaid in this catalogue. The prices on the Yellow
Price List are F. O. B. Memphis. Study the parcel post map, figure your postage and save money. Sending coins, bills, or
stamps through the mail is acceptable and carefully handled, but not recommended.

ATTENTION
TENN. CUSTOMERS

plants, fertilizers, insecticides or other goods it sends out and will not in any
way be responsible for the crop or results. Its liability in all instances is limited
to the purchase price of such goods. This condition forms part of the contract
of sale when the goods are delivered and accepted and if not accepted on these
terms they are to be returned at once and the purchase price will be refunded.

Add 2% Tenn. Sales Tax
to your remittance.

POMPOM DAHLIAS

INDEXVegetable Seed and Plants, Flower Seeds, Roses and Bulbs, Fruit Trees and Berry Plants

Collection of 6 Different Colors. Choice Varieties packed in attractive
Box in moisture absorbing material to protect bulbs. THE IDEAL WAY
TO BUY BULBS.
Postpaid—$2.15. At Store—$1.75.

BOGONIA COLLECTION

Garlic
Herbs

Beets—Garden .
Beans—Soup ..
Beets—Stock ..
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts

t—Garden
Cucumber

16
H

17
Salsify ....
Spinach . .
Squash ....
Swiss Char

Kohl Rabi .
L

Leek

Fruit Trees a
eas, Camellias. .36

ard Spinach ..15

Field and Grass Seeds, Insecticides, Spraying, Fertilizers and Miscellaneous
Collection of 1 each of 6 choice Varieties and 6 Colors.
Postpaid—$2.45. At Store—$1.95.

7 Oil Emulsion .
ack Leaf 41
ossom Set .
Bluestone
8 Bordeaux
8 Calcium Arsenate
on Disulphide. .59 I
J Chlordane
0 Corrosive Sublimate,
g Cro Tox
9 Cryolite
0 Cut Worm Bait
» DDT Preparations..
Derris Dust
green
57 1
0

A TRULY BEAUTIFUL FLOWER GARDEN WHEN YOU HAVE YOUR
DAHLIA, POMPOM AND BEGONIA COLLECTIONS.

R. B. BUCHANAN SEED COMPANY, MEMPHIS, TENN.
Quality Seed for Over 50 Years and Still On Front Street

Planting Table
Alfalfa
Barley
Broom Corn
Cane, Atlas, Sorgo..
Cane, Grohoma . •.
Cane, Sagraln
Cane, Mllo Maize..
Cane, Kaffir Corn..
Cane. Syrup
Clover
Corn, Field
42Corn, Hybrid

ecticides
>4 through 67
r Guide
61 5
4 Garden Go
J All Purp
7 Arsenate o
5 Marlate ..
io-Vita .

7 Zinc Sulphate

4 Sprayers, Dusters
5 and Parts.. 41-52-53
5
40-59
5 Fertilizers

Miscellaneous

Garden Gloves ..

6 Poultry Supplies. 62-63
4
7 Baby Chicks
62
5
64
5 Rat Killers
4 Stock Remedies
Moss
9
Pencil-Evermark
7 Dog, Cat Supplies..
Killers ....
Plant-Tabs
30-5
Rabbit Supplies
Semesan
5
6 Bird Supplies
Seed Sowers
4
Twist-ems
......32-6
7 Fish Supplies
' Volck
33-5
64 I
Wood Labels
5

PARCEL

POST ZONE

RATES

FIELD AND GARDEN SEED PLANTING TABLE
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Alfalfa
Barley
Bermuda (Unhulled)
Bermuda (Hulled)
Blue Grass, Ky., for Lawi
Blue Grass, Ky., for Past
Broom Corn
Clover, Alsyke
Clover, Ladino
Clover, Button
Clover, Burr in Burr
Clover, Burr Hulled
Clover, Crimson
Clover, Hop
Clover, Bed
Clover, Sweet W. B
Clover, White Dutoh
Corn, Field
Corn, Pop
Corn, Silage
Cotton, Seed
Crotalaria
Grass, Dallas
Grass, Carpet
Grass, Orchard
Grass. Rye
Grass, Red Top
Grass, Sudan
Grass! Timothy
Grass, Pasture Mixture..
Grass, Alta Fescue or Ky

ill!

Feb. > May-Aug. t<
Apr. to June-Sept.-Deo
March to August
March to August.
Mch. to May-Aug.-Nov..,
Men. to May-Aug.-Nov..,
April to June
Feb. to May-Aug.-Nov
' - '-Mar., Aug. to No'
> Nov..
July to Aug.-Sept.-Oct...

232,000
25,600
.Mill! HI
1,600,000
J.f,OS,(HID
OS.0110
.10,000
680,000

•-Sept.-Oct.-Nov..
Aug.-Sept.-Oot..

!K

Ma.y-Aug. to No
Aug.-May
Mch. to July 15th
Mch. to July 15th

Mch. to July 15th
Apr.-May-June
Apr. to July 15th
Mch.-Apr .-May

Maroh to June
Feb. to May-Aug. to Noi
Feb. to May-Aug.--Nov..
May to Aug. 15th
Anytime if Can Water
Feb. to May-Aug.-Noi
•o Apr.-A
-Nov..

14,000
285,000
1,200,0110
5,920,000
320,000
6,500,000
1,315,000
1,500,000
325,000

Kaffir/Mile^Grohoma. .
I.espedoza, Kobe
Lesnedeza, Korean

Jan. to May
Jan. to May
Early Spring After Frost...
May-June-July-Aug
May-June-July
Feb.-Apr.-Sept.-Nov
Apr.-May-June
Aug.-8ept.-Oot.-Nov
Apr.-May-June-July
Feb.-Mar.-Sept.-Oct
Aug.-8ept.-Oot.-Nov.-Deo..
Apr.-May-June-July
Apr.-May-June-July
A pr.-May-J une-July
Apr.-May-June
Apt.-May-June-July
Apr.-May-June-July
May-June-July
May-June-July
8ept.-Oot.-Nov.-Deo
Sept.-Oot.-Nov.-Deo

Peas, Aus-Wlnter....
Peas, Stook
Rape, Dwarf Essex..
Rye, Grain
Sagrain
Sorghum, Forage
Sorghum, Drilled
Sorghum, Syrup
Soy Beans, Small
Soy Beans, Large
Sunflower, Large
Velvet Beans
Vetoh, Hairy
Wheat. 8mooth

Asparagus
Beans, Bush
Beans, Pole
Beet, Table
Beet, Stook
Broocoli
Brussels Sprouts...
Cabbage, Early. ..
Cabbage, Late. ...
Carrot
Cauliflower
Celery
Cbieory
Collards
Corn, Sweet

I®?::::::::
Kale....

Melons, Musk..
Melons, Water..
Mustard

=»

if!

3 SEED HEADING
Average Forage Yield to

Parsley
Peas, (garden. .

4 to 5 lbs.
60 lbs.
30 lbs.

*1 Pkt.
2 Pkts.

is'

July
Early Spring, EarlyFall
Spring, Fall
Spring, Fall
March to June..
Feb. to May.„.

la
eoo lbs.

10000 p.
2 lbs.
10 lbs.
3000 P.
8 lbs.

Z ® § >3

sill

Mar.-Apr
March to September
April to August..
March to August...
April, May and June..
July, Aug. orFeb.-Mar,
July, Aug. orFeb.-Mar.
Early Spring,Early Fall
Mar., April, July, Aug.
Early Spring, EarlyFall
Early Spring, Early Fall
January to April
Mar.-Sept
February to August...
Maroh to September..
April to August
Maroh and August
February to Ootober..
Mar. to May, Aug.-Sept
Mar.-Apr.-Sept
Feb. to May, July, Oot.

Tomato, Plants..
Turnip
Turnip, Swede or
r. in the quantity column m

Early Spring, Early
Ear Fall
April to July
April to July
Early Spring, EarlyFall

125,000
230,000
23 1,8011
11,500
25,000
700
3,100
29,500
111,100
2S.950
20,500
23,000
23.000

6,000 to 10,000 lbs. of Hay
For Grasing
For Grasing and Lawns
For Lawns fn Shade
2,000 to 3,000 lbs. of Hay
3,000 to 6,000 lbs. Brush
2,000 to 5,000 lbs. of Hay
Grazing
Grazing and Improving Soil
Pasturing, Grazing
Winter Pasture and Improving Soil..
Grazing and Improving Soil
2,500 to 4,000 lbs. of Hay
4,000 to 5,500 lbs. of Hay
Pasture and Lawns
Depends on Seasons
Soil Building Legumes
Hay and Pasture
Pasture
2,000 to 3,000 lbs. of Hay
Winter Pasture
3,000 to 5,000 lbs. of Hay
4,000 to 6,000 lbs. of Hay

I 2 to
( Depending on Season and Grazini
1
Before Last Cutting
Hay and Pasture
2 to 4 tons Hay
4,000 to 6,000 lbs. of Hay
4,000 to 5,000 lbs. of Hay
2 to 4 tone of Hay
Soil Building Legume
4,000 to 6,000 lbs. of Hay
10 to 12 tons of Green Feed
Winter Pasture
3 to 5 tons of Forage
6 to 10 tons of Forage
100 to 200 gallons syrup

Leave Pits.
Ajjart in
3 to 6 in.
6 in.

1JS&

to 300 lbs.
) to 4,000 lbs.
;o 600 lbs.
to 400 lbs.

140 to 160 lbs.
400 to 600 lbs.
100 to 200 lbs.
400 to 600 lbB.

1,000 to 3,000 lbs.
None
1,000 to 3,000 lbs.
1,000 to 3,000 lbs.
20 to 35 bu.
20 to 35 bu.
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
2,000 to 4,000 lbs.
400 to 600 lbs.
1,200 to 2,400 lbs.

2 to 3 Months
3 to 4 Months
2 to 3 Months
4 to 6 Months
3W Months
4 Months

2 to 3 Months
4 Months
2 W to 3 Months...
3 Months
4 Months
3 Months
2 to 3 Months
! to 3 Months
1 to 4 Months
5 to 4 Months
I to 5 weeks
1 Months...
4H to 6 Months. ..
2 to 4 Months
3 Months
4 Months
2 to 4 Months
3 to 4 Months
3 Months
3 to 4 Months

fFUSE to junm

Early Spring, Early Fall
April to *
'
January anf February
February to August..
April to July
February to Ootober..
!S are to be sown In hot bed and transplanted to the i

Winch
inch
2 inches
^ inch
5 inches
i inch
Unche.
1 inch
1 inch
inch
W inoh
Hinoh

.R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO

R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CO. ^ MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.

MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE,

BUCHANAN'S POPULAR 31.00 COLLECTION

BUSH LIMA or BUTTER BEANS
CtMURE—Pound will plant 200 feet. Bush Lima* require tl
^feet^pa™ °n *" P°'e L,",aa
"*"*
"""""
FIELD PL.
Prices Post Paid. Quantity Prices—See Yellow Price List
53—CANGREEN BUSH LIMA—(72 days)—All-America
Winner. Plant breeders have been working to obtain a
lima bean of the Henderson Bush type with green seed,
it cooks and cans green which is a distinct advantage for
canning and freezing and preferred by many whose pref
erence is for the baby butter-lima beans for eating fresh
or as dry beans. Plants are dwarf, bearing continuously
throughout the season. Flat pods with 3 or 4 green
beans of good quality.
Postpaid—% lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10;
5 lbs., $2.25
52—BURPEE'S IMPROVED BUSH LIMA—(75 days)—
An improvement over the old Burpee's Bush Lima,
slightly earlier and larger. Plant sturdy, vigorous and
very productive. Pods 5 inches long, contain three to
four beans, flat but thicker than Burpee's Bush.
Postpaid—>4 lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10;

A $2.00 Value Postpaid to You for Only $1.25
y4 lb. Stringless Snap Bean
% lb. Ky. Wonder Pole Bean...
% lb. Henderson Bush Lima
% lb. English Peas
y4 lb. Golden Bantam Corn

20
.20
20
20
20

Pkt. Crosby Egyptian Beet
Pkt. Purple Top Globe Turnip
Pkt. Curled Mustard
Pkt. Radish
Pkt. Danvers Carrots

]
.1
]

Pkt. Cantaloupe
Pkt. White Bush Squash
Pkt. Long Green Cucumber
Pkt. Dwarf Green Okra
Pkt. Calif. Wonder Pepper

1

BUCHANAN'S VEGETABLE PLANTS
BUCHANAN'S GENUINE FROST-PROOF CABBAGE PLANTS

Ask for Pi

Jl

H
H
M
It

INOCULATE ALL
GARDEN BEANS
WITH NITRAGIN
GARDEN SIZE 20c;
POST PAID

??7«BAB? POTATO BUSH LIMA BEAN—(70 days)—SilvirS'Medil Winner 1939. Twelve
to it) mcnes high, or like a very sturdy Henderson Bush Lima Bean in growth. It is early
and prolific, and here at last is a small, thick-seeded butter bean with a most delicious
flavor. This new Baby Potato Lima has proven itself a certain producer in our Southern
climate. Pods are large for a Baby Lima, seeds are an attractive bright green in its green
or eating stage and creamy white when dry. The variety is adapted for produce markets,
canning and quick freezing, as well as home gardens.
for uniformity in devel
early. Pods flat, contaii.
ness so much sought in
and local market.
46—JACKSON WONDER BUSH
—Originated in^the South where mai

white,
y d^sirfbie Totaled?' SUCh
ther Variety—1 bunch* 40c; 2, 75c; 5, $1.45; 10, $2.40

sisS™

"is§jg

BUCHANAN'S STATE CERTIFIED SWEET POTATO SLIPS
s 3 feet apart; plants 12 inches apart. It takes about 10 000 plants for each
vealherSperntitSne.ake y°U *
—It is fine-grain<
or make it the n
11 markets.

PatCh'

We begin shipping Sweet

BUCHANAN'S I

^Cubhvate^ well°until leaves ''cover Sthe
Postpaid—Doz., $1.00; 25, $1.75

GARDEN SEED
5—ASPARAGUS,
giant size, highi
Sow seed in L.
Transplant when
Post]

1—Rust

resistant,

15 inches apart,
oz., 25c; M lb., 60c; lb., $1.75
days)—Head is a
, one of the choic•y garden. Grown
spring or fall.
" ; % lb, $1.00

Bavor
flavor

Plont and cultivate
rtyeg*etable
- as
delicious,
Plant
same
cabbage.delicate cabbage
Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 30c; oz., 50c; 2 ozs., 85c; % lb., $1.50.

PROGRESSIVE FARMER
SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
ySUr seed order remittance and
6 Regressive Farmer for 2 years
$2 00 f?r ?
°L.®,2£0 for 5 years. You will find its worthwhile
and cow? ™^n?1+g' gardening, fruit, chickens, hogs
and cows very interesting and helpful.
w<f

(Page 5)

•

R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CO

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE.,

.R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO.

BUSH SNAP BEANS

? ? days)—This is among the most productive of the bush
bush 01 upnght growth, bearing an extra heavy crop of long,
hi!fir « semi-flat pods, 7 in. long, % to 9/16 in. wide and fleshy. It will continue
whenothers have ceased. The quality is excellent; stringless, nearly
kldney shape, excellent as dry bean.
medium'heav^soU31
Does weU in
Postpaid—M lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; 1 lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.15; 5 lbs., $2.65
days)—The earliest flat pod variety and extremely pop™
i-0uie garden because of its productivity and early maturity. Pods
T V ® , g r e e n , w i d e , flat, fleshy, e n t i r e l ystringless, brittlea n d t e n d e r
The seeds are a solid straw color or brownish yellow. Does well in any so::
Postpaid—% lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; 1 lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs, S2.35
vl77pt^R^LESS, EX^?A

^
iLhJZELY
flight,
Stringless Green Pod or Tendergreen

EARLY RED VALENTINE—(47 days)—A standard
P°,ds ar® Produced in large clusters on erect plants

f and rellable- The P°ds afe of medium length, and about
medium green color, curved, cylindrical, with crease in back, very
tender- When the young plants have to contend with adverse

toe

r
a
bean is more certain than the Red Valenis to set podsS' n° °
Postpaid—14 lb, 20c; % lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
STRINGLESS GREEN POD—Our Stock Truly an improved
#. nys —This special strain stringless and fiberless
from the firs:
grown- The pods are longer, straighter, meatier and of better
SIAML.2 j e avarage Burpee beans on the market. It is also a heavier
yielder and due to its excellent quality it is unsurpassed for canning.
Postpaid—% lb, 20c; % lb, 30c; 1 lb, 55c; 2 lbs, $1.00; 5 lbs, $2.15

J*~S™™GLESS BLACK VALENTINE—(43 days)—Definitely stringless.
7
home gardener or trucker. The attractive green pods are
aight, very tender, and of good flavor.
!»nriv o
f'
This bean is
fa /Z' ? vigorous grower, and one of the most prolific; splendid shipper. Due
p anted earlier in the spring and later in the fall than
most other beans3"
Postpaid—M lb, 20c; % lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
tuZ^EWt.ST^?N5LESS pREEN POD OR TENDERGREEN—Similar to Full
c^^twa^5e,r' ?nd a IP°re dependable cropper. Plant medium large
VrlVZ £5?e A * thick stemmed. heavily productive. Pods nearly straight, dark
meaty, succulent; absolutely stringless, totally without fiber, of
outstanding quality. Good variety for canning Sr shipping!
Postpaid— y4 lb, 20c; % lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.50
STRINGLESS GREEN POD—(54 days)—This is a very desirable
f£®ei1"P°dded variety for the home garden, and also for truckers. The handfaMbr rfSSilS™
rf® 6 t0 7 ]nfLhes long. dark green in color, brittle and per'e„cAyhK Is one of the most productive sorts and can be picked in
3"y °ther variety- This bean is excellent for near or
dfstant markets1"16
Postpaid—% lb, 20c; J4 lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35

INOCULATE ALL GARDEN BEANS
WITH NITRAGIN
GARDEN SIZE 20c; POST PAID

'U* S' N?' P~7(48 days)—Grows about 16 inches tall. Pods aver® mches long, round tender, crisp, stringless. Meaty and fiberless.
Immune
to piS Xn^xc^tont^annin bean6 VlrUS diseases. Heavy producer and easy
Postpaid—lb, 25c; % lb, 40c; 1 lb, 70c; 2 lbs, $1.20; 5 lbs, $2.85
?BEE?

ROD—(52 dpys)—A very hardy and healthy bean
r00 ?™ „ «omarket and is resistant to adversity. A good yielder of
rfnio
M ? ~si- V.ery thick meat with texture and flavor almost equal to
pole beans. Not entirely stringless, but a very desirable all-purpose bean.
Postpaid—>4 lb, 20c; 14 lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
57—COMMODORE (BUSH KENTUCKY WONDER)—(65 days)
—A Kentucky Wonder type in the bush bean class. Round, 8
niches long, fleshy and stringless. Very flavorful and delicious.
A bean you will want to reorder.
Postpaid— lb, 25c; % lb, 50c; 1 lb, 85c; 2 lbs, $1.40;
5 lbs, $3.35
39—CONTENDER (BUFF VALENTINE)—(55 days)—Im
proved Valentine. Pods 6% inches long, slim nearly round,
dark green and stringless. New and extra good.
Postpaid—% lb, 25c; V2 lb, 40c; 1 lb, 65c; 2 lb, $1.15;
5 lbs, $2.75
58—IMPROVEDGOLDEN WAX—(49 days)—One of the best
wax beans, golden yellow pod, excellent flavor.
Pods are
medium length, straight and oval. Strictly stringless, rustresistant, fleshy, very brittle and tender.
Postpaid—14 lb, 20c; % lb, 35c; 1 lb, 70c; 2 lbs, $1.20;
5 lbs, $2.85

Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow Price List.

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE >

POLE SNAP BEANS
Pole Beans produce a greater supply of beans in a smaller space as compared with
Bush Beans. They are even more tender than most bush varieties.
8"„t0 8~Joot, poll®! evory 3 teet In S-foot rows, and plant 4 to 5 beana. about 1
Inches deep, around each pole. When well started, thin to three strongest. A packet plants 40
hills, 1 pound to 160 hills; 30 pounds (% bushel) to an acre. May also be planted thicker In
rows and supported by a wire fence. For this method plant seed 2 feet apart sowing 3
with a pound of seed. Top dress with good fertilizer or — ure; work It
- eultivate.
Save time, labor and space by planting pole beans in all ci
1 foot high.
our beans and other crops. Tet they a
> with NEO-VITA using 3 tablespoons
'. Kills three ways, by
t, stomach poison and by fumes, yet w
the tenderest plants.
Postpaid—8 oz„ 90c s Pt„ $1.45) Q,t, $2.40
KENTUCKY WONDER—Improved Strain—(65 days)—Pods thicker, more nearly
round, meaty, tender, practically stringless and grow 8 to 10 inches long. Very
hardy a strong climber and is the most prolific pole, snap bean to plant any time
from April to August; if closely picked will continue bearing until frost. No bean
surpasses it in general quality and flavor.
Postpaid—14 lb, 20c; Vi lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
r^^o0,^AN—(65 days)—An astonishing yielder of large, rich, deep green pods
8 to 10 inches in length, stringless, meaty, and of delicious flavor.
If kept closely
picked, vines continue to bear until frost. When allowed to ripen the white shell
beans are excellent for winter use.
Postpaid—Yi lb, 20c; Vi lb, 35c; 1 lb, 60c; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
66—STRIPED
superb green bean,
r* 7 117
v SCOTIA
,— ? OR
Y*r CORNFIELD—(72
vv«un«utH/—vi* days)—A
urtjra;—xx superu
Dear., succeedmg better when planted in corn than any other variety because of its vigo
free climbing habits. The handsome green pods
,
I 8 or 9 beans to the pod,
V®ry unif°rm. ab°ut 7 inches long thick meated, rich and buttery." It continues
s long lt^might
u
m1 bearing
nearme so
be called Everbearing." Specially adapted to growing
on corn, thus economizing space on~valuablV land!
Postpaid—14 lb, 20c; '/2 lb, 35c; 1 lb.
1; 2 lbs, $1.10; 5 lbs, $2.35
68—WHITE CREASEBACK OR SOUTHERN CORNFIELD—(68 days)—Splendid snap
beans for home garden and early market. Good climber, heavily productive. Pods
light green, round, 6 inches long, nearly stringless, very fleshy, brittle, tender. The
mature white beans are excellent for baking.
Postpaid—M lb., 20c; y2 lb., 35c; 1 lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs., $2.35
71 KENTUCKY WONDER WHITE SEEDED (Green Pod)—(64 days)—The pods are
large and fill perfectly, and in the "snap" stage are deep green in color, meaty, string
less and of the finest flavor.
It is resistant to rust and bears over a long time. When
allowed to ripen the shell beans of pure white are most excellent for winter use.
Postpaid—% lb., 20c; y2 lb., 35c; 1 lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs., $2.35
72—IDEAL MARKET—(58 days)—Especially desirable for Southern planting, being
the earliest pole bean yet developed. Plant is hardy, vigorous and a good climber.
Pods about 6 in. long, round, meaty and tender. Stringless when young. Good for
home gardens and long distance shipping.
Postpaid—% lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; 1 lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs., $2.35

SHELL OR SOUP BEANS
PlanVlS May EJJu&.
?<?&,
well._ One pound drills 160 to 200 feet of row.
63—RED KIDNEY BEANS (Bush)—Pods
inches long, filled with large, kidneyshaped red beans of the richest flavor.
Postpaid—M lb., 20c; % lb., 35c; 1 lb., 60c; 2 lbs., $1.10; 5
., $2.35

Kentucky Wonder

62—GREAT NORTHERN BEANS (Pole)—Well suited to heavy soils. Beans slightly
larger than the Navy Bean; snow white and of splendid cooking quality.
61 WHITE NAVY (Bush)—An improved strain, more resistant to disease, more
vigorous and a better producer. The bean that made "Pork and Beans" famous.
81—PINTO BEANS (Bush)—Probably best adapted soup bean for the South. Grown
extensively for dry shell beans for winter use. Plant these and save on your grocery
Postpaid—Above 3 varieties—% lb., 20c; t/2 lb., 30c; 1 lb., 55c; 2 lbs., $1.00; 5 lbs., $2.25

SAVE BEANS

KILL BEETLES

GARDEN GUARD a rotenone dust
i Tomato Worms.
At store 1 lb., 60c; 4 lbs., $1.10
Postpaid 1 lb., 75c; 4 lbs., $1.50
Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow Price List.
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GARDEN BEETS

CARROTS

s thrive best ii

been previously well
6 to 20 Inches apart
! to 10 pounds, 1 acr

uly and August for a late crop t.
tore for winter, pack in dry i rth or sand In the cellar or put
well-drained situation, covering \ th a few Inches of straw and i
tect from frost. One
ce will plant 100 feet of drill;
All Prices on This Page Post Paid
Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow Price List Enclosed

84—CROSBY S EGYPTIAN (48 days)—We recommend Crosby's Egyptian as a combination
of earlmess, good shape, good color and good quality. The color is bright red, with bright
vermilion-red flesh, very sweet and tender. A standard early variety, very popular with
turnip^hap^lTroots33
tops buncb well and it makes a good appearance with dark red,

104—IMPERATOR (77 days)—An outstanding variety which meets the demand
of the home garden for a smooth, handsome, coreless carrot. The commercial
growers favorite for local and distant markets since its rounded, sloping shoulders,
tapering, half blunt ends and medium strong tops make it the perfect bunching
and shipping carrot. The tapering roots, about 8 inches long and 1% inches
across top are a deep, rich orange, fine grained, tender and of excellent quality.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; % lb., 60c; % lbs., $1.00; lb., $1.75

Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; M lb., 50c; y lb., 95c; 1 lb., $1.70; 2 lbs., $3.00
18—EARLY WONDER (45 days)—If earliness is desired, you have it in Early Wonder but
syCe^dTo?or?X4wayns sTooft, nevT^stri^, °Lf%*££ kfepS.'TheTshTs L" lefp
f°r m3rket gr°WerS' "S many
fine q'uaiit^^mme^t
Pkt., 10c; oz„ 20c; %

lb., 50c;

% lb., 95c; 1

lb., $1.70; 2 lbs.,

$3.00
105—DANVERS HALF-LONG (75 days)—This handsome, half-long, orange carrot
is adaptable to all soils. Its roots are smooth and longer than the Chantenay; the
tops are medium size. The mature roots are 6 to 7 inches long, tapering uni
formly to a blunt end. Its flesh is a deep, rich orange color, tender, sweet and
crisp. It outyields any other variety.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; % lb., 60c; 'A lbs., $1.00; lb., $1.75

21—EARLY BLOOD TURNIP (50 days)—An extra selected, smooth, dark red beet of
uniform size and first-class
quality. One of the best for main crop, also for planting in
P
S J"
May or June to make late beets for winter storage.
Pkt., 10c; oz„ 20c; % lb., 50c; % lb., 95c; 1 lb., $1.70; 2 lbs., $3.00
,2,3~°ETR°w

DaiRK 1?E1? u50 uaysL"_A beet you wiu like- whether you grow it for home
of
1 globe shaped with small tops and taproot skin, very smooth and
of dark blood-red color. Flesh maroon red without light rings, free of fibre
tender sweet
and superb quality at all stages of growth. A good beet fo/both early and late planting
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; y4 lb., 50c; % lb., 95c; 1 lb., $1.70; 2 lbs., $3.00

26—SWISS CHARD (Spinach Beet or Sea Kale) (40 days)—A real cut-and-comeagain salad, for after cutting outer leaves it quickly makes a new growth from the
£ I'
? is boiled like spinach or turnip greens. Since it produces so
abundantly during hot, dry summer months it is often planted for chickens
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; U lb., 40c; % lb., 70c; 1 lb., $1.25; 2 lbs., $2.25

Crosby Egyptian

made beginning at corn i
ours before planting. Mak
that have plenty of moist

e till the middle of

CELERY

5 feet of drill;

CULTURE)—Sow in beda in February or Ma
watered. Transplant to moist, rich soil; 8

Pkt., 10c; «

and free of fibre.
Pkt., 15c; Vi oz., 40c; 1 oz., 75c; 2 oz., $1.40; % lb., $2.50
122—GIANT PASCAL (135 days)—A tall late green celery
of excellent quality. Leaf stalks round, thick and solid. A
very fine variety for fall and winter use.
Pkt., 15c; y2 oz., 40c; oz., 75c; 2 oz., $1.40; y4 lb., $2.50

30 MAMMOTH PRIZE LONG RED (110 days)—No other mangel can compare
with this ^ variety m yield. Crops of 30 to 40 tons per acre have been made on
" - The
-m roots often weigh
fgh 20
2Q to
to 25
2g p
pounds
good land and under proper cuftivation.
each. It grows well above ground; is easily pulled; the long red
roots are straight,
d roots
well-formed and solid. ^A fine keeper and, at a low cost, will supply ai
Sr^en"f*o^d'f°'r*slo^iroFairkindsa and for^o^ltryUEspec1alty> adapted
to deep soils."
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; % lb., 35c; % lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.50

EGG PLANT
182—FLORIDA HIGH BUSH (80 days)—A vigorous grower
and dependable cropper; grows 32 in. high; a fine shipper
and is resistant to drought and disease; fruits long, oval,
smooth, deep purple. Plants upstanding, holding fruits off
the ground.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 40c; oz., 75c; % lb., $2.35; lb., $7.50
CULTURE—Sow In hotbed
February or March. When
Inches high, transplant aft
danger of frost to 3-foot r.oi
In deep, rich loam. One oun
of seed will produce 1.0

KALE or BORECOLE
CULTURE—One ounce to 100 feet of row; 4 pounds to the acre. Kale is exten
sively grown in the South during the fall, winter and spring. Seed may be sown
cast o™in^Ml^"8Uinche?apartf'

^

duHng February and March-

b™ad-

187—DWARF CURLED SIBERIAN (65 days)—A very vigorous and rapid growing
nfrtboyodffa=UCv S an ab"ndanae of long large leaves beautifully curled, and frilled
P hardy, enduring zero weather without protection. It is even
r
^ w subjected to severe weather. The most desirable
greens to plant for mid-winter use. Certainly the best variety of Kale
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; 2 ozs., 30c;
lb., 50c; % lb., 85c; lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $6.50

183—BLACK BEAUTY (81
days)—The lustrous, pur
plish-black fruits, w h i c h
are tender and tasty are set
freely on the plant. Holds
color and firmness
well
after picking. A continuous
and consistent bearer.

CAULIFLOWER
Juno

t soil; i
whiten

r February for early crop;

109—EXTRA EARLY SNOWBALL (55 days)-There is no better cauliflower for
Southern growers, and our strain is as fine as can be had at any price. It is not
only the earliest to head, but a remarkably sure header, making large, solid, per
fect pure white heafts of the finest quality.
as, suiia, per
Pkt., 25c; M oz., 65c; % oz., $1.00; 1 oz., $1.65; y4 lb., $4.75

Red Stock Beets

Stock Beets Produce Enormous Tonhage—Wonderful Dairy Feed. See Yellow List for Quantity Prices
(Page 8)

106—LONG ORANGE (88 days)—Especially i
smooth, tapering roots of a deep orange color, nee num siae roots
all-purpose carrot. A fine winter sort for table, market and stock.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; y4 lb., 60c; % lbs., $1.00; lb., $1.75
108—CHANTENAY (72 days)—Veiy popular because of its beautiful appearance
and excellent table quality. Its length will average 5% inches; its color is a
rich, bright orange-red. The roots are the half-long type, smooth, free from side,
rootlets, and unusually uniform. The crisp, tender and fine flavor
makes it very,
desirable. A splendid carrot for home garden, local market and distant shipping.1
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; y4 lb., 60c; % lbs., $1.00; lb., $1.751

STOCK BEETS OR MANGELS
CULTURE—Plan

MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.

Pkt., 10c; % oz., 40o< oz.,
75c; y4 lb., $2.25; lb., $7.50

LEEK
CULTURE—Sow early in the
ne-half Inch deep In r
and draw the earth to them as they grow.
~
~~
180—LONDON FLAG (85 days)—Stems 10 inches long, 1%
inches thick; leaves large, broad and dark green.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 30c; oz., 50c; 2 ozs., 85c; y4 lb., $1.50

SOUTHERN COLLARDS
127—GEORGIA WHITE CABBAGE (48 days)—Produces
large, loose headed cabbage-like plants, the leaves of which
make excellent greens. Very hardy and grows on poorer soil
than cabbage.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; y4 lb., 35c; % lb., 70c; 1 lb., $1.25
125—GEORGIA or SOUTHERN (48 days)—Stands cold
weather and adverse conditions splendidly, and grows on
land too poor to make a crop of cabbage. Southern garden
ers would not feel that their garden was complete without
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; U lb., 35c; % lb., 70c; 1 lb., $1.25

CHICKORY, ENDIVE AND KOHL-RABI
119—CHICORY WITLOOF (75 days)—Witloof is used prin-

175—ENDIVE—CURLED (95 days)—The finely curled leaves,
broad ribs, form a dense crowded foliage which blanches into
a delicious cr*

Black Beauty Egg Plant

178—KOHL-RABI WHITE VIENNA—The turnip shaped bulb
formed above the ground combines the flavors of cabbage and
turnip; truly a delicious vegetable.
Price—Pkt., 10c; % oz., 25c; oz., 40c; 2 ozs., 60c; y4 lb., $1.00
(Page 9)
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CABBAGE SEED
CULTURE—When started In hot-beds, sow thinly broadcast, covering seed
about Vi Inch. When 4 to 6 Inches high, transplant. Give frequent cultiva
tion. drawing the earth to the plants at each working. Set the early varie
ties at Intervals of 18 Inches in rows 2% feet apart; the larger and later
sorts, 2 feet apart In 3-foot rows. Cabbage should be grown rapidly. It
Is a heavy feeder, and a rich well-prepared soil will produce the best crop.
The maturity dates Indicated are the average number of days required to
produce heads ready for market from the time the young plants are set
in the field. An ounce of seed will produce at least 1,000 strong plants; one
pound is sufficient to sow an acre.
All Cabbage Prices Post Paid
Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow Price Lint Enclosed

EARLY VARIETIES
86—EARLY JERSEY WAKEFIELD (62 days)—Extremely early Early Jersey
variety, very valuable for home and market garden as well as for
Wakefield
stem short. Heads conical, i
firm and weigh 2-3 lbs.

BUCHANAN'S CANTALOUPES
ordlng to the v
l hill, covering with about
s plants develop cultivate well.
A11 Prices on This Page Post Paid.
226—TEXAS RESISTANT No. 1 (60 days)—Defies Aphids and
Downy Mildew and also shows decided resistance to melon
worm, therefore requires very little dusting or spraying. The
fruits are a desirable size, about 5 to 6 inches x 5 inches with
moderate netting and firm rind. The flesh is a rich salmon, firm,
sweet and of excellent flavor.
A vigorous grower and heavy
yielder. Its outstanding advantages make it one of the best
melons for home use and local market developed in recent
Pkt, 10c; oz, 25c; 2 ozs, 45c;
3 lbs, $6.65.

y4

lb, 80c; % lb, $1.40; 1 lb, $2.40;

Pkt., 10c; 07.., 35c; 2 ozs., 65c; y4 lb., $1.00; % lb., $1.75; 1 lb., $3.00

SABADILLA DUST 20%

87—CHARLESTON OR LARGE WAKEFIELD (71 days)—Desir
able for home and market garden. Head broad, heart-shaped 8 in
long, 7 in. broad at base, firm, commonly 4-5 lbs. A heavy yielding
extremely hardy cabbage adapted to early fall planting for winter
use and for early spring planting. A good shipper and market
gardener variety.
Pkt., 10c; oz, 35c; 2 ozs., 65c;

y4

For Hard to Kill
This new, non-poisonous contact insecticide controls
many insects which heretofore were uncontrollable.
Our 20% Sabadilla controls harlequin cabbage bug,
squash or stink bug and blister beetles. Also controls
most leaf hoppers. It may be diluted with equal
amounts of lime or flour for control of pickle worm
that bores into cantaloupes, cucumbers and squash.
Begin dusting soon after fruits form and dust fre
quently but lightly throughout the bearing season.
At Store, 1 lb, 60c; postpaid 80c.
At Store, 5 lbs, $2.75; postpaid $3.10.

lb., $1.00; % lb., $1.75; 1 lb., $3.00

94—COPENHAGEN MARKET (66 days)—Dependably early and
uniform. Splendid for home garden and shipment, proving val
uable as early kraut variety. Plant small, compact, allowing very
close planting; stem short; heads uniformly round; firm; 6-7 in.
diameter and weight 3%-4 lbs. Interior clear white and of excel
lent quality. Its earliness and fine size and shape of head have
made it the popular market gardener's favorite.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c; 2 ozs., 70c; y4 lb., $1.15; % lb., $1.95; 1 lb., $3.60

211—HALES BEST, JUMBO STRAIN (87 days)—Large
fruited strain of the leading Hale variety, unexcelled for
home use and local market. Melons oval, heavily netted,
very uniform; flesh thick, salmon-orange, sweet and of ex
cellent quality. The perfect melon for markets.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 20c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; % lb, $1.40; 1 lb,
$2.40; 3 lbs, $6.65.

84—GOLDEN ACRE (62-64)—The earliest round headed cab.
bage; especially valuable for early market and shipping. Plants
very small and compact; stem short; heads uniformly round; firm
commonly 6 in. in diameter and weigh 3 lb. It is practically as
early as Early Jersey Wakefield.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 35c; 2 ozs., 65c; y4 lb., $1.10; % lb., $1.95; 1 lb., $3.25

219—ROCKY FORD (92 days)—The Improved Rust Resistant
Strain continues to be a leader in its class. It has enjoyed
wide use for many years and is well known everywhere that
melons are produced. It is popular chiefly because of its
extraordinary flavor.
The spicy flavor of the green-fleshed
Rocky Ford is difficult to improve upon.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 20c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c;
lb, $1.40; 1 lb,
$2.40; 3 lbs, $6.65.

SECOND EARLY AND LATE VARIETIES
EARLY DWARF FLAT DUTCH i
home, local market and long distance s
able large, early cabbage.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 35c; 2 ozs., 65c; y4 lb., $1.01

Vt lb., $1.75; 1 lb., $3.01

212—HONEY DEW MELON (100 days)—This melon is un
like the ordinary muskmelon or cantaloupe, both in ap
pearance and flavor, the outer skin being smooth, hard and
nearly white. The melons are large, round to oval in shape,
extremely thick-meated and have a very small seed e ^
flesh is light green, very solid and of ai rich honey-like
flavor, luscious and juicy.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 20c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; % lb, $1.40; 1 lb,
$2.40; 3 lbs, $6.65.

85—ALL SEASONS (90 days)—Splendid general purpose cabbage;
good winter keeper; widely used for kraut; remarkably thrifty in
hot dry weather. Heads large; commonly 8-10 in. across, 7 in. deep
and weigh 8-9 lbs.; of splendid quality.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c; 2 ozs., 70c; % lb, $1.15; % lb, $1.85; 1 lb, $3.25
93—LATE FLAT DUTCH (105 days)—The best very large, late
cabbage; popular for home and market garden and for fall ship
ment; a good keeper. Heads very large, flat and solid, 10 to 11 in.
across, 7 in. deep and weigh 11 to 12 lbs.; firm and of good quality.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 40c; 2ozs, 70c; y4 lb, $1.10; y2 lb, $1.85; 1 lb, $3.25

209—HALES BEST. IMPROVED STRAIN No. 36.
(80
days)—The superb market favorite. Extra early variety
averaging 2% lbs. The rich salmon flesh is very thick, firm,
of excellent flavor and the seed cavity is very small. Fruits
are oval shaped with heavy netting. This strain is an excel
lent shipper and very desirable for home use.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 20c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; % lb, $1.40; 1 lb,
$2.40; 3 lbs, $6.65.

100—DRUMHEAD SAVOY (90 days)—(Winter Cabbage)—Very
popular because of its tasty flavor. The deep green, crinkled outer
leaves enclose the tender, light green heart. Planted in the fall
it will provide the perfect green vegetable for your winter garden.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 40c; 2 ozs, 70c; y4 lb, $1.15; % lb, $1.85; 1 lb, $3.25
83—CELERY CABBAGE (70 days)—Chinese or Chihli. A most
unusual mildly flavored
cabbage producing long firm heads. Cut
up like cabbage and served with mayonnaise or French dressing,
it makes a splendid cole-slaw. Can be boiled like cabbage if
cooked quickly, but is without the strong flavor. The hearts blanch
to a crystalline white; whiter than lettuce and more beautiful than
cabbage. Plant and cultivate like any other cabbage.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 25c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; y2 lb, $1.50; 1 lb, $2.75
(Page 10)

For Cabbage Worms, Spray or Dust with Sabadilla

214—BANANA (100 days)—Shaped somewhat as name indi
cates; grows about 2 feet long; flesh deep salmon colored and
of a delicious banana-like flavor,
, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; % lb, $1.40; 1 lb.

222—BENDER'S SURPRISE (85 days)—The nearest thing
to the old-fashioned muskmelon that you can get. Fruit
slightly oblong, with a very thin, nearly smooth gray-green
skin, distinctly ribbed; flesh thick and of deep salmon color.
For flavor and size combined this is the king of all melons.
Too large to be profitable except for local market—thev often
weigh 10 to 12 pounds—they are ideal for home use; one
melon is enough for a family. Continues bearing till coldweather and holds its splendid quality up to the very last.
Pkt, 10c; oz, 20c; 2 ozs, 45c; y4 lb, 80c; V, lb, $1.40; 1 lb,
$2.40; 3 lbs, $6.65.

Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See YeUow List
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GARDEN, SWEET AND SUGAR CORNS

Plant HYBRID SUGAR CORNS for Yield and Quality
lanted until th<
All Prices on This Page Post Paid
Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow Price List Enclosed
S.ame a" ot£er Garden Corn (aee next page) except that It li
planted 2 grains every 12 Inches In fertile soil and thinned to 1 stalk per hill
The varieties we quote have been thoroughly tested in experiment
stations and have proven beyond doubt that they are better adapted
in the Mid-South than any other hybrid Sugar Corns.
Hybrid Sugar Corns have proved bigger and more uniform
yielders and of better quality than open pollinated types. The ears
are better filled, of more even size and shape, and two good ears are
usually borne to the stalk. In actual tests increased yields of fron
ii per .cent bave been secured. This is because of better roo:
growth, sturdier stalks and greater disease resistance. If you have
be®n disappointed in Sugar Corn yields in the past be sure to plant
Hybrid this year.

y2r7IOiV,NA HYBRID (85 days)—The most delicious of all the
Golden Bantam type sweet corn. Large ears with 12 to 14 rows
of well filled, light yellow kernels. Plants sturdy and vigorous
growing. Highly resistant to drought and bacterial wilt. Excel
lent for canning and market gardens.
?Jice^r?kt' 20c; % Ib- 45c; lb-> 70c; 2 ibs„ $1.30; 5 ibs., $2.85; n
lbs., $5.20.

Be sure to treat all sweet corn with
SEMESAN, JR.
Postpaid—12 oz., 90c; 25 lbs., $15.00

Jn^S^OWELL's EVERGREEN HYBRID (90 days)—Introduced in
1930. Received All-American Special Mention for 1934. Highly val
uable to market gardeners, home gardens and canning. It makes
an attractive ear of good size and fine quality; the grains are a
lustrous pearly white, plump, juicy, sweet and tender. If you take
pride in serving something that is really choice and that will attracl
immediate attention to its quality serve Stowell's Hybrid Evergreer.
Corn. Stalk sturdy with close growing upright ears, 4 feet from
ground; foliage medium green. Ears very slightly tapered, uniform
with 16 to 18 rows. Kernels medium wide and deep.
Price—Pkt., 20c; y2 lb., 45c; 1 lb., 80c; 2 lbs., $1.45; 5 lbs., $3.20.
IS?—GOLDEN CROSS BANTAM HYBRID (85 days)—Introduced
jointly by the United States Department of Agriculture and Purdue
University Agricultural Experiment Station. It is replacing other
mam crop yellow varieties. Stalk sturdy, with exceptionally broad,
vigorous leaves. Ears 10 to 14 rowed, slightly lighter yellow than
Golden Bantam. Kernels medium in width and depth. This hybrid
is extremely uniform in plant and ear characteristics and in ma
turity. If you want a yellow corn with a larger ear, that is more
productive, and if you want the best and sweetest for your table,
plant Hybrid Golden Cross Bantam. Its color is a glistening pale
gold and its flavor is unequaled.
-

SEED
Quality Seed are the cheap
est at any price. ALWAYS
read the tag on the bag to
be sure that you are get
ting the seed you want and
not a lot of Noxious Weed.
BUCHANAN SEED CO.
has spent 55 years build
ing up their reputation of
selling only the best qual
ity seeds—seeds that you
can depend upon.

e and we will

lng and helpful.
Adams Early Sweet Corn
i?^TADA?IS LARGE

(White Sweet) (75 days)-_ _
than theUExtM awnriS ®ar.cornsV.Matures ab°u* 10 days later

are very hardy and can be planted earlier than sugar corns.
VA lb., 15c; 1 lb., 45c; 2 lbs., 80c; 5 lbs., $1.75; 10 lbs., $3.10
EARL*

ADAMS (White Sweet) (65 days)-

ffiSssi ?
f
Si'S'S.SW.Si
VA

K"a"-

lb., 15c; 1 lb., 45c; 2 lbs., 80c; 5 lbs., $1.75; 10 lbs., $3.10

141—EARLY SURPRISE (White) (75 days)—A wonderful
roasting ear corn, especially bred for market gardeners' use;
when planted at the same time as Large Adams it is ready
for use just when the Large Adams is giving out; it is the
best corn to use for successive plantings all through the
season. This corn is slightly sweeter than field corn. Aver
age height of stalk about 7 feet; the ear is thick, well grained
to the end of the cob; rows of grain straight and uniform.
When cut green for market the ears average from 8 to 10
inches in length. It is very productive, producing two good
ears to the stalk. Also a splendid early maturing field corn.
14 lb., 15c; 1 lb., 45c; 2 lbs., 80c; 5 lbs., $1.75; 10 lbs., $3.10

137—TRUCKER'S FAVORITE (White Sweet) (75
days)—For a second early, to follow Early Adams,
this is unquestionably one of the best; or for plant
ing late to mature quickly it is equally valuable.
It is a white corn, with good depth of grain, tender
and sweet, and a most desirable size for roasting
ears. Besides being a fine garden corn, it is a
splendid field corn to follow potatoes and other
early crops. The ears are medium size and well
filled.
VA lb., 15c; 1 Ib, 45c; 2 lbs, 80c; 5 lbs, $1.75; 10 lbs,
$3.10.
134—GOLDEN BANTAM (Yellow Sugar) (80 days)
—Very sweet and most delicious extra early corn
for the home garden, and very productive. The
stalks grow only 5 feet high and, where space is
limited, the hills can be as close as 20 inches apart.
Each stalk bears 2 or 3 well-filled ears, 6 to 7 inches
in length. The kernels are of a beautiful yellow
color, very milky, tender and sweet.
VA lb, 15c; 1 lb, 50c; 2 lbs, 90c; 5 lbs, $2.00; 10 lbs,
$3.60.
138—STOWELL'S EVERGREEN (White Sugar) (85
days)—A standard main crop variety, much used
for the home garden, market, and canning. It is
hardy and productive, very tender and sugary, re
maining a long time in condition suitable for boil
ing. The ears are about 9 inches long, 16- to 20rowed, with very white grain. The stalks are about
IVt feet high.
140—COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (White Sugar) (82
days)—One of the best known of the mid-season
varieties. Kernels very deep, slender, sweet with
tender hull and set irregularly without row for
mation. It 4»
is a1U.
good
yielder, producing 2 to 3 °
goodciTJwl
.4o11r
5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs.,

POPCORN
in row.
34—DYNAMITE—A vigorous grower, 6 to 8 feet
tall, producing 2 and often 3 ears, 8 to 9 inches
long, with deep orange kernels, smooth and round
which pop double the size of others. When popped
it is rich creamy yellow, crisp, tender deliciously
flavored and no hard centers.
VA lb, 15c; 1 lb, 45c; 2 lbs, 80c; 5 lbs, $1.75; 10 lbs,
$3.10.

6towel]. Evergreea
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CUCUMBER SEEDS

This Page Post Paid. Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow List.

Ills; 1 to 2 pounds will plant 1
weather. Plant in hills about 4

LETTUCE SEED
CULTURE—Sow in rich, well prepared soil, as s
iches apart, *
Vt inch 1.
Is best in mm web
Good heads depend o
teady growth v
'isture ai
feeding
Br plant!

All Prices oil This Page Post Paid. Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow List.

e loose-leaf.

163—EARLY GREEN CLUSTER (55 days)—A short,
blunt, cylindrical pickling sort, does not taper at the
ends, fruits borne close in on the vines in clusters.
On account of its earliness, perfect shape and firm
ness, it is probably the most popular of the smaller
pickling cucumbers. If kept gathered olose it will
continue to set fruit through a long season.
:s.f 35c; Yi lb., 60c; % lb.,
158—STRAIGHT 8 (60 days)—All American Selec
tion, 1935—This outstanding variety produces sym
metrical, cylindrical fruits about 8 inches in length
and about
inches in diameter. The fruits are
well rounded at the end and when ready for use
are deep green and free from objectionable striping
or tipping. Although its characteristics make it an
ideal shipping variety, it is also equally desirable
for the home or local market.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c; 2 oz., 50c; Yi lb., 90c; % lb.,
$1.50; lb., $2.75.

cellent for slicing. A very hardy, vigorous, prolific
producer of uniform medium green fruits, blunt at
both ends.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; 2 ozs., 35c; Yi lb., 60c; % lb.,
$1.10; lb., $2.00.

j but much superior for pickles. Make
the most delicious pickles of all.
Pkt., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; Yi lb., 75c; % lb., $1.50;
1 lb., $2.75.
166—IMPROVED LONG GREEN (70 days)—The
vines are vigorous and productive; the fruit (12
inches long) is formed almost as early as on the
short sorts. The flesh is very firm and crisp and has
a distinctive flavor; they make excellent medium
large pickles, and when yellow and ripe the best
sweet pickles. It enjoys the distinction of being the
standard cucumber for home garden.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; Yi lb., 85c; % lb.,
$1.50; lb., $2.75.

NO-SEED HORMONE BLOSSOM SET
For cucum'
jg HU-3C.LU nuniYiuii c.
Gives bigger '
yields, better
produce, on beans and berries, too. Sprayed on
plants, sets blossoms, prevents dropping of
blossoms & buds. Produces better quality, more

161—COLORADO (IMPROVED A & C) (65 days) —
The outstanding cucumber for home garden, near
or distant market. Vigorous grower, resistant to
disease, and produces an abundance of uniformly
slender cucumbers, 9 to 10 inches long, with deep
green color which it retains well after harvesting.
It is gently tapered at both ends; flesh crisp, firm
and of superior eating quality with small seed area.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c; 2 ozs., 50c; Yi lb., 90c; Y> lb.,
$1.50; lb., $2.75.
165—IMPROVED WHITE SPINE (60 days)—It is
early, crisp and tender, excellent for slicing, pickles
well when gathered young. For the home garden it
is one of the best as it can be used for all purposes.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; % lb., 75c; % lb., $1.25;
lb., $2.25.
159—STAYS GREEN (60 days)—It is one of the
earliest and most prolific white spine varieties for
home or market. The extremely dark green color is
retained well into the mature stage. It has rounded

THE ARKANSAS FARMER
Bargain Subscription Offer
Don't ever miss the practical, down-to-earth
farm and garden information in THE ARKAN
SAS FARMER. It's localized to meet the needs
and conditions of Arkansas and West Tennessee
farmers. A seven-year subscription is only $2.00
—just enclose it in, your seed order. 3 years

CUCUMBERS AND MELONS
are
Very susceptible to insect injury and diseases.
Why lose your plants when it is so easy to
save them by
USING
5% CHLORDANE DUST. Controls ants,
Grubs, Japanese Beetle, Army Worms, Chinch
Bugs, Cucumber Beetle.

Colorado or A A C
e Subject to Pests and Disease. See Index About Insecticides for Spraying.

Oun ) plants 20i
splanthig.

196—BIG BOSTON (H) (76 days)—Plants are medium large,
very hardy, vigorous and sure heading. Heads medium size,
globe shaped, well formed, compact, crisp, tender with but
tery-like golden yellow heart. An excellent variety for hot
bed and cold frame forcing, and as an outdoor variety with
stands much adverse weather.
Pkt., 10c; Yi oz., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; Yi lb., 80c; Y lb.,
$1.40; lb., $2.50.
204—BLACK SEEDED SIMPSON (L.L.) (50 days)—A lead
ing early, loose heading variety of fairly large size; leaves
form in a compact bunch, crumpled and frilled at the edges.
Pkt., 10c; Y oz., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; Yi lb., 75c; Y lb.,
$1.25; lb., $2.25.

Imperial No. M7
203—IMPERIAL No. 847 (H) (80 days)—Well adapted to
Southern conditions, producing excellent heads under hieher
-dinary heading
resistant to disease. Heads medium large,
1 , well formed, c
pact, crumpled, well covered by inner leaves;
f-*—s— "light
es; exterior
green, interior white, crisp, tender and sweet.
., 35c; 2 ozs., 60c; Yi lb., $1.10; Y lb.,
205—NEW YORK OR WONDERFUL;—An Improved Early
Strain (H) (75 days)—Immense heads, often 10 and 12
inches across, solid as a cabbage; blanches beautifully; crisp,
tender; free from bitterness and with few outer leaves. Well
adapted to the Mid-South, rooting deeply and resistant to the
hot, dry weather.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 20c; oz., 35c; 2 ozs., 60c; % lb., $1.00; H lb.,
$1.75; 1 lb., $3.25.

207—ICEBERG (H) (84 Days)—A large, late, crisp cabbageheading variety; heads very firm, with the most delicious
crisp, tender hearts blanched to a silvery white.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; Yi lb., 80c; Yi lb.,
$1.40; lb., $2.50.
206—BIBB LETTUCE (65 days)—Truly a lettuce for con
noisseurs. Quickly makes loose heads, as big as your (1st,
dark green, tender brittle and of unsurpassed quality and
flavor. Most attractive for individual servings. Top quality.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; Yi lb., 80c; Yi lb.,
$1.40; 1 lb., $2.50.
201—CHICKEN LETTUCE (55 days)—Unlike any you have
ever grown. Three to four feet high, loaded with leaves that
may be pulled like kale. After cutting it keeps on growing.
Yields more chicken greens than any other plant.
Pkt., 10c; Yi oz., 15c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; Yi lb., 75c; Yt lb.,
$1.25; lb., $2.25.

MUSTARD SEED
CULTURE—One ounce will bow i
salad, bow rather thick In Februt
spring and fall. In rows 12 Inches

t of drill. For early

243-A—SOUTHERN GIANT CURLED (Long Standing) (30
days)—By careful selection this strain was developed, which
will stand 15 to 20 days longer before going to seed. It is
equal, or better in every respect, to the old type, and on
account of its long standing characteristics is more desir-

1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,
244—NEW CHINESE OR ELEPHANT EAR (40 days)—These
two popular smooth leaf mustards have always been the
same since New Chinese is an improved strain of the long
popular Elephant Ear variety. The leaves are medium
dark green, smooth, very large and tender. Easily prepared
for cooking and very desirable for local market.
Pkt, 10c; oz., 15c; Yi lb., 35c; Y lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,
245—FLORIDA BROADLEAF (40 days)—Large, tall, up
right growing plant with exceptionally large, thick bright
green leaves, with pale green tender mid rib. Fast grow
ing, very productive and deliciously mild.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; Yi lb., 35c; Yi lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,
$4.50.

Bibb Lettuce

265—TENDERGREEN OR MUSTARD-SPINACH (25 days) —
It is lice resisting. A mild mustard with a delicate pungent
flavor that can be grown in three to four weeks, ana in
almost any season of the year, even during hot summer
weather, and makes an abundance of greens. Make a plant
ing every two weeks.
Ib" 35°: ^ lb" 60c: 1 lb" *1'00: 5 ,bs"
$450 10C! °Z" 15C:

PROGRESSIVE FARMER SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Enclose $1.00 with your seed order remittance and we
will send you The Progressive Farmer for 2 years or $2.00
for 5 years. You will find its worthwhile articles on
farming, gardening, fruit, chickens, hogs and cows very
interesting and helpful.
(Page 15)
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SWEET AND HOT PEPPERS

OKRA or GUMBO

CULTURE—Planting should be delayed until after
thinly in TOWS
feet n tl a rt ond amra.
J _1
~ Y 7 .°
utty, otnerwise t n e pods becomet o o h a r d
p
o° row
discontinue bearing. One ounce will sow 100 feet
251-CLEMSON SPINELESS (55 days)-A smooth podded, spine
less strain of large green okra. Being absolutely free of spines
there is no discomfort experienced in picking and preparing. It
brutee easily.7 P
' umform' of excellent quality and does not
Pkt., 10c; 1 oz., 15c; y. lb., 40c:
lb 65c- lb «1 ?5
252—LOUISIANA GREEN VELVET (55 days)—A green Spineless
fddGh' velvet,okra> which remains tender until quite long,'
prolific; for home and commercial use.
pkt> 10c: 1 oz-> 15c; & lb., 40c; V* lb.. 60c; lb. SI 00
io9JthforhomyEanrf^T l60 dvy?J—o°2g P°Pular throughout the

whiie *-d

250 -EARLY DWABT oilm
POOUO"r,u£2
K P°ds g00d
which begin to form early and bear freely'
tender and of the best quality. An old variety but still unsur
passed for home gardens and local markets

^ <3l

pkt-» 1#c!

1 oz-> 15c;

Vi

lb., 40c;

y2

lb., 60c; lb., $1.00

Days Given Below Are From Time of Transplanting

GARDEN HERBS

For flavoring soups, meats and pickles.
CARDOON—Pkt., 15c; oz., 60c.
SWEET BASIL—Pkt., 15c; oz., 50c.
CHIVES SEED—Pkt., 25c.
DILL—Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 15c; oz., 25c.
MARJORAM, SWEET—Pkt., 25c.
ROSEMARY—Pkt. 25c.
SAGE SEED—Pkt., 15c; oz., 70c.
THYME—Pkt., 25c.
FENNEL—Pkt., 15c.
CRESS—Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c.

300—CALIFORNIA WONDER (75 days) —
Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 40c; oz., 75c; % lb., $2.25; y2 lb., $3.95; 1 lb.,
$7.50.
306—TABASCO—A very small fruited type bearing fruit
numerously in an upright position. A very decorative ap-

428—CRITIC SPRAYER—24 oz. glass con
tainer with fruit jar thread; brass cap and
end; a no-rust sprayer. $1.95.

ONION SEED

301—RUBY KING (Sweet) (73 days)—It grows to a large
size, is very mild, is of a bright green color changing to
scarlet The flesh is thick, meaty and fine flavored.
Very
prolific and one of the most desirable sweet peppers.
Pkt, 10c; y2 oz., 35c; oz., 60c; % lb., $1.75; % lb., $3.10; 1 lb.,
$5.95.

CULTURE—In February, March and April
ONION SETS
Red-White-Yellow
1 lb., 40c; 3 lbs.. $1.00; 8 lbs., $2.00
GARLIC SETS
% lb., 25c; y2 lb., 45c; 1 lb., 80c;
5 lhc
do

BERMUDA (92 days from seed)—Bulbs are a light straw- •
ffowL
nnK
Sized flat.
Flesh is extremely mild and sweet. Try
growing onions from seed. You will find they keep much better.
10c; oz*
* 2 ozs., $1.00; Yi lb., $1.65; y2 lb-, $2.75; lb., $4.75
golden Tmlini^«k^flTv,SPK^ISHTJLarge and distinctly globe shaped, with
de"
sirable for shipping and fall storage.' V6ry SWCet 3nd °f pleasing flavor10c: oz' 55c! 2 ozs- $1.00; M lb., $1.75; % lb., $3.00; lb., $5.00
DAfVIEKS <112 da>'s from seed)—Handsome, pale
veflnw
yellow globe onion, medium large; fleshwhite, fine flavor,
mild; a good keeper.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 55c; 2 ozs., $1.00; % lb., $1.65; y2 lb., $2.75; lb., $4.75
skR a10? days ^ant seed)—Bulbs large, globe shaped; straw
g,lossy- ^lesd P"re white and mild. Stores well. One
of tne
the best
he^ globe shaped
oi
onion for local market.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 55c; 2 ozs., $1.00; % lb., $1.65; % lb., $2.75; lb., $4.75
nirr/rnRU! A. *V_

,

305—WORLD BEATER (73 days)—Vigorous, sure cropper
and very prolific. Fruits large, glossy, dark green, exceed
ingly mild; mostly four-lobed, flesh thick, firm and an excel
lent shipper.
60c; y± lb., $1.75; % lb., $3.10; 1 lb.,

PARSLEY

firmly pressed downV'When well5p, thTnmf me "Sche. apart
OnI
Pa?8leyWSeed°ln one ™nce°' r°W' 6 t0 8 I>oun(J»- an a<>™- There are about 17.000
53n7I?°w^uE BURLED—Compact growth, leaves dark green, finely cut and
finlnriV,
a doubt the most attractive garnishing and widely used for
flavoring souns and stews. A cut and come-again plant.
Pkt., 10c; 1 oz., 20c; 2 ozs., 35c; Yi lb., 60c; y2 lb., $1.00; lb., $1.65

PARSNIPS

303—CHINESE GIANT (Sweet) (80 days)—The ideal home
garden pepper. The stocky, vigorous plants produce enor
mous fruits 4 to 5 inches in diameter and equally as long,
and the color is a glistening dark green turning to a rich
scarlet; flesh is deliciously sweet, mild, crisp, and of excellent
quality.
Pkt., 10c; Y oz., 40c; oz., 75c; % lb., $2.15; % lb., $3.95; 1 lb.,
$7.50.
long, nui pepper, it is a medium eany sort naving a sienaer,
twisted and pointed pod about 5 inches long. A bright red
color when ripe. Equally splendid for seasoning when green
as when dried for winter use.
Pkt., 10c; V2 oz., 25c; oz., 45c; % lb., $1.50; % lb., $2.90; 1 lb.,
$5.50.
312—PIMENTO (Sweet) (70 days)—Mostly used for canning,
for seasoning and flavoring,
also garnishing, but can be
stuffed and baked. It has the most delicate, mild sweet flavor
of any pepper. It is very smooth, heart-shaped tapering to a
single point; dark green turning to a bright crimson.
Pkt., 10c; Y oz., 35c; oz., 60c; % lb., $1.75; % lb., $3.00; 1 lb.,
$5.50.
308—RED CHILI PEPPER (80 days)—A very hot, pungent,
bright red pepper used for flavoring.
Dwarf growing, with
slender, pointed fruits about one inch long; very prolific.
Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 30c; oz., 55c;
lb., $1.75
299—HUNGARIAN YELLOW WAX (Sweet) (very early) —
Very desirable for market garden, home and canning. Plants
small; heavily productive. Fruits 6-7 in. long, 2 in. thick,
tapered; smooth; waxy light yellow, becoming bright red;
flesh thick and pungent. Ideal pepper for pickling.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 40c; oz., 75c; % lb., $2.00
(Page 17).
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BUCHANAN'S GARDEN PEAS
light soilf^»r«».s»r«,i

sh*." >

in rows 2% ti

^

lb"' 30c* lb" 50c* 2 lbs> 90c:

Quantity Prices—See Yellow Price List Enclosed

a©

Cw

5 lbs., $1.95; 10 lbs.,

hi^AXT°NI,AN* (55 days; heiffh*
inches)—A fine comH'™ °.f earlmess, productiveness and extra fine quality

• • mm C~ c*
10.4(2

Hs'o"

20c' 1/4 lb" 30c; lb"' 50c: 2 lbs" 95c; 5 lbs"

?2.05; 10 lbs.,

297—LAXTON'S PROGRESS* (55 days; height 15 inches) —
e
d
e aVi e t £ielder of the extra early
wrilMedPDeas
wrinKiea
peas. pods
Pods4iA t to s5 ®
inches, are well filled with 7 tn
ThT/MfJhefrS J°r h°m,e U*e they have no superior0
market
green color well for shipping or local
$4.00." 20°:

Inoculate
Garden Peas
with
Nitragin
See Page 58

54 lb" 3°C; lb'' 55c; 2 Ibs-' $100; 5 ,bs>

SECOND EARLY

THD1UAC I A VTA»T.

.

_ . _

"

Inoculate
Garden Peas
with
Nitragin
See Page 58

1/ ,v on„. i/ ,u oX
uuine use ana ireezing.
/4* lb.,
on„. 5c u.»
«•„
, lbs., $3.50
V
lb" 20c,
20c> Yt
/2 lb.,
lb- 30c:
30c! lb..
lb> 5fl«:
SO"! 22 lhe
lbs., 90c;
lbs., $2.00;
10
stJfdv^fn«CA? WONDER* (58 days; height 12 inches)—Very dwarf,
n
length
nodfnM
sticking—An
abundant producer of medium
lengtn pods
of 5 nr
or 6R peas of? excellent
quality.
Yt lb., 20c; Yt lb., 30c; lb., 50c; 2 lbs., 90c; 5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs., $3.50
L ( 6 ° d j y s ; h e i g h t 2 2 i n c h e s ) — A n e x c e l l e n t , m e d i u m
e
a
r
l
v
cause' of its exTOnSonaOIqu^?^y and'yiel^' An °ld Vari6ty StiU P°PUlar bC'
Yi lb., 20c; Yt lb., 30c; lb., 55c; 2 lbs., $1.00; 5 lbs., $2.25; 10 lbs., $4.00

MAIN CROP

fgg&iy%S"«is ss s,rara?°s?v„is,'°°AT ass

2nc^)^PodTf^E)nehiNT

(^Proved Wilt Resistant) (74 days; height 48

Yt lb., 20c; Yt lb.. 30c; lb., 50c; 2 lbs., 90c; 5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs., $3.50
fnch^^ds^S11!^ MARROWFAT (Wilt Resistant) (80 days; height 55
other varieties tor latn nlni?rg»
t green- blunt. Better adapted than
bS the mosf nrnd,,^H?,Q f n
^ot as sweet as the wrinkled varieties,
poor ground productlve of a11 garden peas. Will out-yield all others on
Yt lb., 20c; Yt lb., 30c; lb., 50c; 2 lbs., 90c; 5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs., $3.50
PodT3LincLfVVto®f inch's,(,^Ut Res,istaat) <™ days; height 32 inches)longed bearer Pets „, „1SUC-Cesilve> thus making it a heavy and proN° home
Sshould be withoutT 5126 3nd SW6et marrowy flavorYt lb., 20c; Yt lb., 30c; lb., 50c; 2 lbs., 90c; 5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs., $3.50
Bte ofTallTelenh <W"t R?sls'ant> <72 days; height 24 inches)duces wel/lvithout sti JlrfnS pi '
, mam crop, dwarf pea which pro
long pods (about 4% tnthesi th t| cky a?d branching, bearing abundant
sweet peas.
inches) that frequently contain 7 to 8 big, luscious.
AH Prices on This Page Post Paid
(Page 18)

^

lb" 20c;

1243

u©

©
1244

1245

m

1246

##

1247

0O
12.52

1253

1254

4* Q
124s

S2-25; 10 lbs.,

FRESH FROZEN PEAS
Enjoy your garden the year around. Frozen peas are garden fresh
Be sure to grow enough peas to stock your deep freeze of loclfer The
a
e
S
f
0r
fre6Zitlg
3fe Th°maS Laxtog' ™ Telephone and
Llx\on pr ogr es s
295

seeps ^flff

Many of these peas are grown for seed in limited areas
only and due to localized adverse weather conditions some
varieties are always scarce. Please send or bring samples
of any peas quoted here that you have for sale.

Prices on This Page Post Paid Through Third Zone

DWARF EARLY VARIETIES

15C'

tested

The prices on Cowpeas, Field Beai
Cowpeas are constantly changing, and It Is Impossible to quote prices on quantities
;n this catalogue is printed, but in season we willn quote
—
1
receipt of your Inquiry asking for same.
PEAS—For
IS—For field planting it requires 2 to S gallons drilled to the
' " ' 2 bushels per acre—60 pounds to bushel; all peas
ime plants and should be Inoculated before planting. Please give second choice when ordering table r

0
Ji
n orPjnnted
winter. later,
'

bel*ht 28 inches> Fu»y Wilt Resistantlnnr ^ri5?
s
3 irirh?^ hbmt liaht
?od slze and Productivity. Pods
LevS"""ft ^g0hAilr„eeApJ^PFs_ee?.^ooth. i^een, used
flavor, and a favorite of the South. ~
***

$3 so ''

brand

BUCHANAN'S SOUTHERN GROWN TABLE PEAS

All Wrinkled Varieties Are Marked (*)
^LTUREj—Th^pea endures cold well, either In or a

^ lb- 30c; lb., 55c; 2 lbs., $1.00; 5 lbs., $2.25; 10 lbs., $4.00
Quantity Prices—See Tellow Price List Enclosed

12.49

I2SO

1251

1241—WHITE OR CREAM CROWDER (Semi-Dwarf)—Seed
have brown eye, very sweet. Considered best of the Crowders for home or market. Planted with corn, one row corn
one row peas (one peck to acre), will produce usual amount
corn and 10 to 20 bushels peas; thrive on clay or on sandy
loam land. Mature green peas in 85 to 90 days; dry peas, 100
to 110 days. About 2,200 seed to pound.
Yt lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1242—RICE OR CREAM (Semi-Dwarf)—Early. Similar to
Gallivant or Lady, but larger, very popular, better flavor
than Blackeye; fine to eat during winter; kidney shaped with
pale white eye. Green peas, 80 days; mature peas in 95 days.
Seed usually scarce. About 2,400 seed to each pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1243—EXTRA EARLY BLACKEYE (Dwarf)—Often called
Small or Six Weeks Blackeye. This is the earliest of all
Blackeye Peas. It is a prolific bearer of sweet, tender, deli
cious green peas. For dried winter use plant in early August.
About 3,100 peas in one pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 75c; 2 lbs., $1.40; 5 lbs., $3.25
1244—PURPLE HULL (Semi-Dwarf) —A most desirable all
purpose pea, produces green peas in 75 days, dried peas in
90 days. Plant stocky, supporting itself well, producing an
abundance of long, well filled pods which are easily picked.
A prolific bearer of sweet, tender, delicious green peas and
are also excellent tor dried peas. About 3,000 peas in pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1246—GALLIVANT OR LADY (Running)—Small white pea
with pale white eye. There are more of these peas sold on
the Southern markets than any other of the small white peas.
Fine flavor;
superior to Blackeye peas and very prolific.
Green peas in 90 days, dried peas in 105 days. About 5,800
seed per pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 75c; 2 lbs., $1.40; 5 lbs., $3.25
1247—CALICO (Running)—White pea with red splotches,
known in some sections as Coat and Jacket, Joseph Coat,
Pole Cat, Arkansas Traveler, and World Wonder, and Wild
Goose. If planted in April or May in corn, dropping peas
same time as corn they will make a pod 12 to 14 inches long,
"
>ick them all through the
' % the
About
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
SOME TABLE PEAS ARE VERY SCARCE
SOME ARE UNAVAILABLE
STATE 2nd and 3rd CHOICE

yt ground, make some vine on good soil, earlier
es larger than the White or Cream Crowder;
very prolific. More certain to produce than any other
Crowder. Green peas, 80 days, and dried peas in 100 days.
There are about 2,000 peas in one pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1245—CALIFORNIA OR LARGE BLACKEYE (Running).
—Pods contain from 10 to 14 seed. Plant is vigorous and is
highly resistant to cow pea wilt. Since Blackeyes are the
most popular peas planted for dried winter use, it will pay
you to plant this superior strain. About 2,000 peas in a
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
DIXIE BUTTER PEAS SPECKLED-BUSH (60 days) —
This miniature lima of excellent qualities has been espe
cially well received by gardeners in the South. Without
doubt the finest, meatiest, most delicious lima or butter
bean ever offered. The bushes are about 18 inches high,
very vigorous, dark green, extremely prolific. Pods are
only 2 inches long and contain about 4 pea size, little
speckled lima beans. The seeds are reddish brown, speck
led with dark brown. May be served fresh and are ideal
for canned winter use.
Yi lb., 20c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 70c; 2 lbs., $1.25; 5 lbs., $2.90
1255—RAMSHORN BLACKEYE WILT RESISTANT (Semidwarf)—Produces green peas in about 70 days; dried peas
in 85 days. The peas are much larger than the average Cali
fornia Blackeye and have a very delicious, tasty flavor green
or dried. This new variety has leaped into popularity on
account of its large peas, extremely long pods, its heavy
yields and resistance to disease. Don't fail to plant this sure
cropper.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1253—SMALL CREAM CROWDER (Bunch); also called Six
Weeks or Two Crop.—Will produce green taWe peas in six
weeks; while we do not consider it superior to large cream
crowder, it is equally as good and its earliness makes it more
desirable to plant tor early market. Matures dried peas in
about 65 days; will make two crops on good land in one
season. There are about 5.300 seed in one pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 75c; 2 lbs., $1.40; 5 lbs., $3.25
as Grey Goose.—A
nrndneW ereen nx:
many to be the largest i .
.
green There are about 1.800 seed in one pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85
1250—CONCH OR TEXAS CREAM—Seed small white with
pale white eye. They are early, a shy seeder but superior in
quality, and when green can be snapped and cooked like
beans. Green peas in about 80 days, dried peas about 95 days.
There are about 3,500 seed in one pound.
Yi lb., 25c; Yt lb., 40c; lb., 65c; 2 lbs., $1.20; 5 lbs., $2.85

.R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CO. gfeg MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.
PUMPKIN SEED

SPINACH SEED
CULTURE—One ounce to 60 feet to drill. For an early crop, sow early in the spring, in drills, 1 foot apart, and thin out to
2 inches in the row. For winter and early spring crop, sow either broadcast or in drills about the first of September to
November. 10 lbs. per acre in drills.

1 Prices on This Page Post Paid
"6-KING OF THE MAMMOTH (115 days)-A giant among
pumpkins. Used largely for stock feeding and exhibition
purposes. Fruits occasionally weigh 100 pounds. Flesh solid;
thick and deep orange in color; good keeper.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; % lb., 50c; Yz lb., 85c; 1 lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $7.00
314—KENTUCKY FIELD (110 days)—Our stock especially
£°w„n for seed purposes
Fruit large, slightly ribbed, dull
orange, flattened to round. Deep yellow, of good flavor. Ex«iani™°r ple!' c?n„1img and stock feed. Vigorous, prolific,
good keeper, about 20 pounds.
'
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; Yz lb., 35c; Yz lb., 65c; 1 lb., $1.10; 5 lbs., $4.85
315—CUSHAW (Green Striped) (110 days)—The fruits are
crooknecked. TOe rind;s cream mottled with irregular green
stripes. Weight about 12 pounds. A fine table pumpkin and
very Productive; meat is
rich3 vellow tmde
°C,f tuarF
tender, of the best flavor,
keeper
very sweet and good
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; % lb., 90c; 1 lb., $1.65; 5 lbs., $7.00
313—SMALL SUGAR (100 days)—Not large, but one of the
sweetest and best for pies; fine grained, deliciously sweet and
J.®°od keeper; flesh rich, deep orange-yellow.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; Yz lb., 85c; 1 lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $7.00
,w~£ICjP^SON_trhe finest
PumPkin for canning and feed
ing, the flesh is extraordinarily thick, being twice or three
times as thick as other pumpkins. It has an unusual bril
liant, deep gold color that is unique. It is one of the few
PkfP|0c"Sn» ?nr.a?/ m CK?ne.<3 ™ithout the addition of sugar.
Pkt., 10c, oz., 20c, Yz lb., 50c; Yz lb., 85c; 1 lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $7.00
T?NN^SSJ?uE SWEET POTATO (110 days)—Fruits are
pear.shaped. The creamy yellow flesh is very thick fine
ald delicioui and "ke the sweet potato
fn flavo^
15 pounds.
keeper and good yielder. Weight about
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; Yz lb., 85c; 1 lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $7.00

RAPE
"6,3-OW.ARF ESSEX-Makes excellent Greens. Economical
Easlly grown. May be sown at anytime to
sbtoo
Ak° »>-« •
SKKfpKiK Very

.

358—LONG STANDING BLOOMSDALE (Savoy Leaved) (45
days)—Very long standing. Leaves are intensely crympled
and blistered, glossy, of a dark green color, and well rounded.
Plant large, very uniformly compact, erect, sturdy and will
remain in good condition from 12 to 14 days longer before
running to seed. Especially desirable for spring planting.
1 oz„ 10c; Yz lb., 25c; Yz lb., 45c; 1 lb., 70c; 5 lbs., $2.85
361—NEW ZEALAND (60 days)—Does well on almost any
type soil and thrives in hot, dry weather, when most greens
are scarce, if spaced about 18 inches in the row. Cut and
come again variety that hears until frost.
1 oz., 15c; Yz lb., 40c; % lb., 70c; 1 lb., $1.25
357—GIANT NOBEL (45 days)—Plant large, spreading and
upright in growth. Slow to form seed stalks and an ex
tremely heavy yielder. Leaves very large, thick, smooth,
and tender with rounded tips. The best of the smooth leaf
varieties for market, home use; decidedly superior for can
ning.
1 oz., 10c; Yz lb., 25c; Yt lb., 45c; 1 lb., 70c; 5 lbs., $2.85

_

SALSIFY—THE VEGETABLE OYSTER
364—MAMMOTH SANDWICH ISLAND—Plant seed in early
spring in rich, loamy, deep soil and thin to 3 inches apart.
Cultivate cleanly all summer and dig as needed through fall
and winter. This is a large and vigorous strain with long,
white tapering roots, less likely to branch, with flavor re
sembling oysters. Fine for home garden or market.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c; 2 ozs., 75c; Yz lb., $1.25

SABADILLA DUST 20%
For the Hard to Kill

SQUASH SEED

This new, non-poisonous contact insecticide controls many
insects which heretofore were uncontrollable. Our 20%
Sabadilla controls harlequin cabbage bug, pumpkin, squash
or stink bug and blister beetles. Also controls most leaf
hoppers. It may be diluted with equal amounts of lime or
flour for control of pickle worm that bores into cantaloupes,
cucumbers and squash. Begin dusting soon after fruits form
and dust frequently but lightly throughout the bearing season
Postpaid, 1 lb., 75c; 5 lbs., $2.85. At Store, 1 lb., 55c; 5 lbs., $2.50

BUCHANAN'S RADISH SEEDS

BiBMaai
344-SPARKLER (New Perfection Half White)

(25 davsl—The nerfeeteH

346—WHITE ICICLE (27 Days)—Best early long white variety Adanted tn
other 2SX
•since Vem.ains crisp and tendef longer than any
5to6iIiteW i
hardiness makes it popular for fall planting also. Roote
Slde W"h brittle' tender'
flesh of mild invWZvon
white
343-LONG SCARLET SHORT TOP (27 days)-Roots smooth, uniform 5 to
long^el'typ™8' d3rk SC3rl6t W"h SmaU t0pS and white- crisp fles™'Best
Prices on All Above Varieties Radishes
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; 2 ozs., 20c; Yz lb., 35c; Y lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.25
MS-LONG BLACK SPANISH (50 days)-One of the hardiest and best
winter keeping varieties. Large firm; jet black skin, flesh snow white* ex
ceedingly crisp and free of pithiness.
wnite, ex348-CHINA ROSE WINTER (50 days)-Skin in deep rose color, flesh
white, firm and crisp. Good keeper. The most popular winter radish?
Prices above 2 varieties
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; 2 oz., 25c; Yz lb., 45c; i/a lb., 70c; 1 lb., $1.25

pure

bright, deep lemon yellow color. Its rich, buttery flavor is
unsurpassed in squash. It is firm with a pronounced flavor
when young and remains tender until very large.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; Yz lb., 90c; 1 lb., $1.50
371—EARLY GOLDEN SUMMER CROOKNECK (52 days) —
Bush variety, early, profuse and prolonged bearer; golden
yellow, with a pronounced, true, rich squash flavor.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; Yz lb., 90c; 1 lb., $1.50
374—ZUCCHINI, Grey Green (60 days)—The best ITALIAN

368—EARLY WHITE BUSH (53 days)—The well known
White Scalloped Squash. One of the earliest; very produc
tive; skin and flesh a light cream color, tender and of the
highest quality. Cooks quickly.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; Yz lb., 50c; % lb., 90c; 1 lb., $1.50

TOBACCO

CULTURE—The seed should be sown as soon as possible after
pfan^Into rows 'l feeT'apartTao^wa^11*8 ^ 6 lnohes hlBh' trana"
365—WHITE BURLEY—Heavy yielding. Rich broad leaves.
Easy to cure. Desirable for cut or plug tobacco.
366—HAVANA—Large, long leaves. Of fine texture and de
lightful flavor. One of the earliest.
Price, either variety—Pkt., 10c; % oz., 35c; 1 oz., 60c; 2 oz.,

Quantity Prices—Not Prepaid—See Yellow List.

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.,
BUCHANAN'S TOMATO SEEDS

CULTURE—SI* or eight weeks before frost Is over, sow 14
deep In hot-beds, in pots or shallow boxes In the house, and
they have made 4 leaves, transplant
root growth. Expose as much as poi
when set out In the open ground, tb
but do not allow the growth to be o
apart In a light, warm soil, and shade them a few
ounces win make pfarfts°forCan'^re.9 about 1,000
FORt FIELD PLANTING—Set plants 3 feet apart

R.B.BUCHANAN SEEDCO.
All Prices Post Paid

BUCHANAN'S TOMATO SEEDS
381—PONDEROSA (Purplish Crimson) (88 days)—Fruits are
very large, solid, meaty, and very sweet; deep, but flat; very
fleshy, with few seeds; of very mild flavor.
Our selected
strain of Ponderosa is less rough and ribbed than the ordin
ary Ponderosa and is quite popular.
Pkt., 15c; Vs oz., 50c; 1 oz., 90c; % lb., $3.00; % lb., $5.50

Maturity estimated from time plants set
All Prices on Tomatoes Post Paid. Quantity Prices—Sei
Yellow Price List Enclosed

384—CERTIFIED MASTER MARGLOBE (Bright Deep Red)
(Wilt and Rust Resistant) (80 days)—Master Marglobe has
been perfected by individual plant selection. We believe
this strain is without doubt the most perfect all-purpose
Tomato thus far. Its large, nearly round, smooth, solid fruits
are ideal for home use and local market. It also ranks first
as a green wrapped shipper. The flavor will please the most
discriminating taste. The partitions which divide the small
seed cavities and the outer wall are thick, meaty and firm.
Vine is sturdy, carrying the fruit well, with sufllcient foliage
to protect its fruit. In Master Marglobe we offer a tomato,
probably the most resistant to wilt, rust and blight.
Pkt., 15c; y2 oz., 40c; 1 oz. 70c; y4 lb., $2.15; % lb., $4.00; 1 lb.,

391—GREATER BALTIMORE (Scarlet Fruit) (83 days)Mid-season variety of great merit; very heavy, due to ex
treme firmness
and very thick meat. The fruit ripens
evenly and is free from ridges and cracks, making it one ol
the best canning tomatoes; dependable, producing heav
ily under bad weather and soil conditions where many would
fail. It is considered more certain to produce a heavy fall
crop than any other tomato. It is also very well suited for
home gardens and markets because of its attractive appearPkt., 10c; % oz., 30c; 1 oz., 50c; % lb., $1.50; % lb., $2.60; 1 lb.,

HYBRID TOMATOES
BIGGER YIELD—BETTER TOMATOESLESS CRACKING
The new F3 Hybrid Tomato, round, deep scarlet red,
large size and very resistant to cracking and blossom-end
scars. Out produce the regular tomato with less seed
and more MEAT. Try them once and you will want your
entire crop of tomatoes in the HYBRIDS from now on.
Pkt., $1.00; y2 oz., $7.50; 1 oz., $13.00.
393 MARGLOBE (Wilt-Resistant) (Red) (79 days)—Fruits
are of medium size, smooth, solid and deep from stem to
blossom ends. They are set in clusters of 5 to 7 on vines with
medium to heavy growth. Ceil structure is irregular. It is
wilt resistant: the popular Globe shape, scarlet color; good
cropper, marketer and shipper.
$4k25 1#C; % °Z" 25C; 1 °Z" 45°: V* lb" ?1'25: ^ Ib" $2-30: 1 ,b380—CERTIFIED MARGLOBE
$540 1<>C: V2 °Z" 3°C; 1 °Z" 55C: V*

Greater Baltimore
390—RUTGERS (Rich Red) (Wilt and Rust Resistant) (72
days)—Rutgers produces a rather large plant, so strong
that it withstands wind and rain better than any other
variety, supporting its abundant crop perfectly. Abundance
of foliage serves as ample protection from sunscald of the
fruits. The fruits being larger than Marglobe, tend to flatten
®ut more. The internal structure is as good as our Marglobe, having thick outer and inner walls, and very small
seed cavities. The internal color is darker red than Marglobe. Rutgers makes juice of low acidity and fine flavor,
intermediate between the sweet Marglobe and the very tart
late varieties. It is a good canning tomato. Rutgers will yield
as well as Marglobe, and on light, sandy soil will surpass this
variety.
Pkt., 10c; % oz., 25c; 1 oz., 45c; 14 lb., $1.25; y2 lb., $2.30; 1 lb.,
$4.25.
376—CERTIFIED RUTGERS
Pkt., 15c;
Iz., 35c; 1 oz., 60c; 14 lb., $1.75; y2 lb., $3.15; 1 Ib.,
$6.00.
387—BREAK O'DAY (Deep Scarlet) (Wilt and Rust Resist
ant) (70 days)—Its outstanding features are earliness and
productiveness. It resembles Marglobe in shape, depth of
fruit, thickness of wall and color, both inside and outside
The fruits are of medium size, deep, solid and almost seed
less.
Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 35c; 1 oz., 60c; 14 lb., $1.95; % lb., $3.40; 1 lb
$6.50.

lb" $1-50;

**

,b" ?2'8°: 1 lb"

9OL®,EN JUBILEE (89 days)—A very large mild
flavored, yellow fruited tomato, desirable for home gardens,
uwnf are -ar?,e' spreading and strongly resistant to wilt.
s are ®imila?.ln slze and shape to the red Ponderosa
a".d al-e quite solid with small seed cells. Its rich golden
fnI a araphasizes its individuality in salads and it satisfies
the demand of those who do not like the acidity found in
most of the red varieties.
Pkt., 15c; y2 oz.; 30c; 1 oz., 55c; t4 lb., $1.85; % lb., $3.50
IMPROVED STRAIN (Bright Red) (66
fmnrnVirf t ^all.to Plant for your early Tomatoes this much
F?,?ftc twniSam developed
Pennsylvania State University,
of Earliana
smoother, of better quality than the old strain
Pkt, 10c; % oz., 35c; 1 oz., 65c; % lb., $2.10; % lb., $3.85; 1 lb.,

398—PAN AMERICAN (Field Immune to Wilt) (80 days)
, „r0r5 Plant to mature fruits. Fruit large, deep globe
shaped, smooth, quite uniform and with thick, meaty
substance. Brilliant scarlet red in color. Excellent for
table use and for market. Proven 100% resistant to fusarlum wilt m field trials.
$7k60 15C: % °Z"

4#C;

°Z"

70°:

lb" $215; 1/2 Ib" ?400; 1 Ib"

able, very vigorous and productive, fruits round, large, solid,
smooth, and possess the color, size, flavor and uniformity
so desirable for canning.
Pkt., 10c; y2 oz., 30c; 1 oz., 50c; }4 lb., $1.50; % lb., $2.75; 1 lb.,
$5.00.
394—GULF STATE MARKET WILT RESISTANT (Purplish
Pink) (82 days) —We believe the Gulf State Market to be the
chief purplish-pink fruited market variety grown in the Gulf
States. The vines are very vigorous and withstand blight ex
ceptionally well. The fruits are large, true globe shaped,
show but little depression about the stem and are smooth
and free from cracks. It ripens uniformly well up to the
stem. Very productive and an excellent commercial shipper.
Pkt., 15c; % oz., 40c; 1 oz., 70c; % lb., $2.00; H lb., $3.75;
1 lb., $7.00.
SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES
Popular miniature fruited tomatoes for preserving and pick
ling. Particularly attractive and unique to serve whole in
salads and with cocktails. They mature early and continue
to bear profusely until late in the season.
RED PEAR (75 days)—Fruits 2 inches long; pear shaped.
The red flesh is tender, sweet and of fine flavor.
Excellent
for preserves and canning.
YELLOW PEAR (75 days)—Fruits 2 inches long; pear
shaped. Has bright yellow, sweet flesh.
Mild and unex
celled for preserves.
RED PLUM (75 days)—Fruits oval, 2 inches long; rich deep
red. Fine for pickling or salads.
Either variety—Pkt., 15c; % oz., 45c; 1 oz., 75c.

BUCHANAN'S TURNIP SEEDS

408—SHOGOIN (Louse-Resistant)—Resists heat, dry weather,
and insect attacks. Quickly produces an enormous yield of
upright-growing, succulent foliage, which is crisp, tender,
and of superb mild flavor. The "greens" are ready for use in
25 days. Roots are large, pure white, semi-globular, and of a
most excellent quality. A great dual purpose turnip.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; M lb., 35c; % lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,
$4.50.
401—PURPLE TOP WHITE GLOBE—An all-purpose variety,
extensively used for home and market gardens and for ship
ping. Our purebred strain is noted for its uniformity and
productivity. Tops dark green, large, erect. Roots large,
globe shaped, very smooth, upper part purple, white below.
Flesh white, sweet, crisp and tender.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; % lb., 35c; % lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.50
395—LARGE WHITE GLOBE—Skin and flesh pure white.
An excellent producer of good quality greens and turnips.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; % lb., 35c; y2 lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5lbs., $4.50
399—PURPLE TOP FLAT STRAP LEAF—A desirable early,
flat, sweet, tender turnip for spring planting.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; yt lb., 35c; y2 lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,$4.50
400—SEVEN TOP—Used exclusively for greens; will grow
all winter. Can be planted spring or fall.
Most resistant to cold and will supply an abundance of
greens throughout the fall and winter.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; M lb., 30c; y2 lb., 55c; 1 lb., 80c; 5 lbs., $3.25
405—BUCHANAN'S MIXED TURNIP—Mixture of all sorts,
giving a variety of turnips, roots and tops, from fall to spring,
from one sowing.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; !4 lb., 30c; y2 lb., 55c; 1 lb., 90c; 5 lbs., $4.25
418—RUTABAGA—IMPROVED PURPLE TOP YELLOW—
Grows the same shape and size as Purple Top Globe Turnips.
Color of skin, yellow with purple crown. Flesh deep yellow,
fine grain and of excellent quality. It is an excellent keeper.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 15c; J4 lb., 35c; % lb., 60c; 1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs.,$4.50

i.RB.BUCHANAN SEEDCQ sggfc MEMPH1S.TENNESSEE.
<• -iBL*C3EI»J'—N £ 1
BUCHANAN'S WATERMELON SEEDS

OROW MELONS—Rich, sandy loam soils are considered best lor Watermelons, but good crops are grown on any type of well-

"®n ?
aParr'£„°at

fert"8 ®°".
F^e adding of well-rotted manure to soil will give the plants a good start, and to commercial growers we recon.
aIVh?pllca,tiOIi of ,1,00 t° 800 pounds of mixed fertilizer to the acre. The best yields are procured when the hills are spaced at least 10 fed
,Thi£ ?6th0d wil1 Sive about 360 hills to the acre. When the soil has become warm, drop 6 to 8 seeds in each hill and covo

1 inch deep. Later thin to 2 or 3 of the largest plants. Earlier crops may be obtained by protecting the young plants with Hot
kaps. Give shallow cultivation every 10 days. One ounce will plant 26 hills; 2 to 3 pounds per acre.
on this Page Post Paid.

232—FLORIDA GIANT (92 days)—This melon has suddenly become very popular throughout the South. It makes vigorous vine
growth, does not sunburn as easily as many varieties and develops
attractive fruits of enormous size that commonly weigh 50 to 55
pounds, and under ideal growing conditions may attain a weight
of 100 pounds. It is oval-round; skin color dark green and the
rind is thick, making it an excellent shipper even though large.
The flesh is a rich red, firm and unusually sweet. It is a proliic
bearer and ideally suited to our Southern soils and climate.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; Vi lb., 70c; % lb., $1.25; I lb., $2.25
255—-NEW STONE MOUNTAIN (Select Strain) (90 days)—One oi
the finest, sweetest, largest medium early Watermelons. Under
favorable conditions, fruits weigh from 40 to 60 pounds. The fruit
is almost round or square-shaped with rich, dark green, medium
thick rind, and dazzling scarlet flesh of luscious sweetness. It has
few seeds, is firm and solid, almost all heart, and truly an unsur
passed table delicacy. The rind is sufficiently tough to stand con
siderable handling, making it an excellent shipper. It is very
prolific, withstands drouth, and will produce a fine crop of good
melons when other varieties fail. It is the most popular roundtype Watermelon for the home garden or market.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 40c; % lb., 60c; % lb., $1.15; 1 lb., $2.0)

BUCHANAN'S WATERMELON SEEDS
227—BLACKLEE (87 days)—Originated at the Florida Agricultural Experiment
Station, and after many and varied tests has proven of superior quality and to be
completely resistant to wilt Shape is long oval, very symmetrical and
smooth. Color, dark, rich green. Flesh brilliant red, very sweet and crisp; seed
black—a most attractive and pleasing color combination. Cuts solid, free from
stringmess and has a delicate inviting aroma and distinctive flavor.
Try this
simnlv limitori
., 40c; y4 lb., 65c; ^ lb., $1.10; lb., $2.00
233—IMPROVED KLECKLEY'S SWEET OR WONDERMELON (87 days)—Those
who think they know Watermelons will tell you that until you have eaten a slice
of Improved Kleckley's or Wondermelon, you haven't really tasted the finest flavor
to be found in Watermelons. All of the sparkling, crisp, bright crimson meat is
deliciously sweet right up to the thin rind. For the home garden we recommend
it without reserve; it carries well for short distances, for the rind, though thin, is
very tough. It is not unusual to have them weigh 50 pounds or more.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 20c; 2 ozs., 35c; % lb., 50c; % lb., 85c; 1 lb., $1.50; 5 lbs., $6.75

HOTKAPS
PROTECT PLANTS
FROM FROST.
WIND. RAIN.
AND
INSECTS

241—CONGO (90 days)—Congo not only is resistant to attacks of
anthrachnose which result in heavy annual losses to melon growers
by causing the foliage and vines to die before a full crop of melons
is set and matured, but ranks among the best in quality. Having a
very tough and close textured rind, it stands shipping to distant
markets and keeps in good edible condition for weeks. Shape is
about twice as long as it is thick. Color, medium and dark green
striped. Flesh, rich red. Seed, white with slight brown markings.
A vigorous grower and very prolific. We highly recommend Congo
tor shipping, local market, and home consumption.
Pkt., 15 oz., 40c; 2 oz., 75c; % lb., $1.25; % lb., $2.00; lb., $3.50
228—DIXIE QUEEN (85 days)—Almost round or square-shaped

MEAT CURING SUPPLIES
DEAM'S CONDENSED SMOKE
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; % lb., 75c; % lb., $1.25; 1 lb., $2.25
231 DARLINGTON. We unhesitatingly recommend this melon as
one of the best ever developed for home and local market. It is
very symmetrical, of large size and its dark green stripes alternat
ing with ivory stripes lightly veined with green make it unusually
attractive in appearance. The flesh is brilliant red, crisp, tender
and almost entirely devoid of fibre. Resistant to Anthracnose and
sunburn.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; % lb., 75c; % lb., $1.35; lb., $2.50
2.4^SEC^^AN'S ™PROVED CUT RED TOM WATSON WA
TERMELON (90 days)—The real red meated Tom Watson. Its
tough, medium thick, elastic rind makes it the finest shipper. Our
seed are selected from the largest, finest melons in the field and is
bred to eliminate hard, white centers. Flesh deep red, juicy and
sweet, weigh 40 to 60 pounds.
5 lbs 1$675Z''

25C; 2

°ZS" 4°C;

1/4

lb" 60c:

*A

lb" 90c; 1 Ib>

*160:

if0 days)—The fruits are medium size, oblong,
weighing 25 to 35 pounds. Color very dark green, flesh crimsonan.d fine
n? dor • sv£
texture. A vigorous and prolific melon
of delicious flavor for home gardens and local markets.
Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c; 2 ozs., 45c; % lb., 75o; % lb., $1.35; 1 lb., $2.50
PROTECT YOUR MELONS
'y,0™ .STRIPED BEETLES and other insects. DUST on plants. May be
SABADILLA DUST, "
"not "bur^pianfs01" Cr°P insurance ~ use
SABAD ILEA Dust—1 lb., 75c; 5 lbs., $3.85

TO

Quantity Prices—See Yellow Price List Enclosed

DEAM'S
SKIPPER PROOF COMPOUND
8 oz. pkg. enough for 300 to 400 lbs.
of meat. Odorless, tasteless, harmless.
One treatment will give you the full
assurance that no skippers will appear
on your meat throughout the year.
8 oz. At store, 50c; postpaid, 70c; 14 oz.
at store, 75c; postpaid, 95c.

Condensed Wood-Smoke adds that
final touch to Safety and Flavor. Easy,
quick and simple to use.

. —s unique meat pump
using Morton's Tender-Quick the cure
starts working at the same time from
«ie inside out as well as the outside in.
This durable, seamless brass meat pump
is almost positive insurance against
loosing your meat. Each, post paid,
$2.20. At Store, $2.00. Needles at store
25c; postpaid, 35c.

MORTON'S
SUGAR CURE
Easy to use. With
Morton's Smoke
Salt you salt-cure,
sugar - cure and
mildly smoke the
meat all at the same
time. 7 lb. can cures
75 lbs. of meat. 714
Ib. can, $1.00; post
paid, $1.45.

Liquid smoke made from the best
smoking woods, in condensed form.
Simply brush on the meat, after remov
ing the coating of the cure from the
meat by dipping in hot water, and allow
to drain and dry from 24 to 48 hours.
Directions on each bottle. At Store—
Pt., 55c; qt., $1.10; gal., $3.50. Postpaid—
Pt., 70c; qt., $1.30; gal., $3.75.

DEAM'S SEASONING
A complete carefully blended mixture
that takes the guesswork out of season
ing. Primarily for seasoning sausage
but also excellent for stuffings. Post
paid—10 oz. 55c. At Store—10. oz. 40c.

MORTON'S
TENDER-QUICK
is a special meat cure
to pump around the
bones of hams and
shoulders with meat
pump. Price, post
paid—4-lb. can, $1.30;
at store, 4 lbs., $1.00.
(Page 25)

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. •
^:.jy BUCK
FLOWER SEED PLANTING

1AND TESTED SEEDS
BUCHANAN'S FLOWER SEEDS

TABLE

packets. By follow

This table is
is u»
for middle South climate and conditions. Allowances m..st k„ „„ j
.. .
T, tender; H, hardy; H H, half hardy; A, annual; B,
biennial; *"«™s
P, perennial
»•«—*
AN ANNUAL PLANT—The seed must be shown each year
year anid fr
rwQ?k
"it orblossoms the second season. Example
and after producing its blossom and seed the plant will per
^ PFtrpvwiii Digitalis and Sweet Williams.
ish. Examples: Asters, Salvia, Sweet Peas and ginnisc
PLANT—Is one that lives indefinitely ail
A BIENNIAL PLANT—Is one that maintains its vitality
SK® a dormant season in which it loses its leaves aid
s^on n.ew growth the following growing seasons
S—£^
for two years or more, producing roots and leaves the first
ExampfeirGeranTum,
"Carnation: HoUyhodk
|nd Deiphini»
Shape of

_.
thin out 1
d keep entirely free from weeds. Never allow tne seeaiings
All Prices on this Page Post Paid

NifMGJN

. bedding

.spreading.

INOCULATE SWEET PEAS
with
NITRAGIN
for best results
POSTPAID 20c

.bushy.,. .
• bushy
• bushy....

BUCHANAN'S CALIFORNIA GROWN SPENCER SWEET PEAS
*4
LATE FLOWERING SPENCER SWEET PEAS
Pkt. Oz. Lb.
King White. Pure white. Free flowering, very large"
Pinkie. Large rose pink
Capri. Clear silver blue. Long stems
Fiery Cross. Brilliant orange cerise
Ambition. Rich lavender with sheen of rose pink..
Warrior. Rich red maroon flushed with bronze
,
Debutante. Salmon shaded coral
f -10 .25 .75
Dobbie's Cream. Deep cream with waved petals..
Powerscourt. Large lavender
Rubicund. Crimson scarlet
Royal Purple. Rich purple
Prince of Orange. Deep orange
Unrivalled Mixture. Beautiful blend of all above
.10 .20 .60
833 Early Flowering. Mixed
.15 .30 .90
856
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
876

• bedding.
• bedding.

AGERATUM. Popular summer and fall' blooming plants. The
dwarf varieties are ideal for borders, rockeries, beds and they,
as well as the tall varieties are excellent cut flowers.
506 Midget Blue. The fine delicate foliage is practically covered
with true ageratum blue flowers.
Really dwarf—grows only Pkt.
3 to 4 inches high. All America Silver Medal Winner
25
501 Blue Perfection. Large flowers of deepest amethyst blue borne
on compact plants 9 in. high
20
500B ARCTOTIS (Blue-eyed African Daisy). (2 to 3 feet high.) Its
daisy-like flowers are pearly white with a gold band surround
ing a delicate mauve center. Foliage gray green. Good cutflower
15
504 ALYSSUM Little Gem. Small white flowers completely cover
the dwarf compact plants which grow only 4 to 5 in. tall. Won.10

• many
• purple, whi

• 18-24 in.
24-36 in.
• 18-24 in.

:££:
branchy..,
tall

violet hue holding its color through the hottest weather. The
best violet edging plant we know
10
505 Sweet Alyssum. Flowers white and honey scented, an early
bloomer and continues until frost. 8 to 10 in. high
10
503 Perennial Alyssum. Saxatile Compactum. Grows 9-12 in. tall,
compact deep golden flowers in profusion
15
509 ARMERIA FORMOSA HYBRID (Giant Thrift). Attractive
plants, tufted growth above which rise many stiff, wiry stems
topped with a dense, globe shaped rose pink flower (24 in.)... .20
509A Alpina.. Dwarf Thrift. Bright rosy orchid flowers freely pro
duced on dwarf compact plants (6 in.)
50

• blue white.
• clump..
• bedding.
• bedding!

24-36 in..
12-24 in..
24-30 in..
branchy.,
spready..

ANTIRRHINUM (Snapdragon) Rust Resistant
Beautiful spikes of gayly colored flowers.
Excellent for beds,
borders and cut flowers. Tall flowering.
514 Firefly (Scarlet)
511 Golden King (Yellow)
512 Venus (Soft Pink)
513 Rose Queen (Rose Pink)
510 Harmony (Terra Cotta) orange, shaded rose
516 Alaska (White)
517 University of California Rust Proof Mixture. Full range of popu
lar shades

• climbing..
• pofc, bed..
• bedding..
rutting.'
• bedding. .
• bedding. .
• bedding..
• climbing..
• cutting...
• bedding..
|ggi;:
• bedding. . i
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CRAB GRASS KILLER
non-poison

Violet Queen Alyssum

25
25
25
25

Lb.

2.50

1.75
2.50

%
Oz.

.35
.35
.50
.25
.30
.80
...

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

15 1.25

ARKANSAS FARMER, Special Subscription Offer
3 years $1.00, 7 years $2.00. Enclose money with your regular order.
A good Farm Magazine.

All Prices on this Page Post Pali

^

AQUILEGIA (Columbine). Graceful plants, bloom early ere"' °*'
7' Pre
ferring partial shade and considerable moisture
MRS SCOTT ELLIOTT STRAIN. Single (Longspurred
Mixed). Finest Columbine in existence....
25
533 ASTER GIANTS OF CALIFORNIA. (Mixed'Colors!) 'Macniflcent, giant-flowered Aster with very large, elegant flowers
lo°sely arranged petals gracefully curved
and interlaced. The blooms are carried on stems 18 to 24
inches long. A rather late bloomer. Mixed.......... .
.1B
527 Aster. Giant Comet. Flowers of immense size, often 6 inches
Ko'.i i?ng' wavy twisted petals, gracefully formed into
dense globe, resembling Chrysanthemums. Mixed
io
m
Aster. American Branching. The blooms are quite large
to 4 in. across, and fully double. The plants grow 2 to '3 ft
i'S? branch freely producing stems frequently 2 ft lone
thiS ClaSS especia1^ flne
sistant.ma
'or cutting. Wilt Re8-'

All Prices on this Page Post Paid

520

525

530

523

^

524

Red

cfee°Lai"gest of the Ostrich Plume type. Long
mfrloA netals.
r
curled
rfnnhio
n/n
j-iong
VA,*
petal's. Vprv
Very"double.
Mixed

grsawss; sstz

15

.45

25

9fl

~

Pkt.
551 CARDINAL CLIMBER. A new and brilliant colored annual
climber. Flowers glowing scarlet. 1% inches in diameter, the
tube being 1(4 inches in length. Vines attain a height of
from 20 to 30 feet
20
CARNATION. Delightfully fragrant flowers.
Bloom within
5 months from seed. Hardy in moderate climates. Sow seed
in boxes in January to March and transplant.
552 Marguerite—Giant Mixed. Immense double flowers
15
552A Giant Cardinal Red
25
CELOSIA (Cockscomb). Easily grown. Very colorful bor
der plants producing velvety heads of fiery scarlet and rich
yellow. Blooms from mid-summer until frost.
556 Dwarf Mixed
15
554 Dwarf Empress. Brilliant red combs
15
555 Plumosa (Ostrich Plume). 2(4 ft. Finest mixed
10
CHRYSANTHEMUM. Very showy and easily grown, pro
ducing single and double flowers of various colors.
563 Golden Crown. Bright butter-yellow flowers are quilled and
fully double
15
562 COBEA SCANDENS (Cathedral Bells). 15-20 feet. A
climber of rapid growth with beautiful bell shape flowers;
valuable for covering trellises and arbors. Violet blue
25
CONVOLVULUS (Morning Glory). Showy flowers
in a
variety of colors. Sow where plants are to bloom.
566 Pearly Gates. A 1942 All-American winner, and the best
White Morning Glory to date. Similar to Heavenly Blue in
size, vigor of growth and abundant bloom, but the color is
satiny white with cream throat
15
564 Heavenly Blue. A deep, intense sky blue, shading lighter
toward the center. Flowers are large and freely produced.. .15
565 Scarlet O'Hara. An entirely new color in Morning Glory,
being a rich wine red. Flowers not as large as Heavenly
Blue but of good size. Borne in profusion until frost
15
567. Double Rose Marie. A new and unusually lovely Morning
Glory. It is easily grown and produces exquisite double
rose-pink blossoms in profusion. Combine with Heavenly
Blue for a color combination unexcelled
15
568 Giant Mixed
15
CORNFLOWER or BACHELOR BUTTON. A graceful, oldfashioned plant, which blooms freely throughout the entire
summer and usually reseeds itself. They will grow in most
any soil, and are in great demand as cut flowers. 2 ft.
572 Double Blue
573 Double Mixed
573A Double Pink
10
COREOPSIS. Hardy, easily grown perennial, 2 ft. high. Pro
ducing large bright yellow flowers in great profusion
570 Coreopsis Grandiflora Double Sunburst. Retains the beauty
of coloring of the single flower while augmenting its effect of
brilliance through the doubling of petals
10
COSMOS (Giant). Flowers measure from 2% to 4 inches
across, petals fringed, pinked, toothed and plain, and in colors
from pure white through shades of pink, red and orange.
571 Yellow Ruffles. Early, new, semi-double, clear, rich yellow.
The extra rows of petals lend an airy, butterfly-like appear
ance to the graceful flowers borne in profusion
15

Aqoilearla (Columbine)—Cone Spurred

537 Balsam (Camellia Flowered Mixed)
(?n«,ish

541

flowlrs

Daisy'-

Miled8"

Dainty, perennial plants for rock
delightful, double, white and rose

Produce

544

BRACHYCOME ' (Swan''River'' Daisy).

540

CACTUS. Fancy dwarf mixture. Easily grown "Start ir!
boxes and transplant to pots or outdoors a fter^r^ct
J
ff 0S| danger,
using well drained sandy loam.... " a

flowers

Plan.tS"..

?a!nt7,D.ai.Sy. .Uke'

bIue white and

lavender
10

^

Eezy
Wear
Qarden Qloves
Small, medium, large
Postpaid, $1.75 pair.
545

£trLaNsDV>,LA

(Pot MarigoW).

Calendulas bloom all sum

pllow from1 ivo?yyto deep oJanle" Wei?" danfcfd
?'
Mixed' All the double
sorts. Ar? shades T".!°ng.
^^'iemon byenow8 ^LVTv^rttf
545C Calendula Campfire Sensation

546

...

548

550

A m)»Ki.

sssvssi

*10

'2°

s- c
.10

80

Il?rcJ1 boxes
or shaded, moist beds. Each plant will be new an^m•
d quite distinct. Grow
your own plants from seed
Pkt., 50c. 3 for $1.25.
CANDYTUFT. A dwarf annual of easiest culture- free
blooming, showy, and useful for beds, borders and Id aino,"

Ssssbsr&sr^s1^.!°™°.

CANTERBURY BELL. Handsome, hardy biennial of statelv
growth, rich color and profuse bloom. Has la?M bell-lhaned
flowers, are effective in various colors. Hefght 2 to 4 felt

549A Rose (Cup and Saucer)
549 Blue (Cup and Saucer)
(Page 28)

578A Orange Flare. A gold medal winner. A rich glowing cutand-come-again cosmos that blooms from midsummer till
frost. The strong plants, 4 feet high, are covered with bril
liant blooms and present a gorgeous sight. It is an early
flowering strain of Klondyke

10

580

10

DOUBLE CRESTED. The plants are similar to other cosmos,
but the blooms are distinct in having double crowns, giving
them a very dainty and exquisite appearance. Aside from
their beauty, the blooms are lasting both on the plant and
as cut flowers.
581C Choice Mixed

*

586
-1®

j®

Giant Early. Mixed

"65
^

CYPRESS VINE. 15 feet; rapid growing climber; star-like
red and white flowers and feathery foliage. Mixed

15
15

586A Red
587
Rose Marie Morning Glory

CLARKIA. Quite hardy and constant bloomer in brilliant
shades of rose, red, pink and purple. Excellent cut flower.
Choice Mixed

.10
(Page 29)
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(av';rite

for autumn flowering,

blooming the flret

Ptt*

°*

4,8

„ „

888

» 1„

888
584

asf^'^^i^'asr ^ ^ „ „
saeviffffjasBT-irf— *—*
* „ „

s
s
*

axtss ftsSinEF8**

643 Buchanan's Collection of Double Hollyhocks. One packet
each of four separate colors
45

„

s a a x i a i B a t e ! : ,

603 Chinese—Double Mixed. 604 Chinese—Single Mixed

10

30

Brilliant Mixed

606B The Geisha. Brilliant gold and crimson. Fluted

"

HELIOTROPE. Very fragrant. Flowers equally as bedding
or house plants. Profuse bloomer of lilac-like flowers. Mixed .25
HOLLYHOCK. Grand summer and autumn flowering plants,
bearing long spikes of flowers,
3 to 4 inches across. They
are old garden inhabitants, but are now so improved in
doubleness and size, as to be a revelation of gorgeous beauty.
637 Single Mixed. .10 .30
638 Double, Mixed
15
639 Double, Yellow 640 Double, Red
641 Double, White
15
642 Newport, Pink, Double
15
634 Double Lilac
15

,. ...
15
80
!
.

s
,
,

606

636

S
J

601 Blackmore and Langdon Strain. Mixed ..
600 Gold Medal Hybrids ...

m

Pkt.
HELIANTHUS (Sunflower)—3 to 10 feet. Of easiest culture.
Suitable for backgrounds, screens and to plant among shrub
bery. In bloom from June until frost.
632 Sun Gold. New dwarf, heavily doubled showy flowers of
rich golden yellow. Resembles a giant chrysanthemum.
Easily grown and ideal for back grounds needing 4 to 5 ft.
height
10
633 Tail Red. Single, 6 ft
10
645 Mammoth Russian, 8 to 10 ft
10

2

"|!

I!

u

"

Lp^k and^lavende^fl118® Spik£l 9f brilliant white,
ySkiwj
p
.,,an,a lavender flowers.
Their lone SDikes are
SDotted onThi'e
iml^le"shaped blossoms beautifully
beds. Mixed e .1.n .n°f.SUrfaCes- Plant among shrubs

615

GAILLARDIA (Blanket Flower). Gorgeously colored lone
f£om June t0 October. Fine for
cuttimf' F?,aJv i flowemS,
so^Iarl^M^xfd^H: T.
« seed °is

Pla®BB5

1I I I II I I 1 II I I • I I I hi I II 11 —

615AT?fe

.DazzIer; Intense maroon red and golden yellow
wJLcf jre,s®le?t?d strain of giant perennial Gaillardia Very
}a^ef dark. "eh red with bright orange petal tips extra
long strong stems and very attractive for cutflowers
616
Beautiful and brilliant range of colors......' .15
618
®.*;®ANIUM- Fragrant large flowers
in shades of white
dow^boxes'.
.beddto« and win"' 25

15 60
60

Double Mixed.

deal food and stimulant for all potted
ilants, flower boxes and outdoor gar-

The^^alM-lik^!flo^rskar^ borne^^profusi^"
'
mate tints of crimson, rose-pink and white make them Jlrv
attractive in the garden and for cut flowers. Dwarf varieties
628

foStte
strung "or^langiifg ™6".are «

in

?JwwS>?1ePHI,LA iBab,?'8 •"»«»). Graceful plants of "light
fairy-like growth. Much in demand for cutting and combimng with other flowers for bouquets and vases.
630 London Market, Annual White
630A Paniculata, Perennial White, Single..!.!..!
631A Elegans Rosea, Annual Soft Pink
!!!!!!!!!!!!
HK'LICHRYSUM (Straw Flower). Bright, attractive annual
Dry for winter bouquet"® * abundance large d°"ble flowers!
635

MiXCd

'10

15

,®
30

.50

Dwarf Marigold (Page 32)

HYACINTH BEAN (Jack Bean). Annual climbers, of rapid
growth, 10 feet high, with wistaria-like clusters of flowers,
followed by bronzy-purple seed pods.
646 Mixed
653 KOCHIA—Mexican Fire Plant. Makes a pyramidal-shaped,
cypress-like bush with feathery light-green foliage, deepen
ing until it becomes a lovely crimson hue about September.
654 LANTANA. Constant bloomer with verbena-like flowers in
red, pink, yellow and white. Ideal for bedding or planting
among shrubs. Insect resistant. Hybrid mixed
LARKSPUR (Annual Delphinium). Double Stock Flowered
Popular garden annuals. This splendid class grows 3 to 4
feet high and bears flowers on long stems, rendering them of
exceptional value for cutting purposes. They are of easy
culture, thriving in almost any soil—but a sunny situation
suits best.
655A Double Dark Blue
657 Double Light Blue
658 Lustrous Carmine (deep carmine rose)
659 Emperor Mixed. Produces an abundance of long, slender
spikes in the most delicate colors. Compact plants 3 to 4 ft.
LARKSPUR GIANT IMPERIAL. Tall, upright, compact in
habit, the Giant Imperials have superseded all other types of
Larkspurs. Stems are 4 to 5 feet long and the plants require
only one-half space needed for the old stock flowered type.
656 Exquisite Pink
647 White Spire
649 Dark Blue Spire
648 Carmine King, Rose
650 Mixed
661 LATHRYUS LATIFOLIUS (Perennial Sweet Pea). A dec
orative climbing sweet pea. Choice mixed
664A LUPIN. Long, graceful spikes of pea-shaped flowers. Fine
for bedding and cutting. Easily grown and prefers shady,
moist location. Giant Mixed
738 Texas Bluebonnet. Native Southern blue, annual lupine.
Reseeds itself. Beautiful for bedding and cutting
662 Russell's Lupines. The finest strain of perennial Lupines in
the world. The immense, long spikes come in shades of blues,
pinks, reds, yellows, purples, etc. In such exquisite shades as
never before seen in lupines. Free blooming—ideal for cutting
669 MATRICARIA (Summer Chrysanthemum). Small double
white quilled flowers, well adapted for bedding and cutting.
MOON FLOWERS. Rapid growing annual climber, related to
the family of Morning Glories; have dense foliage and large,
beautiful blooms. Soak seed before planting.
672 White Hybrid. At night and during dull days the plants are
covered with an abundance of large, pure white, fragrant
flowers
673 Giant Pink. Soft Orchid pink flowers

.15
.15
.50

.10
.10

.40
.40

.10

.35

.10
.10
.10
.10
.15
.10
.10

.20
.20
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R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO.
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NITRAG1N

J££t£>n°
iEas? J° P0" 111 medium rich soil and sunny
from
^ cut fl°wer and will afford a wealth of color
Remarkable diversity of
habit, size and'cSoring?
667

666

6"

When ordering, Always state n

SS?
largest of the Chrysanthemum flowered
made im ? Fluffy? ball-like, light sulphur-yellow blooms,
i£?ert„$L5f- m?ny finely
cut individual florets intricately
intertwined in true mum form, are 3% in. and more across
on long sturdy stems. 30 in. tall

25

G'»nt Goldsmith. The flowers are a rich golden orange,
form a
^th petals that curl and twist to
heteht wfth tinnf haped' ;?curved flower. It is of medium
stems ori n£ »i,^rritll.emul" blooms borne on long
very early Very Sro^.^?®.^T..^.h386, and flowers

15

ALFALFA (A)

LESPEDEZA (L)
100 lb. size (Inoculates up
to 100 lbs.) ea
$ .50

Early\ 4 ft"
The flowers' are"
ever known in the Marigold

SLgranTanHht
showy",
averaetoe
group,
veraging 5o toto 7&
7% ?inches and are produced in ^reat
nrn-

a&'s&rsrMs

ana are a brilliant lemon yellow. Profuse bloomer
665

blooms
ing and bedding^
I

10

J

.10

.'

^ixef Small> baH-shaped, double
. C°mPaCt.^ Ideal for edg" .10

,

o/rfch"oranj?°Jl!ri *" Large perfect, doubled, quilled flowers
or rich orange and yellow shades. Mixed

668AfcetIhihGliteralwrpnvSeSda
2% inches noSl/ =°yered with

compact plant, about 2%
blossoms. The flowers, about
ruffled The cnlni- ^
semi-double in character, and loosely
rumea. the color is a brilliant golden orange

668Bnae"o°nW feed'

across .

.

.

m

.3

Wj,nn?r- P™se yellow, carSMSS*
double, odorless flowers,
2% inches

sass^tKftsa

.T?;...

"ss^oi^&%

Bow""s.,

s

v

«

y

BEANS (D)
Navy, Pinto, Wax,
String, Kidney and
Great Northern
1 bu. each
$ .50

PEANUTS,
PEAS,
(C)
COW PEAS (E)
VETCHES (All Varieties)
2 bu. ea.
$ .35
100 lb. size (Inoculates up
to 100 lbs.) ea
$ .50
5 bu. ea.
.55
LUPINES (All Varieties)
100 lb. size (Inoculates up to 100 lbs. seed) ea
$ .50
GARDEN SIZE—Peas, Beans, Sweet Peas, Lupines, Lima
Beans and Edible Soybeans.
Enough for 8 lbs. seed —- Retail Price 15c each
FERTILIZER—(Page 59)

.10

N?™m<laGL?RY (see Convolvulus page 29).
like flowers
th?VL\ ?ce,nted Tobacco Plant). 2 ft. petunia-

""fffis.

SOYBEANS (S)
Size
Retail
2 bu. ea.
$ .35
5 bu. ea.
.55

.

M

*
M

BUCHANAN'S NASTURTIUMS

Acid Phosphate 20%
4-8-8 Fertilizer
Nitrate of Soda
Sheep Manure
Vertagreen
Vigoro for lawns, flowers, shrubs
Bone Meal
Peat Moss Horticultural (large) bale
Peat Moss (medium) bale
Peat MOSB (2 Bu. size)

$2.75

Gal.
$ 40
$1.00

Vermiculite
Active No. 2 size
BUCHANAN BIRD SEED IN BULK
gird Millet
Bird Rape
Buchanan's

over.W Easily egrownIe " 'S t0 remaln after danger of frost is

..$1.50
1.50
1.60
2.00

Mixed Canary Seed
Sunflower Seeds (Superfine)
Parrot Mixture

Vi Bu.
2 Bu.
$ .75
$1.75
No. 7 size $2.00

5 lbs. 1
$ .85
1.15
1.00
1.65
1.10

OYSTER SHELLS—Poultry Grit, Etc.
5 lbs. 10 lbs.
Oyster Shell, Chick or Hen Size
$ .25
t .45

675B Rose Glow. Soft, grenadine rose, an unusual color in
1
mS" Excellent for bedding. porch boxes
and bastoft"!
ana
DasKets

Rose Glow Nasturtium

9Q

.30

.90

io

.30

.90

675

Bilde^ a^dXnei GoJg|ous and brilliant flowers.
All
shades and colors of dwarf growing single varieties...

.10

.25

.75

676

flant°hlossnms1,g
(Mixed). Of quick growth. The brilSL hT almost cover the plant from top to
bottom. Ideal window box plant
....

.10

.25

.75

677

679

iW^j,n"S
flowers .

G'5am

JUTE TWINE—(Page 59)
For bunching vegetables, tying up tomatoes, grape vines, et
Two-ply, H lb. Balls, each 35c; 12 Balls
Two-ply Reels, 50 lbs
WHITE COTTON TWINE
e-ply 2H lb. cone

Bordeau Mixture, 4 lbs., $1.00; 48 lbs
Calcium Arsenate, 4 lbs., 75c; 48 lbs
Champion Tree Killer, 1 gal., $1.25; 5 gal., $5.50; 50 gals
Chlordane, 4 oz., 75c; 8 oz„ $1.25; pt., $2.25; qt

10.75
6.50
45.00
4.00

Corrosive Sublimate, 1 lb., $3.65; 5lbs

17.35

Cryolite, 6 lbs., $1.35; 48 lbs

10.20

Cro-tox, H pt., 60c; pt. $1.00; qt

1.75

Fermate, 3 lbs., $2.40; 36 lbs

27.00

General Purpose Spray, 5 lbs., $1.10; 10—5 lbs

10.25

Lime (Hydrated), 10 lbs., 45c; 50 lbs., 85c; 1000 lbs
Lime Sulphur (Liquid), 1 gal., $1.05; 5 gals., $4.95; 55 gals
Lime Sulphur (Dry), 5 lbs., $2.50; 12M lbs., $3.76; 100 lbs

15.00
17.75
27.00

Oil Emulsion, 1 gal., $1.15; 5 gal., $5.05; 50 gal

21.00

Propylene Dichloride, qt., $1.60; gal., $3.30; 5 gal

11.00

Paradow

Ask

Para—Scaleeide, 1 gal., $3.25; 5 gal
Para—Scaleeide, 15 gal., $24.50; 30 gal
Para—Scaleeide, 55 gal

10.40
40.35
63.00

Sabadilla Dust. 5 lbs., $2.75; 50 lb. bag

24.00

Sodium Chlorate, 100 lbs., Dr. .

' TO CHANGE
Some items are already short and many others will be in the near
future. The prices quoted are based on our costs today but, as this
catalog goes to press, we are receiving price withdrawals daily from
chemical companies. Therefore, we ean accept orders only at the
price in effect at time of shipment.

Spergon DDT, 1 lb., $2.25; 10 lbs

5.2J
20.00

Weedone, qt., $2.75; gal

6.95

R. B. BUCHANAN SEED CO.

®ybrids- All-America Award of Merit. Bodger's orig°r range 0f double' sweet scented

C

GFNOTfIERA, (Evening Scented Primrose). Large, single
3<>
and hedd??S n,WerS- which open at dusk. Fine for borders
and bedding. Of easiest culture in a sunny location. Mixed. .10

$18.50

Black Leaf 40, 5 oz„ $1.05; 1 lb., $2.45; 2 lbs
Black Leaf 40, 5 lb. Can, $7.40; 10 lb. Can
Black Leaf 40 Garden Dust, 1 lb., $1.15; 12—1 lb

Suiforon—Wettable Sulphur, 6 lbs., 80c; 48 lbs
10

676C Scarlet Gleam. Sweet scented and very double. A fiery
orange scarlet and profusely free blooming

100— 7 inch. .,20c
100—15 inch. ..35c
250 ft. Roll $1.25

30

676BArt Shades Beautiful new colors, ranging from pale
a
S ? whl.te> through yellow, orange, salmon
ana gold, salmon-pink, rose, rare art shades The
an^erSAlTareUite dazzlinS in their scintillating 'brilliaPe®' Au are sweetly perfumed and measure 3 inches
aCr0SS

No. 32-A

... ... ...

SPRAY MATERIALS AND INSECTICIDES
(Pages 5s thru 57)
Arsenate of Lead, 4 lbs., $1.70; 48 lbs

INCORPORATED

.15

56th YEAR

STILL AT 10 NO. FRONT

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO.
Buchanan's Quantity Price List, Jan. 1, 1952

FUNK'S G HYBRID SEED CORN—{Page 43)

ATTENTION TENN. CUSTOMERS! Add 2% Term, sales tax to your remittance

All nri«P« nimtorl ;«*

U-4.

_.

,

..
b
\h

"wS^?<LV^entnat eito^the^ord^ Ma r^v|d W° d° DOt' however- eipeot
t

age. If more money is sent than the amount of postage, we will return same

ce*

CABBAGE—(Page 10)

5 lbs. 15 lbs. 30 lbs.
Black Valentine (Stringless)
Topcrop
Giant Stringless
5®^ Valentine (Imp. Stringless). .
Tennessee Green Pod
Tendergreen Stringless
Streamliner

$ .32

12 Surpee 8 Stringless

$ .29

86
87
94
84
"5
93
100
83

$ .27

Early Jersey Wakefield
Charleston or Large Wakefield. .
Copenhagen Market
Golden Acre. .
AlTsea?™rf F'at D'u<xh' ' ••••••
Late Flat Dutch.
Drumhead Savov
Celery Cabbage—Chinese

$2.60
2.60
3.20
2.85
1.55
1.35

3 lbs.
Per lb
$2.50
2.50
3.0O
2.75
2.50
2.75

5 lbs. 15 lbs. 30 lbs. 60 lbs.
Per
Per
Per
Per
$.40 $'^36

BEANS, POLE OR RUNNING—Bu. 60 Lbs.—(Page 7)
67 Kentucky Wonder..

All Varietiee

$ '45

15 lbs.
48 Fordhook Bush 242
49 Henderson's Bush
46 Jackson Wonder-Bush Cslico
50 Babv Potato Bush Lima...
s Improved Bueh Lima
en

lb*
•$ •!?
31
33
35
31

30 lbs. 60 lbs.
Per
I6'
$'b32
$'b30
*27
.29
32
'.27

*
.29
.31
34
'.29

BEANS, POLE LIMA—Bu. 60 Lbs. (Page 5)

$1S.75

i

..$.30
35
35

$.28
.32
.34

$*.27
"29
.32

*27
*30

BEANS, FIELD OR SHELL—Bu. 60 Lbs. (Page 7)
5 lbs. 15 lbs. 30 lbs. 60 lbs.
Per
Per
Per
Per
$.32
j'^'o $,^26 $'^5
3#
-**ft
-26
25
32
'ja
«
.32
;30
;26
jg

62 Great Northern
II Red
l&Vd
63
Kidney
61 White Navy

BEETLES COST MONEY
Protect your beans and vegetables
Use Wonder Garden Spray
se 4 teaspoonful tc

23 Detroit Dark Red
21 Early Blood Turni
18 Early Wonder....
26 Swiss Chard

$ .80

2.75

10.00

yarn's Large Early, Bu. 56 lbs . . $ .28
135 Adam s (Ex. Early), Bu. 56 lbs
28
S0u,Qt7 Gentleman, Bu. 48 lbs
33
141 Pa.*!., Surprise, Bu. 56 lbs
28
33

$.26

.26
.31
26
.31

HPer*

EGG PLANT—(Page 9)

169
eux
201
204
207
205

Pet Ibl

Per It

1275 Ferguson
•"V" Fulgrain
Fulgrain..
1277
i Columbia.

25 lb
~.7."."" A~sk
Ask
$.24
20.00

5 lbs. 10 lbs. 25 lbs.
Per lb. Per lb. Per lb. 100 lbs
$.90
$.85
$.82 $80.00
1.00
.95
.92
90.00
70
.67
.64
60.00
55
.52
.49
45.00
Ask
90
.85
.80
75.00
50
.48
.46
44.00
63
an
57
5.5.00
.18
20
.20
23
33

.'.*.*

POPCORN FOR POPPING
South American

10 lbs.
$2.00

10 lbs.

1214 Atlas Sorgo
Hegari
Kaffir, White
Milo Maize, Combine
212 Sagrain

10 lbs.

25 lbs. 100 lbs.
Ask

50 lbs. 100 lbs.
$9.00 $16.00

50 lbs. 100 lbs.
Ask
Ask

2.05

50 lbs. 100 lbs.
Ask
5.00
4.00
7.00

1248
241
243
246
242
245
244
247
251
253
254
255

Gal.
Brown Crowder
$3.00
Cream Crowder
3.00
Extra Early Blackeye
Gallivant or Lady
Rice or Cream
White Blackeye (Large)
3.00
White Browneye, Purple Hull... 3.00
Calico (Running)
Grey or Silver Crowder
Small Cream Crowder (Bunch)
Taylor or Blue Goose (Running)
Rams Horn
3.00

p
$5
5

18.50

30.00

5
5

5

Arksoy 2913

Ask

Mammoth Brown
— Mamloxi
222 Woods Yellow

Ask
Ask
Ask

MISCELLANEOUS SEEDS—(Pages

'

Ask
1 lb.
$ .20

1.20
1.00

FIELD PEAS—Bu. 60 lbs.—(Page 41

SOUTHERN TABLE PEAS—(Page 19)

23

ate Certified

10 lbs.

MxedRunniDg).*.:::::

SEED OATS—Bu. 32 lbs.—(Page 50)

l lb.
?n
jq
2i25
3.10
3.35

:. .

Ky. 31 Fescue
Cert. Ky. 31 Fescue
Bermuda—Hulled Seed
Bermuda—Bu. 40 lbs
Carpet—Bu. 14 lbs
Kentucky Blue—Bu. 14 lbs
Orchard—Bu. 14 lbs
Red Top—Bu. 40 lbs
Rye Grass—Bu. 24 lbs
Sudan—Bu. 40 lbs
Timothy—Bu. 45 lbs

1105 Dallas Grass
1209 Sweet Sudan

H lb.
Big Boston
St 20
Chicken
unicKen Lettuce..))
JLettuce
.*) l l?
J jq
Black Seeded Rimnsnn
Simpson
Iceberg
1.15
New York or Wo
1.60
erialNo 847
1.85

206 gSfb

29 lbs. 60 lbs.

BUCK BRAND GRASS SEED—(Pages 46 and 47)
1061
1102
1100
1106
1103
1104
1101
1107
1111
1108

HB
Per

183 Black Beauty
184 Florida High Bush
1 lb.

5 lbs.

1198 Amber for Fodder
1197 Orange for Fodder

Ask
Ask
Ask
Ask

10 lbs.
1080 Kobe—Bu. 25 lbs
1079 Korean—Bu. 25 lbs
1077 Sericea Lespedeza—Scarified, Bu. 60 lbs... $ .28

$ .23

.ru ,
x>aniam, £Lyon<
133 StoweU's Evergreen Hybrid..

Hlb.
$ .75

1185 German or Golden

25 lbs. 50 lbs. 100 lbs.
$7.15 $13.50 $25.00
7.15
13.50
25.00

GRAIN SORGHUM—(Non-Saccharine Type)—(Page 49)

LESPEDEZA—(Page 47)

CORN, GARDEN, HYBRID SWEET—(Page 12)
5 Ibe. Peck
Per
Per

MILLET—Bu. 50 lbs.—(Page 49)

FODDER CANE—(Page 49)

—
..
1055 Alsyke Clover
1056 White Dutch Clovei
1060 Crimson Clover
>p Clov
Lafinc
iu/u Button
1062 Sou. Gi. Bur

-> rn
2.10
Peck
Per
lb.

10 lba.
$3.00
3.00

SYRUP CANES—(Page 49)

100 lbs. 1000 lbs.
$10.25 $100.00
. 10.25
100.0(

5 lbs. 15 lbi
Per lb. Per 1
1068 Alfalfa (Oklahoma APPROVED).$ .85
$ .f
rasas)

5 lbs.
Per
lb.

1177 Peanuts (Spanish)
1178 Peanuts (Tennessee Red)

10 lbs. 25 lbs.
$2.50
$5.25

NON-WARRANTY—Owing to the peculiar hybridization of all cane veri
ties, it is impossible to guarantee any of the varieties here listed snd we do
not guarantee that they will come true. All orders for cane varieties are
therefore accepted only on these conditions.

ALFALFA AND CLOVER SEED—(Pages 44 and 45)

ny ureen Uiuster
1=0 ^ng 9,reen (Improved). ..
159 Stays Green
"° Straiglit
otraignt sS...
i ?c
165 White Spine (Improved).:::.::::; 1.10

PEANUTS—Bu. 22 lbs.—(Page 48)

5 lbs
$1.35

CANE, SAGRAIN, KAFFIR, MILO, ETC.
Bu. 50 lbs.—(Page 49)

CUCUMBER—(Page 14)

LETTUCE—(Page 15)

$ .85

1 Bu.
2 Bu.
56 lbs. Per Bu.
$4.75
$4.50

State Certified Empire
State Certified Stoneville No. 2B
State Certified Delta and Pine Land No. 15
State Certified per 100 Wilt

187 G. Curled (Dwarf Siberian)

SUGAR BEETS OR MANGELS—(Page 8)

11.90
11.90
11.90

COLLARDS—(Page 9)

KALE—(Page 8)

TABLE BEETS—(Page 8)

Pk.
14 !bs;

1 Gal

State Certified Stoneville No. 2B
State Cert. Delta and Pine Land No) 15.
State Cert. Empire. ..
State Cert. Coker 100 V
Foundation Stock DPL
Breeders DPL Fox....

Chantenay
Danvers—H. Long
urans (Improved j.'
T*°ng 0range
Imperator.

CORN, GARDEN—(Page 13)

5 lbs. 15 lbs. 30 lbs.
78 Carolina or Sieve
79 Florida or Calico
80 Monstrous Lima
77 Large Speckled or Christmas

3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25

1194 SapUn Syrup

Ideal Market..,

BEANS, BUSH LIMA—Bu. 60 Lbs. (Page 5)

White Dent
Paymaster
Hickory King
Mosby'g Prolific
Jellicorse
Tenn. White Red Cob
Jarvis Golden Prolific
Early Yellow Dent (Reids)
Large Yellow Dent Learning. . .
Blue Grain Mexican June
State Certified Jarvis Prolific...
State Certified Paymaster
Tenn. Hybrid 10

34 Yellow Dynamite, Select for Seed

STATE CERTIFIED COTTON SEED—
Delinted and Ceresan Treated—(Page 41)

CARROTS—(Page 9)
108
105
104
104

1127
1125
1132
1136
1129
1126
1144
1142
1139
1134
1141
1140

POPCORN SEED—(Page 13)

$6.00

2 75
2.55

CABBAGE PLANTS—Frost Proof—(Page 5)

BEANS, BUSH—Wax Pod—Bu. 60 Lbs. (Page 6)

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

SEED CORN—(Hand Selected)—(Page 42)

w me productiveness or emoiency or
crop or results. Its liability in all It
i delivered and acoepted. and If not as

BEANS, BUSH—Green Pod—Bu. 60 Lbs. (Page 6)

58 Golden Wax (Improved)

- .- Yellow Hybrid
G-94 Yellow Hybrid
G- 98 Yellow Hybrid
G-145 Yellow Hybrid
G-512W White Hybrid

P03*' sufficient money must be added to the following

. This3 conditio

41
45
44
H
38
42
70

«

t

p

$3.25

MEMPHIS TENNESSEE. -

5 lbs.
$ .80

10 lbs.
$1.35

5 lbs.
Broom Corn, Stand, Evergreen.. .$1.25
272 Broom Corn, Scarborough
1.25
270 Crotalaria, Early
271 Crotalaria, Late
063 Rape (Dwarf Essex)

2:75 ''' $5.30

$20.00

.R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO.
MUSKMELON OR CANTALOUPE—(Page 11)
5 lbs.
214
209
222
220
212
219
211

Banana
Hale's Beet No. 36
Benders Surprise
Texas Resistant No. 1
Honey Dew
Rockyford Green Flesh
Hale's Best Jumbo Strain

$l!lO
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

10 lbs.

$2.J0
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.15

lib.
t .85

50
.50
50

5 lbs. 10 lbs.
Per lb. Per lb.
$ .83
$$.80

All Prices on this Page Post Paid
Pkt
680 PANSIES. Giant Trimardeau Mixed. Flowers of richest,
most varied shades, generally marked with three large
blotches are borne on strong, stiff stems long enough for cut
ting. Desirable for beds and edgings
25 :
680A Swiss Giants. The marvelous Swiss Pansies cannot be
praised too highly. The plants are of exceptionally strong
and robust growth, while the flowers are unusually large,
perfectly round, with overlapping petals of heavy sub
stance. They are borne freely on long, sturdy stems well
above the rich green foliage. Very effective in beds and
borders, and most desirable for cutting. Finest mixed
45
681 Swiss Giant White. Free flowering pure white. Very large
and truly outstanding
50
681A Swiss Giant Coronation Gold. Vivid, golden yellow without
markings. Very large; a variety of distinction
50
690 Jumbo "Pay Dirt." New, Tremendous. The largest golden
yellow pansies ever produced. The blooms have both pencil
markings and small black faces. The Jumbo blooms average
3-4 inches across, while the first ones are even larger. Plants
are compact, about 8 inches tall with sturdy 5-6 inch stems.. .65
686 Raspberry Rose. Beautiful, glowing new color best described
by its name. We find the size and coloring of these blooms
unequalled. Here is a pansy that really attracts attention—
both for its unusual color and for the fine velvety texture of
its petals. It is of fine habit and is heat resistant, which is of
special importance to Southern fanciers
65
689 Swiss Giant Berna. Such a lovely velvety violet blue. Some
thing new in color, beautiful in boxes—so pretty when com
bined with the yellow or rose giants. The plants are uni
formly compact and most of the blooms are waved giving
them the appearance of being frilled
65

RADISHES—(Page 20)
348
349
343
344
352
346

MUSTARD—(Page 15)
244 New Chinese or
245 Florida Broad Leaf
243A Southern G. Curled Longstanding..
265 Mustard-Spinach, Tendergreen

MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE. -

China Rose Winter
Long Black Spanish
Long Scarlet, Short Top..
Spander. White Tip
Scarlet Globe
White Icicle

SQUASH—(Page 21)
M lb.
363 Early Prolific Straightneok
$ .70
371 Golden Summer Crookneck (Early) .70
368 White Bush Squash (Early)
70

OKRA—(Page 16)
5 lbs. 10 lbs.
251
250
248
249
252

Clemson Spineless
Dwarf Green
Long Green
White Velvet
La. White Velvet

$.45
45
45
45
45

SPINACH—(Page 21)

ONION SETS—Bu. 32 Lbs.—(Page 16)
268 Red Sets
207 White Sets
266 Yellow Sets

Per lb.
$.25
25
25

4 lbs.
Per lb.
$.21
.22
.21

8 lbs.
Per lb.
$.19
.20
.19

5 lbs. 10 lbs.
Per lb. Per lb.
$ .95
$ .45

It NobS ,St
16 lbs.
Per lb.
$ .17

32 lbs.
Per lb.
$ .15

$ .42

SALSIFY—(Page 21)
H lb.

364 Mammoth Sandwich IsL

1 lb.

Sow

ONION PLANTS—(Page 4)
Per
Per
Crate
5 bunch 10 bunch 6000
. .$ .75
$1.40
$6.00

White and Yellow Bermuda..

287
298
283
197
295
293
285
290

American Wonder
Bliss Everbearing
Laxtonian
Laxton Progress
Thomas Laxton
Tall Telephone
Dwarf Telephone
Little Marvel

Per
lb.
$.30
30
30
32
30
31
32
32

$ .23

$ .20

lb.
$.27
.27
.27
.30
.27
.28
.30
.30

lb.
$.24
.24
.24
.27
.24
.25
.27
.27

PEPPERS—(Page 17)
Hlb.
$2.40
2.10
2.10
1.45
1.65
1.65
1.60

306—Tobaseo
300 California Wonder
303 Chinese Giant
304 Long Red Cayenne
312 Pimento
301 Ruby King
305 World Beater

Cushaw (Green Striped)
Dickinson
Kentucky Field (Selected)
King of Mammoth
Small Sugar
Tenn. Sweet Potato

Hlb.
$.75
70
50
70
.70
70

lib.
$1.40
1.35
.85
1.35
1.35
1.35

TOMATOES—(Pages 22 and 23)
387
397
378
391
394
393
382
381
390
384
376
380

Break-O-Day
Brimmer
Earlianna
Baltimore
Gulf State Market
Marglobe
New Stone
Ponderosa
Rutgers
Certified Master Marglobe
Certified Rutgers
Certified Marglobe

X\b.
$1.80
2.50
2.00
1.20
1.85
1.10
1.25
2.70
1.10
2.00
1.65
1.35

VOLCK

Oil spray safe for nursery, greenhouse
and garden. Controls scale, insects,
mealy bug, white flies, red spiders, rust
mites, aphids and thrips. Postpaid —
4 oz. 55c; Pt. $1.20.

TURNIPS—(Page 23)
405
408
395
401
399
418
400

Buchanan's Mixture
Shogoin (Louse Resistant)
Large White Globe
Mam.-Purple Top Globe
Purple Top Strap Leaf
Rutabaga (Imp. P. T.)
Seven Top

$ .75
80
80
80
80
80
65

5 lbs. 10 lb
Per lb. Per It
$ .70
$ .6

WATERMELONS—(Pages 24 and 25)
10 lbs.
Per lb.
$1.50

Hlb.
$ .40

H lb.
$.75

Fluffy Ruffles. A fine mixture of veined and bicolor shades,
%
many of which are not offered in separate colors. All flowers
Pkt. Oz.
fringed, with many so heavily ruffled they appear double. By
far the best for home use
85
695 Fire Chief. No other new flower in modern times has at
tracted such widespread attention as Fire Chief Petunia. It
is a brilliant scarlet red, an entirely new color in this class.
Fire Chief is the first Gold Medal winner in 11 years and has
earned whole hearted endorsement everywhere. Plants
dwarf and compact with long blooming season
50
684 Dwarl Giants of California. RAMONA STRAIN; magnificent
large ruffled flowers borne profusely. This strain is outstand
ing not only for its compact habit, but also for its marvelous
color range
85
686A Theodosia. Single, largest fringed rose, gold throat
75
696 Howard Star. Deep crimson maroon centered with a white
star. An outstanding variety and unusually effective when
combined with Flaming Velvet
35
682 Flaming Velvet. A Gold Medal Winner. No richer color or
texture can be found in Petunias. It is a luminous Scarlet
suffused with a velvety royal purple. Blooms continuously
and profusely
35
693B Elks Pride. Largest, darkest and best velvet purple
50
DWARF BORDER PETUNIAS. Excellent for edging and
bedding. Compact, free flowering.
683 Violacea. Deep violet, dwarf, with a bright blue cast. A
new color in the nana compacta type
25
693 Rosy Morn. Compact in habit of plant and producing pro
fusely clear rosy pink flowers with white throat
25 .85
693D Rose of Heaven. Rich brilliant rose
25 .85
697 Celestial. Rich satiny rose. Blooms profusely and is more
compact throughout the season than Rosy Morn
25 .85
693C Snow Queen. Pure satiny white; the compact bushes are
completely covered with snow white flowers
25 .85
688 Dwarf Mixed. Plants compact growing. A choice mixture
of many shades and colors. Very desirable for small beds.. .25 .75
Have you ever thought of PETUNIAS as CUT FLOWERS? Their
graceful habit of growth and wide range of colors make them especially
adaptable.

SAFETY FIRST

PARSLEY—(Page 16)
274 Double Curled

pen plac

694

228 Dixie Queen.
232 Florida Giant
233 Imp. Kleckley's Wonder Melon. ,

PUMPKIN—(Page 20)
315
318
314
316
313
317

$ .17

BUCHANAN'S PETUNIAS

BUCHANANS HAVE ONLY NEW SEED
Phlox Salmon Glory

PHLOX DRUMMONDI GIGANTEA. The Phloxes are the
showiest and most easily grown of all Annuals. This new
strain produces flowers 114 to 1% inches across. The Art
Shades has a most wonderful range of color in soft pastels.
700 ART SHADES
25
701 RED GLORY. The brightest color ever offered in Phlox.
The color is a brilliant red which is intensified by the large,
creamy white eye
25
702 SALMON GLORY. There is no lovelier Phlox—The color is
a pleasing salmon pink with a distinct creamy-white eye... .25
POPPIES. Poppies are noted for their satiny flowers ol silk
like texture, in many brilliant color combinations. The
foliage is delicate and the blossoms are airily poised on
slender stems.

.85
.85
.85

gT- BUC^NANSEEDCQ

i i i i wm i ii t

^ MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE.

All Prices on this Page Post Paid
ri
DOUBLE ANNUAL FLOWERING POPPIES
Pkt. Ol.
'®®AD°uble Shirley. New fine range of colors
in
*5
706B Deep Pink—Shirley. Double satiny flowers of deep pink'.
the most popular of the new poppies
.10 .30

All Prices on this Page Post Paid
Pkt.
VERBENA—Mammoth flowers of brilliant coloring. Spread
ing bushy plants easily grown from seed planted in early
spring or started earlier indoors and later transplanted.
741 Purple
744 Pink
742 Scarlet
743 White
.25
20
746 Mixed
747 Beauty of Oxford Hybrids. Brilliant rose pink shading to
rose red. The most brilliant color In verbenas
. .25
749A Starlight (Giant Flowered). New bush type Verbena. A
bright mid-blue with a large creamy eye. Plants of unique
bushy habit about 8-10 inches high and 12-15 inches across. .35
749 Salmon Queen (Giant Flowered). This new bush type has a
most pleasing shade which blends beautifully with Starlight.
The flower heads practically touch each other and make
lovely borders over a long blooming season
25

SINGLE POPPIES
707 Iceland Sunbeam Hybrids. The broad overlapping fluted
effect of semi-doubleness. Brilliant array
706 Shirley Mixed. Beautiful colors of rose, apricot, salmon pink. .10
712 Orientate, Mixed. Huge brilliantly colored flowers—cup
shaped with crinkled petals making them most effective and
™°.wy- £iants,ave,rage 3 feet and bear profusely in the late
spring. They should be sheltered from wind, and once estab
lished may be left undisturbed for years. Colors range from
salmon to fiery scarlet
a5
PORTULACA (Rose Moss). Luxurious, free-flowering all
summer with brilliant colors of orange, rose, scarlet, white
and yellow for beds, borders and rockwork. Forms
of very dwarf plants. Prefers hot, dry location.
715 Single, Mixed
716 Double, Mixed
"2q
718 RICINUS (Castor Oil Beans). Garden annual of luxuriant
growth with large palm-like leaves; very attractive on ac
count of their semi-tropical effect. The colors of the foliage
are very rich, rangmg from green to deep bronze. Mixed.. .10
717 PYRETHRUM ROSEUM. (Painted Daisy). Lacy, fern like
n ^ 5 ^ with 1-2 ft- sPread- Wiry stems with slen
der petalled daisies 3 in. across, produced in shades of white
and pink to deep rose and crimson. Finest mixed
25
720 SALPIGLOSSIS (Painted Tongue). This free flowering
an
nual is rich in deep color tones rare in the floral world. Each
mnnel shaped flower of crimson, yellow, purple, pink, etc.,
are exquisitely veined with gold. Grows 2 to 4 ft. high

15

.25

726

c oine°'in10"^ower^early i'n'the summer andPfeeep on blooming until hard frost.
j'25

.15

Double Poppy

.40

756
757
759
760
761

763
764
.2!

765
767
771

731 Dwarf Ten Weeks—Mixed. Blooms earlier than other types .15

.65

niaaIn+Larftev,FiIowei7n,if Ien Weeks—Mixed. Produce enormous
plants
with long, full flower stalks

40

SWEET WILLIAM. Handsomely colored and marked flowers
borne on stiff stems and form round heads or clusters 3 to 4
inches across. Grows 18 in. high.
724 White
724A Crimson
730 Newport Pink
736 Single, Mixed
737 Double, Mixed
"THo°.IX1[A-. Brilliant orange-scarlet, single, dahlia-like flow3 ,to 4 "*• across. Excellent for cutting and tall backgrounds. Blooms m the fall.
733 Mexican Sunflower. Orange vermilion
735 Grandiflora Fireball. Tithonia Fireball produces darling
clear yellow centers. Very brilli?nt andashowy°SS°mS

jj

15
"
15

"

"

—

MAMMOTH DAHLIA FLOWERED ZINNIAS
Golden State. A very rich orange-yellow
Dream. A fine deep lavender, turning to purple
Crimson Monarch. By far the largest and best of the
red shades. Flowers often eight inches in diameter....
Exquisite. The most pleasing of our collection. Color
light rose with center of deep rose
Oriole. It is an immense orange and gold bicolor,
changing slightly as it ages, but at all times worthy of
the beautiful bird for which it is named.
Old Rose. It is of the real Old Rose shade; it is large,
and for charm and beauty we consider it ranks next to
Exquisite
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •
Polar Bear. A very large pure white, the best white
yet seen in Zinnias
..
•
•
Canary Bird. A rich canary yellow—very large and
holds its color well
• ••••••
Scarlet Flame. A large, vivid, bright scarlet, with a de
lightful blending of orange throughout the petal ......
Special Gold Medal Mixture. A well blended mixture
containing all the above varieties...
Purple Prince. A deep rich shade of royal purple
Illumination. Tyrian rose. Cerise or rosey scarlet; an
unusual bright rich shades in Zinnias..

.
.

•
•
•
.

766 BUCHANAN'S COLLECTION OF DAHLIA FLOWERED ZINNIAS. One packet each of ten separate
colors

60
65

75

5
740 TRITOMA (Red Hot Poker, Torch Lily). Tall spikes of
"
brilliant orange-red flowers, makes splendid cut flowers
15 .90
VINCA (Periwinkle). Ornamental free blooming plants, with
dark laurel-like foliage and handsome pink and white flowers
750 White
752 White with Eye
751 Pink
753 Mixed...' .25 1.30
729 JIOEA, (yufnid Pansy>- A beautiful, colorful pansy-like bed
ding plant. Blooms profusely all summer. Mixed
(I

(Page 34)

2.35

2.35

%
1
Pkt. Oz. Oz.
10 .35 1.00
10 .35 1.00
10 .35 1.00
10 .35 1.00
10 .35 1.00
10 .35 1.00
10
-30
-85

794 Buchanan's Collection of Giant Zinnias. The greatest
value ever offered in Zinnia Seed, One packet each of
ten separate colors
75c

STOCKS (Gilliflower). Heavy spikes of fine, double fra
grant flowers like small rosettes for borders, bedding and
nd dlversity of color, profusion and
for
lonW bloommg
h?nnm1inllathey
JlCy ®
ior long
are unsurpassed.
732

CALIFORNIA GIANT ZINNIAS
780 Crimson
785 Purple
780A Lavender
786 Rose
781 Golden Yellow
787 Violet
782 Flesh Pink
789 Scarlet
783 Canary Yellow
790 Burnt Orange
784 White
791 Salmon
792 Giants of California Mixture

762

10

1.25
-9#
1.25

BUCHANAN'S ZINNIAS

f <ho,^k+ET# ^F?N.EK V5NE- Rapidly growing annual reaches
blosso
produces showy scarlet sweet pea-shaped
fC±BP,SA (Mourning Bride). A very beautiful plant and
?
favorite with gardeners, splendidly adapted for beds,
borders and cutting. The flowers are full, fluffy and exqui
sitely colored and borne on long graceful stems. Mixed

Oz.

The Heads may be sown In a hot bed or sunny window and transplanted, or
Bown later In the open ground. It sown in the^open^ ground In AprU.^hin^ out^as

SALVIA OR SCARLET SAGE. The brilliant annual scarlet
kt-Xi? k° *ig y valu?d
beds and borders are equalled in
beauty by the perennial tall, lavender-blue Farinacea. Uni
versally popular and delight in warm, sunny locations.
721 Splendens. The old favorite bedding variety, producing dur
ing the summer and fall dazzling scarlet flowers in profusion .25 2.00
722 Bonfire. A new dwarf scarlet sage of dense, compact growth .25 2.50
723 Farinacea. Lavendar blue Salvia. Perennial (3% ft.)
725

R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO. ^ MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE.,

Pyrethrum Roseum (Painted Daisy)

FANTASY. Different from the ordinary stiff, formal
Zinnia plants are 2% to 3 feet in height and very freeflowering.
The medium sized lacy flowers
are com
posed of a mass of shaggy, ray-like petals and the color
range is excellent and brilliant.
769 Mixed
LILLIPUT ZINNIAS. The dainty, pompon flowers are
borne on dwarf, bushy plants 12 to 18 inches high. They
are used extensively as edgings to taller plants, as bor
ders and are especially lovely as cut flowers combined
with larger blossoms.
795 Lilliput Pastel Mixture. The lovely soft shades of apri
cot, peach, creamy yellow, shell pink, delicate salmon,
light rose and orchid. The plants are 12 to 15 inches
high, neat in habit, of compact growth and very free
flowering
796A Lilliput Pink
796 Crimson
796D Salmon Rose . .10
796B Lemon Yellow
796C Orange
798 Purple
10
797 Mixed
; -10
799 TOM THUMB. Very dwarf, 4 to 6 inches high, covered
with small double flowers.
Very dainty and desirable
for borders, beds or rockwork. Our mixture contains
a wide range of the most pleasing colors
10

75c

BUCHANAN SEED CO. <A MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE..M
AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS
Azaleas and Camellias are hardy plants that do I

HOME ofaAlalea™eBuy onlyfrth? b^s°blle'

ha^anVone^

illJT„ovide the Chann Spot ot

AZALEAS

tiowers,
'""""
fiJdgrown
plants"

«ic
JSffc SET" *

°f

M°bile' 6 year old

24

^

Firey—Very large, extremely

sa
»» £T£CSa?£te
"

t0 18 inCh P"de

18

husky

TO BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
Be Sure To Set Out Some

AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS

BUCHANAN'S ROSES—FINEST VARIETIES
All two-year field grown vigorous plants
a in early spring or late fall for best results, in a well prepared I
soil is preferable and f

ALL PRICES ON THIS PAGE PREPAID

BUCHANAN'S FRUIT TREES

BUCHANAN'S RASPBERRIES

APPLE TREES
2 to 3 feet; Each, 65c; 12 for $6.60, prepaid.
4 to 5 feet: Each, $1.00; 12 for $10.80, prepaid.
Early Harvest—May and June. Medium size; pale yellow slightly acid,
good quality. Ripens at a season when no other Apple is in.
Yellow Transparent—One of the best early market Apples, of medium
size; skin yellow; flesh crisp and sub-acid; almost immune to blight.
• ®ed June Early. Medium size; dark red; white flesh; juicy, sub-acid;
; bears well and is a heavy cropper.
VeJi
n3
t ?er
Horse—Late summer. Large size; yellow, slightly red where exseasons sunshlne" °ne of the best cooking Apples; fills in between

Set 5 feet apart each way. Plant 2 or 3 inches deeper than they were in
the
ry. After fruiting, cut old canes and burn, leaving 5 to 6 vigorous
' ones to £rrn\,
grow for fruiting the following year. In the spring, cut off the
• possibly r
o strong,
well-ripened wood.
SUNRISE—New red variety. Early and of excellent quality.
Indian Summer—New Everbearing Red. Heavy fruiter, early, hardy
and disease resistant. Very high quality.
Latham—Finest, most productive commercial red raspberry. Long season.
Cumberland—The most desirable of the black raspberries.
Price, 10 for $1.75; 25 for $4.00; 100 for $15.00.

g°lden yeU°W; °f Wgh quallty
Tr?eri™egorousfeanheEavyybe^er®r„3e!L°W De«ci°us—Early fall. Medium size. Splendid keeping qualities
and the excellent flavor of red Delicious. Prolific bearer
®e.lici°us—Late fall. Fruit large, dark red, fine grained
g quality. A splendid shipper and prolific
bearer

Elberta Peach
APRICOTS
2 to 3 feet: Each, 70c; 3 for $1.95, prepaid.
4 to 5 feet: Each, $1.00; 3 for $2.85, prepaid.
Early Golden—Medium size; pale yellow, with
June8®
'
canning or drying. Ripe in
FIG BUSHES
3 to 4 feet: Each, $1.35; 3, $3.90; 6, $-7.65, prepaid
2 to 3 feet: Each, $1.10; 3, $3.15; 6, $6.10, prepaid
Brown Turkey—Fruit medium to large, pearshaped coppery brown skin with white or yel
lowish tinted flesh. Most popular variety.
Celestial—Small, violet colored. Very prolific,
sweet and of excellent quality.
„ . 18;24 in.: Ea. 95c; 3, $2.80; 6, $5.40
2 to 3 feet: Each, $1.20; 3 for $3.50, prepaid.
Everbearing—Fruit large, pale violet, flavor
excellent, rapid growing, bears on first year stem.

v,i0"atla"rFarU- °?od ?A?e' brigbt red, with a spicy, rich acidity that
T™Lint r?^ TWI i? 1 apple lovers. Long lived, bears young.
Transcendent Crab—Late, hardy, heavy bearing, yellow with —J
PEACH TREES
2 to 3 feet: Each, 60c; 12 for $6.00, prepaid.
4 to 5 feet: Each, $1.00; 12 for $10.80, prepaid.
Sh"p?r-^5^oif&t

efcEi,r2zi28ht

"°°w °"h-

lik^pea1{rwUh(Fre
?)~"?ew> efrly' yellow- Freestone. Fruit large, round
^ w? V S. n/£.asting red and yellow color. Bears young and fieavily.
Golden Jubilee (Free)—Fruit of Elberta shape and size, golden yellow
rich and syrupy. Ripens extra early. New Commercial variety.
Carman (Free)—Large; creamy white with deep blush; fine flavor
Tn Ji,m ETs
°£:. a Jg0°1 shiPPer; strong grower, and early bearer. '
A dla" Cling or Blood Cling—An old-time favorite wherever planted
a deeP red; highly flavored
J H H,i.%aJ^geTS1Ze: d?uk flesh!
rior to to
a" rger k an K ? ai "pens several days later; supeblush! flavor;
a beautiful golden yellow with deep carmine
red-etinH»rln? .(Whlt« Heath, Cling)—Skin and flesh white, tinged with
g flavorA wonderful Peach for canning
and' pfckling.
Early Rose (Free)—The best of the earlv Deaohes CtonA
Bene of re fle®h' bard^' vigorous, productive. Excellent shipper,
(Free)
Very
large
excellent flavw?
~
: white with red cheek; firm and of
Early Elberta (Free)—Very large; flesh yellow,
veri torvJ ™?to~A s.tandard by which all other varieties are judged;
quality
yellow with red cheek; flesh yellow, firm, juicy, of high
PEARS

5£ ! £ $I Ki ! "

88 i 8 IS: EB»

•JMnras&s:

urg*•

yMow'

snipping qualities, excellent for canning and preserving.
PLUMS
2 to 3 feet: Each 70c; 3 for $2.05, prepaid.
i to 5 feet: Each $1.00; 3 for $2.85, prepaid.
Abundance (Japanese)—Medium to large;
^overlaying a yellow ground; cling.
Strong, thrifty, upright grower, early and prolific
Burbank (Japanese)—Large; mottled red and
yellow; good quality; cling. Immense bearer.
Red June (Japanese)—Medium to large; deep
red; handsome bloom; quality good; good ship
per: ripens a week earlier than Abundance,
p,™ £°°se^°ne of the best known of all the
Plums, large, deep red when ripe, good quality
veryJuicy. One of the best native varieties, rip
ening earlier than the Japanese sorts.
Shropshire Damson—Medium size; dark purple
flesh; grown largely for preserving purposes.
(Page 38)

~
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THORNLESS BOYSEN BERRIES
Plant 4 feet apart in rows 8 feet across. You can grow from 10 to 30 plants
from each plant set. Many claim 50 to 65 plants.
Thornless—This great berry is without a thorn, which means much in
handling. It ripens a week ahead of the thorny type which gets your berries
on the market while prices are higher. The berries themselves are iden
tical and their remarkable and delicious flavor is unsurpassed. They will
average 1 inch in diameter and 1% inches long. The plants are very sturdy
and hardy.
Price, 10 for $2.00; 25 for $4.50; 100 for $16.00.

CHERRIES
2 to 3 feet: Each, 95c; 12 for $10.20, prepaid.
4 to 5 feet: Each, $1.35; 12 for $15.00, prepaid.

THORNLESS YOUNGBERRIES
A heavy bearing, vigorous cross between Loganberry and Dewberry.
Color, purplish black and a delicious flavor.
Price, 10 for 90c; 25 for $1.75.
Fredonla Grape
SCUPPERNONGS
The Scuppernong or Muscadine type grape
is distinctly Southern.
TWO-YEAR VINES—post paid—each, 85c;
3 for $2.35; 6 for $4.50.
Bronze—Very large, bronze fruit; very sweet;

SPECIAL
SHRUB OFFER
12-18 in. plants 1 each
$3.00 Value for $2.50
FORSYTHIA
PINK SPIREA
WHITE SPIREA
PINK WEIGELIA
PINK DEUTZIA
RED CREPE MYRTLE

Concord—Fruit dark purple, nearly black; extra large and very swe
Niagara—The most valuable white grape. Bunch and berry large.
Delaware—Red, rather small, juicy, sweet; best table grape.
Moore's Eariy—Desirable early black grape.
Lutie—Early, dark red, very sweet, excellent quality.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
Set after frost in fall or before growth begins in spring; rows 3%
feet apart, 15 inches in rows, for field culture; 15 inches each way
for garden. Cultivate clean, mulch late in fall. Remove mulch after
fruiting and spade in light dressing of manure. About 7,000 plants
The Gem—The best everbearing strawberry yet introduced.
A heavy yielder—both spring and fall—of large, luscious, moder
ately firm
berries. It blossoms late, thus avoiding danger of
frost, and ripens its crop midseason. It is disease and drouth re
sistant.
Price, 100, $3.50; 250, $8.25; 500, $15.00; 1000, $25.00.
Yellow-Free Blakemore—Early—Solid—Productive—For ship
ping and home use. Grown more extensively than any other
variety.
Improved Klondyke—The old standard shipping variety.
Aroma—Large late berry, bright red—fine for long distance
shipping.
Price, 100, $2.25; 250, $5.00; 500, $9.00; 1000, $16.00,

FLOWERING SHRUBS
12-18 in.—Each, 60c; 3, $1.75; 6, $3.00, unless otherwise priced.
2 to 3 ft.—Each, 80c; 3, $2.35; 6, $4.20.
ABELIA—Foliage small, dark green; flowers plnklsh-whlte.
ALMOND—Rose-like flowers of pink or white.
ALTHEA—White, red, blue or purple.
JAPANESE BARBERRY-Foliage tun i red and bronz<
BEAUTY BUSH—Flowers deep pink, very ornamental.
BUTTERFLY B
CALYCANTHUS—Chocolate colored flowi_
_ _
CORALBERRY—Low growing, spreading shrub, red berries.

Boyisen-Berry

SNOWBALL, COMMON—Large ball-like flowers of pure white.
SPIREA, DWARF WHITE—White flowers borne in flat clusters.
SPIREA, PINK—Dwarf habit of growth, pink flowers.
SPIREA, CRIMSON—Dwarf shrub with crimson flowers.
SPIREA, BRIDAL WREATH—White flowers on graceful
iches,
SNOWBERRY—Small shrub, arching branches. White flc
of white berries.
WEIGELA, ROSEA—Deep pink flowers on drooping anches.
GARDENIA—Waxy white flowers; very fragrant
NANDINA—Lacy green foliage, bright red berries in i
WAXLEAF PRIVET—A compact, graceful plant wi
glossy foliage
SOUTHERN EVERGREEN PRIVET HEDGE 25, $:
HARDY CLIMBING VINES

PECANS
2 to 3 feet: Each, $2.00; 3 for $5.85; 6 for $11.25, prepaid.
!l
S
P
PUl
r
Nl'te
He .v?b^S
°
"
'h«U medium IMn.
Very best quality pecan. Kernel,
leM^iSS^SftSS"0'" ttln' K«"'"

FOBSYTHIA—Golden yellow bell shaped flowers.
HONEYSUCKLE, BUSH—Pink or white.
HYDRANGEA, A. G.—Large, white flowers In early
HYDRANGEA, P. G.—Pure white flowers borne In
JASMINE, NAKED FLOWERING—Yellow flowers..
LILAC—Purple or white.
MOCK ORANGE—Double Crested white, sweet-scent
QUINCE, FLOWERING—Bright red flow
HOLLY, BURFORDI—Ch

FLOWERING CRAB—3-4 ft
FLOWERING PEACH—Red, White or Pink
PURPLE LEAF PLUM—3-4

Each

;R.B.BUCHANAN SEEDCQ ^ MEMPHIS. TENNESSFF
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RAND TESTED SEEZPS
BUCHANAN'S CANNA BULBS

A1I

Prices on this Page Postpaid

s

Pure
i*

»«

COTTON SEED

M

STATE CERTIFIED

SSarWA hea0vvghfXof

CERESAN TREATED

$1.75 $3.00 $5.50

Grade A
BLUE TAG
MACHINE DELINTED

.60 1.75 3.00 5.50

TAKE NO RISK—PLANT CERTIFIED SEED ONLY
'vim ixgnier
1 flowering
60 1.75

Tuberoses
^,^°Kering out of do°rs Plant a® soon as the
bec0™.es war™ and then at intervals of 2 or
f
fhroulhouHhe summer. f°r 8 successlon °f bloom
6
Doz.
80 Single Everblooming. Erect, long
spikes of white flowers, very fragrant
$1.00
$1.60
90 Double Excelsior Pearl. Ex
tremely double waxy flowers of
intense fragrance
1.10
i 90
GRO-CROP LIQUID FERTILIZER
Just mix with water and spray or sprinkle
around plant. A complete fertilizer with all thl
minor elements that goes to work at once and
works wonders on all plants and lawns. Pint
makes 16 gallons of fertilizer.
At Store, yz pint. . 59c Postpaid
80c
At Store, pint
98c Postpaid
$i.3o
At Store, quart. . .$1.79 Postpaid
$2.10
At Store, gallon.... $4.25 Postpaid
$4.85

a

*

®

*

3.00

„

M

DELTAPINE 15
Caladium or Elephant Ear Bulbs
These are particularly fine for center of beds, giving a beautiful
border^

—•

958 Large Buibs ..
959 Medium Bulbs

®a"
$°'®°

3
SI'60

Newest strain of the famous and ever popular Deltapine
Cotton. Recorded results show D&PL 15 a heavier producer
of slightly longer staple and decidedly superior ginning qual
ity .—in
than any
of the older
strains
...
any oi
a..io of Deltapine Cotton.
—
,.
Uiu» SU
Our D&PL 15 is first year from the originator, packed in
100 lbs. sealed bags and certified by the State Plant Board.
This insures purity and freedom from disease.
, .
Yields under both favorable and unfavorable conditions
have established D&PL 15 as a leading profit producer.
Staple 1 1-16 to 1%.

STONEVILLE 2B
PEONIES

slslms is& wi-r—flower^

Sr°W

^m

Plantabbs

311 PartS

°f

the south and make

beautiful cut

RED — WHITE — PINK
90c each; 3 for $2.60; 6 for $4.90; 12 for $9.25 postpaid.

Tablets
Now contain Vitamin B,
i n proper, e f f e c t i v e ,
measured amount; no
odor, no mess. Always
fresh and potent—ready
for use and will produce
startling results.
Post paid—10 tablets 15c;
30, 40c; 75, 65c; 200, $1.25

COKER 100 WILT RESISTANT

5.50

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTOR
For proper distribution of fertilizer, seed lime etc with ih»
t
abor and waste try an all-metal, rubber toe
d^tSor Lai

o^erdTfeln^118^ ^ diffGrent Siz6S of seed SSTJS
25 lb. capacity
50 lb. capacity

A*,®ta5e

Postpaid
510.85

A strain of cotton developed by the Stoneville Pedigreed
Seed Co. of Stoneville, Miss., and has been grown in all parts
of the Cotton Belt and more successfully than any other one
variety of cotton.
.
Medium vigorous spreading plant type, medium size boll,
early maturity, excellent picking quality. Staple length from
1 1/32 to iy8 inch depending on soils. Medium light foil
storm resistant, medium gin turn out. Is always
top varieties in yield test over the South.

CHEMICALLY DELINTED
SELECTED
BLUE TAG
STATE CERTIFIED
COTTON PLANTING SEED
Stoneville 2B, D.P.&L. 15, Empire, Sealed Bags.
Acid delinted seed has already proven its value. With
a germination of 90% or better and a stand in 3 to 5 days
under ordinary conditions. You space your planting "
you want it chopped out. Saves
germination, cuts planting cos
bags, germination guaranteed 9

Coker 100 Wilt Resistant Cotton is the most dependable
and widely adapted variety of cotton that the Coker Pedi
greed Co. has ever bred, performing uniformly well on all
types of soils from the east coast to Texas.
It is the answer to the cotton farmer for a cotton that will
produce a full length staple, 1 1/16 to 1%, small leaf, highly
productive on either wilt or non-wilt soils. EARLY MATUR
ING, with boll size 70 to 75 per pound, that fluffs out well
and picks good, medium gin turn out.
Be sure to plant some of this Cotton.

BREEDER SEED
For the farmer who wants to get the best, plant
BREEDERS PURPLE TAG SEED.
D P L 15—Empire—Stonville 2 B.

D & P L F O X
Early Maturing—Heavy Yielding—Easy Picking.
1 1/16 to 1 3/32 inch staple. Developed for rich
heavy soil where other cottons grow too rank.
Fox is low growth not recommended for hill land.

,R.B.BUCHANAN SEED CO.
T B U C K

B R A N D

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEF
T E S T F O S E E D g
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BUCHANAN'S SEED CORN

FUNK'S G HYBRID SEED CORN
"Bred to Beat the Elements'

All prices on this page post paid through Third Zone only.
Prices not prepaid—see Yellow Price List enclosed. Many
times you can save money by buying 100 pounds or more ot
corn and other field seed, shipping same by freight.

PriCe~1/2 SaL' 8°C; 1

^

?1'25; P<SCk'

G-244 Prolific, yellow, early maturity

An early-maturing hybrid1of broad soil type adaptabil„ T,—
„ _adapted
J_ on
— buckshot
h—l-t-.x ,land.
L DQ N
ity.
Particularly well
DO NOT
PLANT G-244 BETWEEN APRIL 25 AND MAY 25. Plant
as late as July 20. 90% two ears.

^

Price—% gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck, $2.00

Sains

et

gramS' bUt dark blUe and red grains
often Sppear
Price— % gal., 85c; 1 gal., $1.35; peck, $2.15

Jong ears ideal for Toasting
Planted early and cut green you a grow 2 crops £
season on same ground.

corn*"belt

1

y2

'thalf^ny~otherPvariety

gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck, $2.00

G-512W White, Single
Eared Medium Early
New white Hybrid developed by
Funks G Research for the Mid-South.
Medium early, single eared white cob.
Excellent stalk quality. A fine corn
picker corn. Does well on all soil
types. The millers choice. Can be
planted as late as July 1.

G-145 Yellow Single
Eared
Medium early; can be planted until
July 5 with good results. Exceptionally
well suited to high fertility soils; pro
duces enormous ears.

G-779W Prolific White,Full
Season
Hybrid. Left, Op«n Pollinj

A new corn developed for the south.
Stands well is a high yielder, responds
well to high fertilization.

TENNESSEE HYBRIDS

to tbS Mid^ou^yif SlanteS^^cmd^icScorrf landS TSLffaSge

Price

New early yellow, single eared hy
brid well adapted for medium to high
fertility soils. A corn that has main
tained excellent yield and quality un
der adverse disease and moisture con
ditions. Um! HaVe you tried cornbread from that good yellow GJHybrid
Corn? Can be planted as late as
July 10.

A full season corn that produces
60% two ears. Especially well adapted
on medium to high fertility soils. Half
Southern corn parentage. You can
plant G-711 as late as June 20. For
yield and quality it has no superior.

SS-Sf0" KIN.? (Ahout 110 days)—This is an entirely disw?th the
nm°.ng
~
corns, combining the largest grain
Ears fil1
out wel1 and wil1 make more
.
rolstfnV ears ? e n
^rs,than
other variety. It is good for
y Surpri se; makes splendid quality of
com meal.

nr ear te the et

G-98 Yellow Single Eared
Early

G-711 Prolific Yellow
full season

land fn^ n

i^hfpf^St H
^ed the most storm and drouth
Price—14 gai„ 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peek, $2.00

Bu., $7.10

A popular Hybrid in Western Ky. and Tenn. High yields
of grain, silage or fodder with occasional two-ear plants
under favorable fertility and growing conditions. Plant as
late as July 10.

A medium-early hybrid corn that
has been well adapted on medium to
low fertility soils. G-46 runs about
60% two ears, and you can plant it as
late as July 10.

Hl™^IEa"C.?RcE i11® days)—A heavy producing white corn
nf^ • uP\, ?t has definitely established itself as one
for sfla/e
*aU sta-k largely two-eared and it is excellent
sound «?,,-» , £•
°.r gram Production. Ears are medium large,
rich
' and, mak?, » premium milling corn. Plant on
rich land and reap a bountiful harvest.
Price—J4 gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck, $2.00

JiOT^eaSth^S m^^isually^ if*there
assmedf
—It E^rly maturfng
tnaiunng ancf^emi-proMc*'avisrajjDg
ana semi-prolific, averaging
n
more than
„u-- Ears 8 to 9 inches
. eraglng
sh one°tnetear t0d-the stalk
long
Hfh/ie „ ? ^
medium, cobs medium in size, and
while usually white, red cobs are often found. Ears

y2

G-125 Semi-prolific yellow, medium early

G-46 Prolific Yellow,
medium early

1126-TENNESSEE RED COB (About 120 days) —An extra large
v. n£ COrn; grains Iong. broad and evenly lined on large red
cob. The ears are 9 to 12 inches long, stalks tall, making it an
ideal ensilage corn. Rather late maturing, but for bottom land and
. .Is c.orn cannot be excelled. This is one of the largest
grain, greatest yielding and best milling corns for rich land.
Price—y2 gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck, $2.00

"^o°hSBJh'ft P«°«FIC (About 120 days)—The most prolific
t
corn for the South when planted on rich land.

Increases Yields 15 to 100 per cent.

There was a time when farmers questioned the "new" hybrid seed corns—but not any more! The famous Funk
G-Hybrids, have PROVED to most farmers that G-Hybrids will produce MORE corn and FINER QUALITY corn than
any other seed! Most important of all, tests have enabled us to present the seed corn best ADAPTED to farms in this
area—and that's what YOU are interested in!
Funk G-Hybrids have the championship qualities BRED into the seed—large, strong root systems, big, well-filled
ears, fine shuck coverage, and amazing resistance to drouths! Remember—with G-Hybrids, 5 to 37 bushels per acre
increase over open pollinated corn is commonplace—AND IT TAKES ONLY 1 BUSHEL PER ACRE INCREASE TO
PAY THE COST OF PLANTING OUR HYBRID SEED!

1128—NEAL PAYMASTER (About 100 days)—Originated in Mid
dle Tennessee where the natural fertility due to abundance of
phosphate and other necessary elements makes it ideal for pro
ducing a more potent type of seed corn. Due to its natural vigor
and heavy yields it has been a corn by which others were judged
for years m tests over the South. Paymaster is suited for both low
lands and good uplands. Produces a medium tall stalk with usually
two well filled ears 8 to 9 inches long, broad white grains on a
bright red cob—Planted thick it will produce a heavy tonnage of
ensilage. On good land it has been the heaviest yielding open pol
linated corn for a quarter century.
1140 Certified

Treated with Semesan Jr.

Postpaid through the 3rd zone only
Any Funk's Hybrid—y2 Gal., $1.35; Gal., $2.30; Pk., $3.90;

DIXIE 33. A full season white hybrid, developed by Tennessee Agriculture
Experiment Station. Stands well, good picker and good coverage.
DIXIE 17 HYBRID. This hybrid is more resistant to lodging and the husk
protection is superior to that of Tennessee 10. This is a white hybrid with
a light red cob.

Price—y2 gal., $1.15; 1 gal., $1.95; peck, $3.50

Above 2 Postpaid,

^TRUCKERS FAVORITE (Hard corn in 90 days)

y2

gal., $1.10; gal., $2.00; pk., $3.60; % bu., $6.80

stock°raisers ^far'quick flel

deep gained ^wfifit^corn?medTum

SS^

Price—% gal., $1.15; 1 gal., $1.95; peck, $3.50
127—WHITE DENT (100 days)—White grains, slightly
dented, medium size white cob, ears good length well
filled. An old standby for late planting.
'
Price— y2 gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck, $2.00

iS"SDvSt,L?,A™K t5™°fV'4S*r!ra
kernels on a medium sized red cob and IS, are w^i ^TjHow
over tip. Is drouth resistant and an excellent mlin^op^iete
Price y, gal., 80c; 1 gal., $1.25; peck? $1.00

TENNESSEE PAYMASTER HYBRID No. 10. This hybrid is made by com
bining inbreds from the high yielding prolific open pollinated variety Neal
Paymaster; white grain, red cob, prolific, and high shelling per cent.
Postpaid,

y2

gal., $1.00; gal., $1.75; pk., $3.30; % bu., $6.40
TENNESSEE

Jlg».K.B.BUCHANANSEFnfn ,
buck

MEMPHIS. TENNESSFF
R.B.BUCHANAN SEEDCQ ^ MEMPHIS,TENNESSEE..-

gRAND TESTED SEEnei
lov^ffircioveLrOVCEa^fe°fiS> J*"!?' ,horses and muI«
pa,stuF,ed ^rom November to
June. Makes excellent hav
when its starts to bloom.
Makes wonderful winter envoiJ
> an S0il b"ilder- Sow
Sept. 1st to Oct
It rate
aTnMl
t 30
n pounds per acre.
>-1. 15th
xom at
of 25 to

1271—LATE CROTALARIA—Although it makes about a foot
more growth than any other Crotalaria, averaging 7 feet
high, and will yield 15 or more tons of green manure per
acre, does not make its maximum growth as quickly as the
early type. This strain should be used in all cases where
early planting is possible.
Price—1 lb., 55c; 5 lbs., $2.25; 10 lbs., $3.75

Write for Prices

inSesHWgh.C^2VgrlDwing1I^s™,>^°?,~Gr0ws about

6 to S

1065—BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL—A new legume for permanent
pasture and wild life forage. Grows on all soil, but will in
crease its growth considerably when limestone is used where
needed. Also responds well to heavier fertilization. Does well
in permanent pastures when mixed with one or more of the
following: Blue Grass, Orchard Grass, or Timothy. Does not
bloat cattle like clover. Can be seeded either in the fall or
early spring. When seeding in fall there is danger of it freez
ing out the following winter, unless moisture is present for
early sowing. When seeded alone, 4 to 6 lbs. should be used
per acre. The seed should not be sown unless special inocu
lation is used.
Price—1 lb., 90c; 5 lbs., $3.85

clover adapted to Southern e.Tearliest and fastest growing
po»a. xsrvs san,?* russ-• *'

'r»*

pasture *plant^town totte

W

with Kentucky Blue cfra w ^ t sowing on lawns, mixed
very valuable because it
Rther grass seeds. and is

ALFALFA
South^ttta V<tefh?t<8

and

— ta... sssss^siir's^fssvxff^
Price—1 lb., $1.30; 5 lbs., $5.75

firm ^these^SE^e^aS11^ mY^
application of the proper elements such ^ lime so by the
ataost'any1good soff°Do®t toif'to*

fanh0arSspm4t P%pIrePyIuUrrIfIdffr

Planfin

is^needed
SftS
rom 20 to 30
pounds of seed to the acre OnhfinnfTf?
origin of seed. Some of thp
f «£S? differ as to the best
or Oklahoma grown seed whilp nth^rWGrS insist on Kansas
origins, however all the seed adanfmPf pr,®.er seed of other
ically Common Alfalfa Medfcag^latlvl)13^^,iS ,bot?nbeen produced in different areas
' merely having
ARIZONA OR CALIFORNIA ALFALFA—
Postpaid, lb., 70c; 5 lbs., $2.40; 10 ,bs„ $4.50
VERIFIED OKLAHOMA-U. S. Approved
Postpaid, lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.25; 10 lbs., $7.75
VERIFIED KANSAS—
Postpaid, lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.50; 10 lbs., $8.00.
appear* ilkly^ndyeffm^applv Borax^th3 fieId begins to
pounds per acre A light ^nficaHnn
If ?e rat! of 15 to 25
aPPhcation at
usually desirable.
time of seeding is

BIossom>-Succeeds

ssa&r«»». s-uyafassa
at the rate* "of 1*5* pounds"nertJ
a prepared seed bed
Jctober 1st, or can be
soZnT
li%r corn,
c^TcUtrin^VTi
* (M&STst.
sown in eearly
covering
during August, using

or in cotton middles mR £ «n ' °,° P°unds Per acre,
shallow. Sow in Julv Ai.vfiet c ? pounds per acre. Cover
October. You will ffnH tiSo SePte"?ber, or, in lower South,
building. Bur Clover and Ber
Rerm
a r crop togrow for soil
combination for oermanont
'nuda Grass make a splendid
livestock. Bur &over will pasture which is excellent for all
and can be depended on toJ ^0n almost aU types ot soii
TrS
without sacrificing
a soil building legume.

Postpaid, 5 lbs., 75c; 15 lbs., $1.90; 25 lbs., $3.00.
"CYCLONE" SEED
SOWER
Guaranteed to sow perfect
ly even aU varieties of farm
seeds such as clover, timo
thy, red top, alfalfa, lespe
deza, sudan grass, oats, rye,
millet, wheat, buckwheat,
turnip, lawn grass, etc., and
can be regulated to sow any
amount per acre. This mami?K ls- st,™ngly built and
mechanically perfect. The
bolds. about
one-half
bushel. It is easily operated.

^The Original Legume Inoculator

NlfllGiN
The
Combination
Sower also broadcasts
all kinds of seed,
such as clover, timo
thy, millet, lespedeza
sudan grass, alfalfa,
wheat, etc., perfectly
in desired amounts
per acre. Convenient
for applying fertilizer
or seed on fairways,
greens, parks, lawns,
etc. At Store, $5.00postpaid, $5.35.

1072—KENLAND RED CLOVER—Developed by Kentucky
Agricultural experiment station in cooperation with U. S.
Department of Agriculture. Due to Kenlands resistance to
disease it is longer lived than other red clovers, and because
of its deep root system it affords more pasture and hay dur
ing dry summer months. Seed 6 to 9 lbs. per acre.

on

LITTLE GIANT SEEDER
Very similar to Cyclone-same capacity.
At Store, $4.00; postpaid, $4.25.

THE HORN SEED SOWER

Inoculate Alfalfa to Increase Soil Fertility and Production "

For Best Results with All Clovers Inoculate the Seed
All Prices on This Page Post Paid Through Third Zone Only
Prices Not Prepaid—See Yellow List Enclosed
1053—RED CLOVER (Medium Red Blossom)—Red Clover
not only furnishes excellent pasturage and abundant hay
crops, but enriches the land and adds humus to the soil. It
is second in food value only to alfalfa. It makes two or
more cuttings of hay each season, and can be sown alone or
in combination with other clovers and grasses. Sow seed
during the spring or fall at the rate of 12 to 20 pounds to the
acre.
Price—1 lb., 80c; 5 lbs., $3.35
1055—ALSYKE CLOVER (Delicate Pink Blossom)—This is
one of the hardiest varieties known. It is perennial and
does not winter kill. It will do better on moist land than
any other variety of clover, and is suitable for either hay or
pasture. When sown with grasses, it forms a thick under
growth and greatly increases the yield. It is frequently
sown both with Red Top Grass and Timothy, and the quality
of hay thus produced is excellent. It is fine-stemmed
and
leafy, and thus is quickly cured. Sow
alone for hay or pasture 5 to 8 lbs. per
ture
Red Top 5 lbs., Timothy 6 lbs.
Price—1 lb., 90c; 5 lbs., $3.85
1270—EARLY CROTALARIA—Most desirable for planting in
upper South since it grows more rapidly. Should be used
more as a catch crop after oats or sown just before the last
cultivation of corn, cane or cotton in the central and lower
South.
Price—1 lb., 55c; 5 lbs., $2.25; 10 lbs., $3.75

Price—1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.60

BE SURE TO INNOCULATE
all
CLOVERS and LEGUMES
with
NITRAGIN INNOCULATION
IT PAYS

1071—BLACK MEDIC — A biennial winter-hardy pasture
legume. Only adapted to moist, fertile, well-drained lime
stone soils. It takes the place of bur clover where greater
cold resistance is required and is very suitable for sowing
with Bermuda grass, Dallis grass, Bluegrass and Rye grass
pasture to furnish grazing and maintain soil fertility. It will
stand heavy grazing. Plants produce a dense, thick growth of
short, creeping to sub-erect, soft, succulent, fine, leafy stems.
Plant spring or fall.
Write for Prices

1054 LADINO THE WONDER WHITE CLOVER
Sow it for a year 'round pasture. U. S. Department of Agriculture says: "Ladino is the largest growing form
of white clover. It is similar to White Dutch, but grows twice as large." It is a long lived perennial, excellent
for grazing, as well as producing a most nutritious and palatable hay crop. The stems run on the ground, taking
root. It is not subject to alfalfa diseases and is ideal to plant after alfalfa. It does not bloat livestock as much
as other clovers, but is safer to plant with timothy, red top. fescue, Kentucky blue, orchard, carpet and rye
grass.
Field Inspected, 1 lb., $1.95; 5 lbs., $9.00. Certified—1 lb., $2.25; 5 lbs., $10.00
(Page 45)

, R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CQ

.R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CO. ^ MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.^
BUCHANAN'S GRASS SEED
1061—KY. 31 FESCUE. THE WONDER GRASS—The finest
of all pasture grasses—gives more pasture per acre and
more months pasture per year than any of the grasses. One
seeding lasts from 12 to 18 years without reseeding. After
first winter can be pastured, even in rainy weather, as stock
will not cut through this heavy turf. Sow early in spring
or in the fall. The extensive root system is unbelievably
dense and reaches a depth of 5 to 6 feet. When sown 12
pounds Fescue and 2 pounds Ladino Clover per acre makes
the ideal permanent pasture. Truly the wonder pasture for
all stock.
Price—1 lb., $1.10; 5 lbs., $4.85; 10 lbs., $9.00
Certified—1 lb., $1.25; 5 lbs., $5.35; 10 lbs., $10.00
1109—ALTA FESCUE is very similar to Kentucky 31 having
same rooting system and also gives good winter and summer
pasture.
Write for Prices

mm

GRASS SEEDS FOR LAWN, PASTURE AND HAY

S°W F0R LAWNS—You cannot BOW too much; the
S£unBTITVe
1.600 square feet"}?*)6xdg0)! n°W g^ound, for average mixtures, to sc
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Price—1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.30; 10 lbs., $7.95
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Price—1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $4.30; 10 lbs., $7 95
Price—1 lb., 45c; 5 lbs., $1.35; 10 lbs., $2.15

SSSS3
sarraSfS
cri£,?„t0 jhaded areas" » forms a close turff' isshghtv
6 hardy" Sow 1 pound to SOo Wuare feet
Late
wiritpr or
n very
Late winter
early spring seeding is preferable
Price—1 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs., $4.75; 10 lbs.,'$9.—

GrasT^ onJ nf t?R HERDS GRASS—Red Top or Herd's
Succeeds well on any good urfiand16 a^d satisfactory grasses
Itls'oneVihe ^ fira™s^thanitaosf any" other frail
"ald'be6"53?"! ^proves,0increwfnfyieW
tures" Sow 15 to 20

d Jds
Pas"
Price—1 lb., 80c; 5 lbs., $3.50; 10 lbs., $6 50

mwmmm
W8S£^&*Ri¥s

sfflgsstamss pss*ss
Price—1 lb., 70c; 5 lbs., $8.75; 10 lbs., $4.50

Price—1 lbs., $1.10; 5 lbs., $4.75; 10 lbs., $9.00
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1106—CARPET GRASS—Carpet Grass is one of the most
valuable pasture grasses for the lower South. It grows on
poor sandy soils better than Bermuda and does well on most
any soil with a fair amount of moisture. It spreads rapidly,
stands closest grazing and heavy trampling. For lawns and
golf courses it will make a heavy sod and the closer it is
cut the better it grows. It also does well in pastures with
Bur Clover, thus giving all year grazing. Sow 15 pounds
per acre for pasture, twice this for lawns, from March until
June.
Price—1 lb., 65c; 5 lbs., $2.75; 10 lbs., $5.00
1108—TIMOTHY—Timothy requires good land for heavy
yield. If sown with Red Clover the clover will help to
supply nitrogen. Red Top or Herd's Grass and Red or
Alsyke Clover all mature at the same season as Timothy and
are excellent to sow with it for hay or grazing, increasing
the yield of hay and pasturage. A good mixture is 6 pounds
Timothy, 5 pounds Red Top or Herd's Grass, and 5 pounds
Alsyke Clover; this mixture will furnish an excellent hay
and fine pasturage on good loamy soils or on low ground.
If Timothy and Alsyke Clover are sown together, mix 8
pounds Timothy and 6 pounds Alsyke. Sow in early fall or
early spring alone or in mixtures.
Price—1 lb., 50c; 5 lbs., $1.90; 10 lbs., $3.30

NITRAGIN
Pays On All Legumes
Inoculated plants make more growth i
more nutritious food.

LESPEDEZAS
Lespedeza which grows much ranker and has larger
It has been known to grow 38 inches tall, but usually about
2 to 2% feet. Possibly due to its rank growth, completely
shading the ground and thus retaining moisture, it is much
more resistant to dry weather than other Lespedezas. Ex
cellent for pasture and a leading hay variety. Sow 20 to 25
pounds per acre.
Price—1 lb., 45c; 5 lbs., $1.60; 10 lbs., $2.75
1079—KOREAN LESPEDEZA—The earliest of the annual
Lespedezas. It comes up early in the spring and grows rap
idly, furnishing much earlier pasture than any other variety
and more nutritious grazing at a time when other grasses
and clovers are not at their best. It is the only variety that
can be cut for hay in August and if sufficient moisture is
available will produce a seed crop before frost. Sow 20 to
25 pounds per acre.
Price—1 lb., 35c; 5 lbs., $1.25; 10 lbs., $2.00
1077—SERICEA LESPEDEZA—A Perennial Lespedeza, send
ing up new shoots from the crown after cutting or grazing.
It will grow, thrive and thicken on poor, thin lands and on
sour soils. We have never known it to be killed by drouth.
It should not be cut more than twice in a year and will pro
duce about four tons per acre of hay almost equal in feeding
value to Alfalfa. Or, a hay crop may be made from the
first cutting and later an abundant seed crop can be har
vested. For the best quality hay, Sericea should be thick
and must be cut before the stems become too coarse and
woody. It also furnishes proportionately more grazing than
any other Lespedeza. If not cut more than twice a year nor
grazed too late in the fall it will continue profitable produc
tion indefinitely. It is most valuable to plant on soil that is
too poor and eroded to produce any other profitable crop.
Sow 15 to 20 pounds per acre.
Price—1 lb., 55c; 5 lbs., $2.10; 10 lbs., $3.75
All Prices on This Page Postpaid Through Third Zone Only.

Field Of Annual Lespedeza.
Not Prepaid—See Yellow List Enclosed

DWARF ESSEX

RAPE

PEANUTS

Prices on This Page Post Paid Through Third Zone Only.

Quantity Prices on Yellow Price List Enclosed.

CULTURE-Plant in late April to early June in loose, loamy
12
^ Ldr°,Pping
15 inches apart in 2% to 3 foot
•171 ? coyer 1 to 2 inches deep. Cultivate thoroughly until
the nuts begin to form. When harvesting, loosen the roots
with a plow, pull the vines with the nuts attached, allow
them to dry, stack around a stake, turning the nuts inward.
1177) PEANUTS (Spanish)—Bush type so they can be grown
£°tl*rJ?an ?u°st v?rieties; are more easily cultivated and
g? iL
a?
e nuts, which are clustered around the base
of the plant, cling firmly to the roots. The vines furnish a
superior hay and the nuts combined with corn make a per
fect hog food. Early maturing; heavy bearer.
Price—1 lb., 50c; 5 lbs., $1.95; 10 lbs., $3.50
I™8-PE£7U,TS 'Tenn. Long Red)—The finest large variety
* The long, large pods usually contain from three to
four nuts, which are very rich and highly flavored. The heavifithearer of nuts and hay of any of the large types. Excellent for home use and brings a premium on tne market.
Price—1 lb., 55c; 5 lbs., $2.00; 10 lbs., $3.60

"^-DWARF ESSEX RAPE-Is one of the most valuable
2rale cr°Ps>. furnishing an abundance of quick, cheap
Pa®turage for poultry hogs and sheep. Makes a profitable
fertile soil only and can be grazed 6 to 8 weeks after
or fall it
^ 3 °ne °r with grain' either sPring
or rail, it will afford more grazing per acre at a time when
aSy ot*eF Plant- One of the most ^tritious
£°inn^ded
of all green feed. Sow 8 to 10 pounds per acre broadcast
$3 30. J * ,b" 25CJ 1/2 lb ' 4°C; 4 lb" 55c;5 lbs?$L80fl0 lbs.,

COW

1238—NEW ERA—The seed have a blue cast with manv
5—311/arly n?aturing upright growing variety,
virv rf£,1?fipr
t u °ducei" of peas, small vines cure quickly
splendid for hay. Seed are smaller than Whippoorwills and
ahnntSinhncrhqiU7e 3S many to pulant an acre. Sow broadcast
3n acre for hay" They mature in about
80 days
1336—CLAY—1The seed are buff colored, medium size- the
haTit "J."??,' vlg°ro.us growing and of vining or running
habit. The Clay pea is used mostly for hay. Sow broadcast
fo theacre IS ftn' 3°fnn?y °r turning under-drill 12 pounds
mature in about 110 Jays. r°WS °n P°°r S°U for seed' They

running peas such" as Black "clay and"1 Red"Rippers.^off^he
ground, which makes it much easier to cut for hay We sell
Rr°LeH^ef Peas, f°r bay tban a« °tner var^ties^ombined!
hay^n about ^0 days. 2 bUShClS tC an acre; ready to cut f°r
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE
Use NITROGEN on your field pea seed. A little goes a long
mcreases your germination and growth.
page 66
See

1268—MAMMOTH RUSSIAN SUNFLOWER
Every Southern farm should plant some of this large headed
variety of Sunflower for their poultry. Will produce more
gram on medium to thin land than corn. Sow 10 lbs. Der
acre m drills 3 feet apart and cultivate as you would corn.
Postpaid—Pkt., ^ lb., 20c; 1 lb., 50c; 5 lbs., $2.25

SEED

AND FORAGE CROPS

SPECIAL ATTENTION—Owing to the peculiar hybridization
of all cane varieties, it is impossible to guarantee that they
will come true. All orders for cane varieties are therefore
accepted only on these conditions.
1198—EARLY AMBER—Furnishes a large yield of most
nutritious forage which may be fed green or cured. If
planted early it will yield 2 cuttings a season.
Price—1 lb., 35c; 5 lbs., $1.15; 10 lbs., $1.80
11971—EARLY ORANGE—Yields immense crops of leafy,
sweet forage. Slightly later than amber but higher in food
value.
Price—1 lb., 35c; 5 lbs., $1.15; 10 lbs., $1.80
1212 — SAGRAIN — (303-37) — We offer t he most improved
strain, selected for its uniformity, heavy grain production
and strong, stocky stalks. It does well on heavy soil; thrives
under the same adverse conditions as sorghum, and produces
8 to 12 tons per acre, one to two tons of which is grain, which
has nine-tenths the feeding value of corn. Fine for forage
and ensilage, as it is quite juicy and grows an abundance of
broad, long leaves. Sagrain is relished by mules, cows, hogs
and chickens.
Write for prices
12171—GROHOMA—A very desirable fodder cane producing
heavy crops of grain and an abundant supply of fodder that
is very rich in protein. Stalks and fodder contain much more
sugar than most grain sorghums and on account of this the
stock eat every particle. Since it stools and branches freely
it requires only 5 lbs. of seed to plant an acre. Very drouth
resistant.
Price—1 lb., 40c; 5 lbs, $1.25; 10 lbs, $2.10

PEAS

1235 THE WHIPPOORWILL—Also known as speckled. The
cn^b-if5a
' brown> ,or gray, depending on type, and are
speckled, they are spoken of as bush peas, but will make
vines when planted on rich land; on poor soil they produce
few vines and many peas. The Whippoorwill is the most pophJ.nLg,e=nfr,al+PV?F°uSe ttofk pea for either seed or hay Sow
in rn™ 9 t ? J%.bushe.ls Per acre for hay or drill 15 pounds
in rows 2 to 3 feet apart. They mature hi about 90 days

CANE

CULTURE—Plant cane seed on rich land during April, May and
June In 3%-foot rows at the rate of 8 to 10 pounds per acre. Culuorn, leaving plants about 3 to 4 inches apart In the

BUCHANAN'S State Certified POTATOES
P°tai0fs must pass through field inspection by the
Department of Agriculture and must be true to variety, type
SHiair0m ag,par?nt diseases. It pays to plant Certified
at your Potatoes with Semesan Bel—see
page 68S"
ofEth^I^Ini^i0rHIwP+EWA >'75 days)—Has general features
2L
Cobbler. Extra early, shallow eyes, resistant to dis
ease, very white, round, smooth, heavy yielder.
C
R
ED WARBA (72 days)-A new variety, skin
r ® "FIED R
red, flesh white and of fine quality. Tubers are oval, large
size and is a very heavy cropper. The Warba potato is a
two-crop variety, producing a crop in the spring, also for

CERTIFIED IRISH COBBLER (80 days)—The eves are
wal.1"deval°Ped, and slightly indented.
The flesh is
creamy white and of fine quality and flavor.

SEMESAN BE1L FOR POTATOES
Increase your yield by increasing your stand. Use Semesan
feed ?ot°nSee pile 58.rne ^ field borne diseases- Reduces

PROGRESSIVE FARMER
SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Enclose $2.00 with your seed order remittance and
we will send you The Progressive for 5 yearT^I Si on
for 2 years. You will find its worthwhile articles on
farming, gardening, fruit, chickens, hogs and cows ve?v
interesting and helpful.
very

SEE PAGE 19 FOR SOUTHERN TABLE PEAS

1210—WHITE KAFFIR—This variety has become more valu
able every year because of its drouth-resisting qualities.
Grows 4 to 5 feet high, is very stocky and leafy; valuable for
forage and grain. Plant from April to July, in rows 3 feet
apart, drilling seed thinly. It adapts itself to a wide variety
of soils. A long drouth may stop its growth but it starts
again with the first rain, seldom failing to produce an abun
dant crop.
Price—1 lb, 35c; 5 lbs, $1.15; 10 lbs, $1.80
1213—COMBINE MILO MAIZE—Drouth resistant, very productive and makes an enormous amount of nutritious grain
relished by all kinds of stock. Has
immense, compact heads and the
seeds are large, grows only 2 to 3
feet high. May be cut two or three
times if desired for green forage.
Early maturing and adapted to
most soils.
Price—1 lb, 35c; 5 lbs, $1.00; 10
lbs, $1.60.
1215—HEGARI—It makes an enor
mous yield of grain even with lit
tle moisture. Especially desirable
for forage or silage since the stalks
are sweet and juicy, leaves broad,
long and numerous. It is dwarf,
producing large heads that do not
shatter. Plant 8 to 10 pounds per
acre. Stands dry weather extreme
ly well and is one of the best grain
and forage crops.
Price—1 lb, 35c; 5 lbs, $1.15; 10
lbs, $1.90.
1214—ATLAS SORGO —A large,
drouth resistant, heavy yielding,
semi-sweet forage sorghum. Since
it produces an unbelievable amount
of grain and a tremendous tonnage
of leaves and stalk of above the
average in food value, we recom
mend this cane without reservation
for silage. It is earlier maturing
than our best native silage canes
and c

1 Prleea •> This

Pag* rut)>14 Tkraagk Third Zaaa Oaly.

Sapling; Syrup Cane
1194—SAPLING SYRUP CANE—Medium height, strong stalks
which do not blow down easily. A heavy yielding type
frequently producing 125 to 200 gallons per acre of medium
amber colored syrup of mild, delicious flavor.
Because of
its true, pronounced molasses flavor, this syrup easily finds
a ready market and since pure Syrup Cane seed commands
a premium, you will find this an excellent cash crop.
Price—1 lb, 50c; 5 lbs, $1.65; 10 lbs, $2.75

BROOM CORN
Easily grown on any land adapted to corn. Plant 6 lbs. per
acre, on a fine seed bed, 1% inches deep in 3%-foot rows,
when ground is warm. Thin out to 2 to 4 inches.
1273—STANDARD EVERGREEN—Grows 8 to 10 feet tall.
Yields a long, heavy brush, free from heavy center stems
and crooked straws. Ready to cut in about 100 days.
Price—1 lb, 45c; 5 lbs, $1.55; 10 lbs, $2.75
1272—SCARBOROUGH (Dwarf Type)—It is earlier and has
somewhat longer brush than Evergreen. Bears fewer seeds
and easier thrashed than many other varieties.
Price—1 lb, 45c; 5 lbs, $1.55; 10 lbs, $2.75

MILLET
1185—TENNESSEE GROWN GERMAN MILLET (Big
Headed Type)—Broadcast 50 pounds to acre. German Millet
makes a quickly grown, easily cured and large yielding,
nutritious hay crop. It comes so quickly that it can be sown
after wheat, oats or other early crops are harvested and
leaves the land clean. Millet should be cut while in bloom.
As a summer catch-crop, it has few equals, for it makes a
crop in about sixty days.
Price—1 lb, 35c; 5 lbs, $1.15; 10 lbs, $1.80
1209—SWEET SUDAN. Grows anywhere common Sudan
does and can be sown broadcast or in drills 30 to 40 lbs.
per acre after danger of frost is over. Sweet Sudan is
sweet, juicy and very palatable to live stock. Stools heavily
and produces grazing over a long period. It is excellent for
ensilage because of its high food value.
Price—1 lb, 45c; 5 lbs, $1.50; 10 lbs, $2.50
1111—SUDAN GRASS—Sudan Grass is used mainly as a hay
crop, but is also an excellent annual pasture grass, especially
for the dry, hot summer months when other pastures are
short. If sown immediately after frost danger it will pro
duce two or three heavy cuttings of hay very high in feeding
value. Cut just as heads appear. After- cutting it renews its
growth promptly and in about 60 days another cutting is
ready. Yields 2 to 4 tons per acre. Sow broadcast or with
drill, 30 to 40 pounds per acre.
Price—1 lb, 45c; 5 lbs, $1.50; 10 lbs, $2.50
Nat PrafaH—See Yellaw List Emeleeei
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BH3E3
TEACH AND PLUM SPRAY SCHEDULE

SOY BEANS for OIL, SOIL, HAY
CULTURE—Soy
ay be planted either broadcast
luey grow equally well on light and heavy soils, but
soils they should not be planted more than 1 to 1% i
except in dry seasons. On light sandy soils plant abot
Plant a April, May, June
1225—LAREDO SOUTHERN (Hay, 110 days; Seed, 135 days)
recognized as one of the best hay and soil building beans
for the Central South. Seed small, bushel plants 4 to 6 acres
£ni°°i rows; 1 acre broadcast. Cover about 1 inch. Since
it will endure more cold, adverse weather than any other
variety, it can be planted much earlier.
Growth is upright, branching freely; hay quality excellent.
1224—BILOXI (Hay, 135 days; Seed, 165 days)—An unright
nf r^cgr°twga4 t0 5 feet high- covered with a dense mlss
of foliage that does not shed easily. A heavy yielder of
fln» h*
?lng val.ue excellent because high in protein; a
fine bean for hogging down, for planting with corn or sorffct T^e P°ds areulea? l^hle to pop th^ most va?ieties;
inn tn 'mit b^rdly shatter at all. They require a long seaion to mature, but make a tremendous yield of hay or beans.
1230—VIRGINIA (Hay, 100 days; Seed, 125 days)—On account
of its abundant growth and early maturity the Virginia
er<™th aamfiHJiXce{if nt bay.bean. The vines make a fine
fo cTt knf easy to^0 ' ***** 3b°Ut 3 feet high' are ea,y

Time of Application

Variet^°I??sSn h^LOKV~Sflecied ?rom Mammoth YeUow
and does nolf shatteafout a? b°adly0ggmg d°Wn 38 haS less oil
^3? tS"100TA- hig.h Producer. This is an exceptionally early
to tht
f8 m Septe"lber which is of major importance
befnr* ° °n faTer as be can harvest and sell his beans
7
Bean Sma11' bright yel"
low?rhi|h oU content
1010 nrn.„
days: Seed 135
llu "ays;
J?rawl » 11" (( "ay' 110
Seed 135 days)—The most des,lrable full season non-shattering oil hean rf«™inr™»w tr
datenon-shattering
oil bean developed to
yields Thphpo™!
i?s Pro?uced almost phenomena]
on rn;tJ?h,^aa? aue yell°w With a slight greenish cast;
?t mo^ desirable for hogY^oft0"011 °f laFge beanS make
1220—ARKSOY 2913 (Hay, 100 days; seed, 120 days).
format selection of the original Arksoy, being more u
and maturity. A prolific bearer which he
its beans well and is still a most desirable oil bean.
k7^M^OTH BRO WN (Hay. 115 days; Seed, 140 days)g,e uPrieht growth, with plenty of foliage and an
Sw®?

fs mortnrifcpi«?° • lS a* Pfoliflc yielder of beans, robust and
S
nt than most varieties. Does not shat
ter badlv
ter badly. They are especially fine for late hog pasture.
?n3i^wfhML AXI (?ay' 120 days: Seed> 11® days)—Is upright
verv ^roHA
produces excellent hay if planted thick. A
f beans which shatter little and is
oroLhlv
thp best
bi t alln °purpose
probably the
soy bean.

Petal Fall—When about % the
blossoms have fallen.

Catfacing
Curculio
Brown rot

Shuck stage—when the last of the
blossoms have faUen

Curculio
Leaf spot
Brown rot

Same as above.

First coyer—about 10 days later

Curculio
Scab
Leaf spot

Same as above.

Second cover—12 days later

Brown rot
Scab
Leaf spot

Same as above.

Third cover—12 days later

Curculio
Brown rot

Later Sprays

Brown rot in rainy seasons

General Purpose Fruit Spray 1 lb. to 7 gals, water.
Pan Peach Spray 1 lb. to 5 gals, water.

Leaf spot

"to
For borers apply Para-Scaleelde or Paradow Sept. to Nov. 1.

Same as above.
Sulforon 4 pounds.
Wettable* lODT^may^be*uBeh

Oil Emulsion 2% gallons or 3 gal. Scalecide or 6 gallons Lime
Sulfur Solution.

Scale
Scab
Aphids

BEARDLESS WHEAT

Prepink—Before bud clusters sep
arate

Scab
Aphids

'rafn^f^v^nw de.y,eloped m the south for high yields of
fall and Sg'sow^yf ^"l^BapT^lcre81"32"18 in the

Full-bloom—When two-thirds of
blooms are open

Blossom blight
Scab

Calyx or Petal Fall—When most
of blossoms have faUen

Codling moth
Scab

First cover—7-10 days after the
calyx spray

Blotch Curculio
Scab
Codling moth

Same as above.

Second cover—10 days later

Blotch
Scab
Codling moth
Leafhoppers

Same as above.

Third cover

Blotch
Sooty mold
Bitter rot

Same as above.

Fourth cover

Bitter rot, Blotch
Codling moth

Same as above.

Later Sprays

Bitter rot
Blotch

Same as above.

Pre-bloom—when shoots are 4-6
inches long

Mildew
Black rot

Immediately after grapes set

Mildew
Black rot

Two weeks later

Mildew
Black rot

RYE
ranilTnnwS^ BrE7TToPs,in Rye—stools heavily, makes a
earlv w?ntfr
' makmS it an outstanding value for
winter pasturage. Sown on good land in late August
be ready for grazing in about six
weekfsrirtemTf '
H not needed f^2J -abundant grazing for several months.
azmg
?a5 of November.
" may be sown in October or first

mmmmsupi
mwmim
trp^7iCOLU,MBIA SPRING OATS—A very desirable ex^ily.larly aprlng o^^Even when planted a Httle late,

VETCH AND WINTER PEAS

BARLEY

1263—BEARDLESS BARLEY—It makes a quick growing exwill A?=na=nh wInter. Pasture, c9ntrolling erosion Musualfy
i„£- ~ heavy yielding gram crop especially desirable
for hogging off since it has no beards. Barley is almost ex!
co rn in. food value, and will give practically
f
ibe same yields Of grain as corn on any medium to good soil
Sow 1% to 2 bushels per acre. When sown in tete Aummt
or early September with either Hairy Vetch or Crimson
Clover, makes one of the best fall and winter pastiSS of
all. Pastured until March first it still seeds well

Lime-sulfur (32°) 5 gallons. Nicotine sulfate % pint (only
when aphids are present).
General Purpose Fruit Spray. 1 lb. to 7 gals, of water
Pan Apple Spray. 1 lb. to 5% gal. of water If sucking
insects present add 5 teaspoons Nicotme Sulphate.
Same as above.

GRAPE SPRAY SCHEDULE

When nearly grown
WRITE FOB PRICES

aulplTttr ^pray*

APPLE SPRAY SCHEDULE

Delayed - dormant— when young
leaves are not more than 14 inch
long

aariy

L f i O T h e y a r e
v e r y
c o l d r e s i s t a n t ,
Y ti ol
l l£ dV°,
l 0^ 90
bushels are common and one record crnn
peri alre was recorded. Sow 1% bushels per
•
«£«+ +? i.ls .amP^e. because Fulgrain stools profusely
It is
p
y' 11
15
about the best grazing oat known.

Scales and leaf curl

Scale
Mites
Scab

OATS

E?Verhneiti Station tests,
StutteTrt
Ark Also
Also an excellent oat
axuttgarr Ark.
for early spring plant
ing to cut when beginning to head for hay or harvesting
rJmnh *?atHre for grain. Rust and smut resistant; furnishing
much grazing when planted early in fall. Withstands
cold
s cola
and sudden changes unusually well.

Material to Use for 50 Gallons
Bordeaux 8 lbs. with Oil Emulsion 2% gals.
Or use alone 3 gal. Scalecide.
Dry lime sulphur 12% lbs. or liquid lime sulphur 6 gal.

Dormant—After leaves are shed in
the fall and before buds swell in
the spring when temperature is
above 40

Dormant—After leaves are shed in
the fall and before buds swell in
the spring when temperature
is
above 40

MISCELLANEOUS FARM SEEDS
1275—FERGUSON 922—THE BEST STRAIN OF RFN RTTCT
TorASl0^hReE DplS
taJKTOhefd
n
m
lail this oat heads the list in ^ng
average
yield per acre
in a

Disease or Insect

Mildew
Black rot

General Purpose Fruit Spray. 1 lb. to 7 gal. water.
Same as above
Same as above.
Bordeaux 2-3-50 with Vi lb. Soybean Spreader or % lb.
Fermate with % lb. Soybean Spreader.

• R.B.BUCHANAN SEEDCO.
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FRUIT GROWERS' SUPPLIES
WHITE WOOD LABELS

/Eezy Wear

| IFs\. Qarden gloves
These labels made of White Wood,
need no paint and will last for many
months—used by professional market
gardeners, orchardists, nurserymen for
labeling trees, plants, shrubs, etc.
Dahlia or Tree Labels with copperwire, 3%-inch. Post paid, 50, 55c; 100,
85c; 500, $3.25. At Store, 50, 35c; 100,
65c; 500, $2.75.
Pot labels 5-in., postpaid, 50, 55c; 100,
85c; 500, $3.25. At Store, 50, 35c; 100,
65c; 500, $2.75.
Pot Labels, 8-in., post paid, 50, 80c;
100, $1.25; 500, $5.00. At Store, 50, 60c;
100, $1.00; 500, $4.75.
GARD-N-GUN
Lightweight, easy
to use. The % pint
jar holds enough
material to make
1% gal. of spray.
Ju
the
hose and you auto
matically mix the
proper amount of
spray material.
At Store $2.45
Postpaid $2.65

No. 119—Snap-Cut Pruners do the job
in half the time! Powerful cutting ac
tion severs branches up to one inch,
leaving clean, quick-healing cut. For
better fruit, more beautiful flowers
prune at the right time with Snap-Cut
Pruner.
Postpaid, each $3.00; at Store $2.75

Have Every Feature You Want
in a Garden Glove
All-Leather—Dirt Proof—Durable Soft
Comfortable—Washable
Easy on the hands and easy to wear!
Economical, too—outwear 6 pairs of
ordinary fabric gloves, are washable
and can be used the year round for gar
den, housework, yard, painting, furnace,
garage, etc. You'll like them. Sizes for
women (small, medium, large) for Men
(small, medium, large). Postpaid, $1.75.
FRUIT AND BERRY BOXES
Pints—50. $1-30; 100, $2.30;
qUartS~50' ?1'65: 100' S2-75:

250 $5 95'

INSECT-O-GUN
Sprays insecticides—Fungicides. Jar
holds enough to make 3 gal. of sprayreplaceable Mason jar; life-time con
struction; easy to use, water valve conthelhose tank t0 carry_iust connect
At Store $5.95; Postpaid $6.15

"TWIST-EMS"
"Twist-ems"—strong, dark-green "in
visible tapes with wire reinforcingprotect stems, permanently support an
nuals, perennials, vines, shrubs and
vegetables. Eliminates unsightly twine,
raffia and needless work with shears.
Grand for flower arrangement. Millions
used. Buy today.
Postpaid At Store
35 8 inch size
18c
10c
50 8 inch size
25c
15c
100 8 inch size
38c
25c
100 16 inch size
68c
50c
GRAFTING WAX
It is used for grafting, budding, top
working, etc., of all kinds of fruit, orna
mental trees, shrubs and vines. It is
unexcelled for use in painting cuts,
bruises and after trimming. Postpaid,
M lb., 45c; % lb., 65c; 1 lb., 90c. At
Store, H lb., 30c; y2 lb., 45c; 1 lb., 70c.

D4 DISSTON TREE PRUNERS
Tip top Tree pruner, 12 ft. length
makes it easy to reach the high limbs.
Light weight, easy to operate even on
l inch limbs. Very strong construction,
long lasting.
ii^n-St?re' I6-65' cann°t he mailed.
114 Disston Saw. Fits D4 tree pruner.
At Store, $3.00; Postpaid, $3 30

GARDEN CUTTER

uiui'e scratches from pruning roses
and berry vines. Light weight, 23 inches
sturdy—cuts %" limb. Let The
0
Wife See It.
At Store—$4.95; Postpaid $5.10

EVERMARK—For writing on all plant
iabeis Will not rub off, wUl not wash
off. Don t take chances—use EVER
MARK exclusively. Made especially for
growers. Post paid—Each, 20c; 2 for 35c.

No. 30 Disston Hedge Shears—Disston
r? ,ov, steel blades, hardened, full
polished and notched. Hardwood handles
securely riveted.
8 in. Blade Postpaid, $5.30. At Store
$4.90.

No. 200 GRASS SHEARS
Tempered steel blades are riveted to
comfortable steel handles.
At Store $1.95; Postpaid $2.20

Heavy Duty Pattern
.N°-. 7 Disston Lopping Shears—Made
of Disston Steel, hardened and tempfJT™ pong %rms give greater reach and
leverage
Extra powerfuL Overall
length 28% inches.
At Store, $5.75; Postpaid, $6.00

No. 20—California Pruninv Saw made
of genuine silver steel. Has*a v^'vHar
row blade with rip teeth Bladl taSm
from Vt inch wide at point T enath 14
inches. Postpaid, $3.20. At Store, $2.90.

N®. 3603—SUNSHINE—Adapted for orchards, vineyards
and truck gardens, for whitewashing poultry houses and
dairy barns. Air chamber has ample capacity for high
pressure and steady discharge. Tank is heavy
galvanized
J»»I.
—!-ment, 6 feet
•ayr r.
nozzle and
shut
perfection automatic
i
r
off which can be locked
open for continuous spray
ing. Fitted with non-clog
ging tubular brass screen
and special dasher agitator
which cleans it thoroughly
at each stroke of the pump
plunger. Price
— At Store,
$30.00

NO. 4A—HUDSON BARREL PUMP
—It is an all purpose sprayer; develops
up to 200 lbs. pressure. Complete with
> 10 ft. % in. spray hose, 3 ft. extension
' rod, perfection automatic shut-off valve
and angle spray nozzle. Pump cylinder
No. 766A ADMIRAL DUSTER
l%x6 in., air chamber 2x27 in.
The best hand duster ever developed.
At Store, $22.40; postpaid, $23.50
It will effectively apply any insecticide
dust in any quantity desired. Its special
plunger develops a powerful air blast.
TROMBONE
An efficient method of agitation is pro
High pressure
vided by forcing air through the dust,
spray pump
thus making a more positive and uni
for handling
form discharge. Has 24 in. extension
all solutions.
rod with nozzle adjustable for either
Continuous,
straight or angle discharge.
steady dis
No. 766—Postpaid, $2.25; at Store, $2.00
charge with
out undue ex
ertion.

No. 444—SUPER
FOG
A universal favorite
for use around the
house, yard, garden,
barn and chicken house. Its efficient
Nu-Action pump produces a large vol
ume of finely divided spray per stroke.
No. 208—8 oz., postpaid, 60c; at Store,40c
No. 333—Pt., postpaid, 80c; at Store, 60c
No. 444—Qt., postpaid, $1.00; at Store, 80c

mmwmwm

No. 673 CADET DUSTER
Adapted for use with all insect powder.
Efficient for offices, stores, etc. Overall
dimensions 1%" by 13".
At Store 65c
Postpaid 85c
No. 436—CARDINAL CONTINUOUS
Sprays efficiently fly oils in the dairy
barn, milk house, creamery, etc. Han
dles most oil base solutions and insecti
cides, breaking them up into a fine
vapor. Adjustable nozzle takes care of
solutions of varying consistency and de
livers any type spray from finest fog
to solid stream. Holds 3 quarts.
No. 436—Postpaid, $2.55; at store, $2.30

At Store
Jr.
Sr.
$6.95
$8.95
Postpaid
Jr.
Sr.
$7.20
$9.20
220G—BUGWIZER—Funnel top, cam
lock, 2% gal. galvanized tank, 10-in.
pump, 3 ft. discharge equipment. Eco
nomical—efficient.
At Store, $6.95; postpaid, $7.30
No. 291G—BOOSTER—3 gal. funnel
top continuous sprayer with 2 ft. ex
tension rod and 22 in. hose. Pump
withdraws with the cap and is easily
removed. Pump locks into tank by an
unbreakable steel camlock and cannot
be removed before air pressure ex
hausts.
Postpaid, $8.05; at store, $7.60
No. 293G—LEADER—G alvanized
tank, cap. 3% gal.; 24-in. high pressure
spray hose; Perfection Automatic shutoff valve which locks open for continu
ous spraying; 2-ft. extension rod, angle
spray nozzle.
Postpaid, $10.05; at store, $9.60
No. 335G—CLIMAX—G alvanized
tank, cap. 3% gal.; New Simplex Innerseal top; 24-in. high pressure spray
hose; Perfection Automatic shut-off
valve which locks open for continuous
spraying; 2-ft. extension rod, angle
spray nozzle.
Postpaid, $11.70; at store, $11.20

No. 431 COMET —
Continuous Qt.
sprayer. Handles all
sprayable solutions.
Efficient for scores
of pest control jobs.
Postpaid, $1.40; at store, $1.10

No. 711 —FLAME THROWER—Save
time, save hoeing, clean banks and fence
rows the fast economical way. Safe,
easy to operate.
At store, $24.00; postpaid, $25.00

ii
No. 428—CRITIC—24 oz. glass container
with fruit jar thread; brass cap and
end; a no-rust sprayer.
At store, $1.90; postpaid, $2.10
AVOID ERRORS—SEND WORN j
PARTS
j
Post
HUDSON SPRAY PARTS Paid
Spray Nozzles, Angle or Straight. .$0.95
No. 5149 Brass Shut-off Cock
1.50
No. 4145 Perfection Shut-Off, No
Nozzle
1.50
7X D A Assembly pin, spring and
packing nut
55
Male or Female Hose Coupling... .70
No. 1030 Nozzle Cap
30
No. 4260 Ideal Nozzle
1.95
No. 71
Bordeaux Nozzle
1.95
Pump plunger leather, barrel
pumps
35
Pump plunger leather, bucket
pumps
20
Pump plunger leather, for comp.
air
20
P 40 Rubber gasket for 210
Perfection
75
P 41 Rubber gasket for Climax
40
Other Rubber gaskets
20
Check valves complete for comp.
air sprayers
55
Whirl Discs, Brass Screens and
Outside Discs, Nozzle Washer,
each
15
HUDSON SPRAY HOSE
250 lb. test, chemically treated for all
spraying. At store, %"
Per ft. 28c
Postpaid
Per ft. 32c
BRASS EXTENSION RODS
2-f t
$1.00; mailed, $1.15
3-f t
1.25; mailed, 1.45
4-f t
1.50; mailed, 1.65
(Page 53)
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MARLATE 50
50% Methoxychlor
Used to control many insects on fruits, vegetables and for
age crops, on farm animals and in farm buildings. It has
good residual qualities and one application may last several
weeks. Marlate 50 is an outstanding insecticide for dairy
cattle and meat animals because of its low toxicity and there
is little tendency for this material to be stored in body fats
or to be secreted in the milk.
At Store—1 lb., $1.10; 4 lbs., $3.45.
Postpaid—1 lb., $1.30; 4 lbs., $3.85.

1
J

Post Paid Prices on This Page Through Third Zone Only.

l qt' 95c:

1 gal- ?1-65-

At

St""-1 It., 65c; 1 gal., $1.15; 5 gals., $5.05; 50 gal.

works tlSough^the^zS^easilv13 Used'as^^fnsept^H11 +S 8 fpnS.icide' free from sediment and
and similar fucking or scall^sectY It s diLon otf! \? c°ntr0o1 S2n Jose scale- blister mit«
either after the leaves dron in tho faU ®w°" PJ 1,®llon to ? gallons of water and applied

ilar fungus rii<u»«»

i3!50gaUo1is°water

S

'

SPOt Md

sim"

1 gal., $1.05; 5 gals., $4.95; 55 gal.

w^sh^o^^Bluesfone^nd^i^to^^y^ur^OTde^ux1 n1-oHOIde M?dn Bord*aux-> In case J™
form (Powdered) Bluestone at the ratP nf i^5c f c'nP 5 d a5 foUows; Dissolve our SnowSPtSS'.WSra the^Snowform^Blue^tone"
*2^128?^
the Snowform Bluestone, but do not change 1he nthlry?ngWdb a.5_4"50 strength, use 5 pounds oi
and the Lime at different proDortteL onl Jn n?=v!r mgredlen'ts. By combining the Bluestone
Bluestone is also used in spraying potato storegeTouses-U*?^

SOT.

wwtfiras »«f»'5-35-At—

Scalecide^Sls' man^^verwintering'codhng'moth ^larvn7 °thf p.e/tsfof apples' peaches- pears- etc'
in cleaaing up caakersT.he
year after year use7 of^icllecide^in™gorate™the t?ees' The
COmplete dormant spray for
fruit trees, shrubs and vines. Full directions on each ccSSnw
IruZT&lT1*-1 qt

> $140; 1 gaI- ?3-25-

At Store

1

qt„

$1.15;'1 gal., $2.75; 5 gals., $9.30; 15 gal.

f^c^Tnation^f/h nfl w °nly aYailable. fungicide which can be used
arsenate or oil-nicotine sprays.
eflect^e aglfnst
It is highly
use nn 3 4SE ™ ™ y t ? ?n aPPle. Pear and cherry trees and is safe to
on certain mrioHo
? plants. Fermate does not cause severe russeting
apples as fre<luantly results from the
use of many copper tagSs.'
Postpaid—3 lb. pkg., $2.65. At Store—3 lb. pkg., $2.40; 36 lbs., $27.00.

J Dry :
in 7 gallons water and spray
5 lbs., $1.50. At Store- •2 lbs., 50c; 5 lbs., $1.15.

BORDEAUX MIXTURE—A spray for fungous diseases of
fruit trees, shrubs, and flowers,
especially black spot on
roses. Fungous troubles must be prevented by spraying at
regular intervals. Frequently apples and pears bloom beau
tifully and do not set any fruit due to blight.
To prevent fire blight or blossom blight of apples or pears
spray with a 1-3-50 strength Bordeaux when about one-third
the blossoms are open and again when approximately all the
blossoms are open. Price—Postpaid—1 lb. bag, 70c; 4 lbs.,
$1.65. At Store—1 lb. bag, 50c; 4 lbs., $1.25.
SULFORON (Micro - fine Wettable
Sulphur)—Sulphur is a specific for the
control of many diseases such as apple
and peach scab, the brown rot of
peaches, plums and other stone fruits,
the powdery mildew of various plants,
carnation and snapdragon rust, and the
black spot of roses. It is also used in
the control of such mites as the com
ity
-=r—
mon red spider which attacks many
1
'
kinds of plants. Sulforon is a specially
1
prepared, finely divided product. It is
lJ
—
instantly wettable and disperses uni
formly in water. May be dusted or sprayed^UseJMo _^lbs.

ACME WETTABLE D.USTING SULPHUR--An improved
dusting sulphur for home use which can also be used as a
liquid spray. Recommended to control mildew, leaf spot,
black spot and rust on rose bushes, chrysanthemums, snap
dragons, carnation and certain other foliage; also red spiders
on evergreen. 98 per cent passes through 325 mesh screen.
Postpaid—2-lb. carton, 85c. At Store, 60c.
DRY LIME-SULPHUR—For dormant spraying against San
Jose scale and peach leaf curl use 15 pounds of dry Lime
Sulphur to each 50 gallons of water. For summer spraying
against apple scab, pear scab, apple powdery mildew and
red spider use 3 to 4 pounds of Dry Lime Sulphur to 50 gal
lons. Postpaid—1 lb., $1.00; 5 lbs., $3.00; 1ZV2 lbs., $4.35. At
Store—1 lb., 70c; 5 lbs., $2.50;
lbs., $3.75.
SUPERFINE SULPHUR—325 Mesh—For dusting cotton
hoppers, red spider, mildew on roses and for use with lime
in making self-boiled lime sulphur solution.
Price, postpaid—1 lb., 35c; 5 lbs., 85c; 10 lbs., $1.35. At
Store—1 lb., 15c; 5 lbs., 50c; 10 lbs., 85c; 50 lbs., $3.35; 100 lbs.,
$6.00.

Apple sprayed with Lead
Arsenate, no Spreader.
Note blotchy, uneven
distribution of the Lead.

'erage. Better p:
JKT
v,g,„b., product ,, doc,
ctaug, th.

poundrse£|rtom|acha50 laHons™1

^ p^undTtoS
^

f'.Etl5ri«Z'.i.V5f ATSfi"*10

S1»—

»

umform'
even, heavy film of the fungicides and insecticides at almost no cost. Use % pound per 50 gallons of sorav®
$st5noTbsP,a$d6^.lb-' 35C: 5 lbS" ?1-2°: 10 lbS' $2-°°; 25 lbS"' $4-25> At St°re-1 lb> 20c: 5 IDs., 85c; 10 lbs., $1.50; 25 lbs.

WONDER FUNGICIDE
DITHANE, the one and only complete fungicide
for Blight, Black Spot, Mildew on Azaleas, Camel
lias, Gladiolas, Roses, Tomatoes, Tobacco, Peppers. I
Also brown rot on peaches, grapes. Economical r
easy to use. 4 teaspoonsful to 1 gallon of water.
Postpaid—4 oz., 55c; 8 oz., 95c; 16 oz., $1.65. At ^
Store—4 oz., 45c; 8 oz., 80c; 16 oz., $1.40.
PAN PEACH SPRAY
COMPLETE CONTROL
For peaches, plums, cherries. Scientific blend of
chemicals for most insect and disease control, all ap
plied together. No fuss, no bother, just mix with water,
and spray as per directions.
Postpaid—1 lb., 75c; 8 lbs., $2.00. At Store—1 lb., 55c;
8 lbs., $1.50.
PAN APPLE SPRAY
COMPLETE CONTROL
For apples and pears. Scientific blend for ease in ap
plication and control of most insects and diseases of
these fruits. Just mix with water and spray.
Postpaid—1 lb., 75c; 9 lbs., $2.40. At Store—1 lb., 55c;
9 lbs., $1.80.

v.* truck crops. Can be used as a spray, 1% tablespoons
lead with 6 tablespoons lime to 1 gallon of water; as a dust
mix with sulphur and lime.
Postpaid—1 lb., 90c; 4 lbs., $2.05. At Store—1 lb., 65c; 4
lbs., $1.70.
CALCIUM ARSENATE—Recommended by all experimen
tal stations for cotton boll weevil also a sure control for army
worms. Kills effectively potato bugs, tomato worms and
other chewing insects. Dust or spray.
Price—Postpaid—1 lb. bag, 55c; 4 lbs., $1.00. At Store—1 lb.
bag, 40c; 4 lbs., 70c.

CRYOLITE
Results from its application on PEACHES, tobacco, beans,
melons, cucumbers, cabbage and potatoes, show it to be safe,
economical and superior to mest insecticides for control of
beetles and worms which attack these plants.
We recommend Cryolite for control of Mexican Bean
Beetle, either as a spray or dust.
For dusting Cryolite may be used alone or it may be mixed
with three to five parts of flour or sulphur.
For spraying, 1% pounds of Cryolite to fifty gallons of
water. Sulphur may be added to the spray mixture if a
fungicide is needed. Cryolite should not be mixed with lime.
NO INJURY TO FOLIAGE.
Price—Postpaid, 1 lb., 70c; 6 lbs., $1.95. At Store, 1 lb., 50c;
6 lbs., $1.55.
PROPYLENE DICHLORIDE
A clear, colorless liquid that when emulsified has proven
most effective against peach tree borers. Easy to apply;
effective on low soil temperatures. Can be used late in fall.
1 pint treats 18 grown trees.
,
At Store—Pt., 90c; qt., $1.60; gal., $3.35. Postpaid—Ft., $1.20;
qt., $1.90; gal., $4.05.

PARA-SCALECIDE—For Use Against the Peach Tree Borer—Dilute 1 part of ParaScalecide with 7 parts of water. Apply directly to the trunk, circling the tree 4 to 6
inches above ground, allowing it to run down to the ground. Promptly throw several
shovelfuls of earth against the base of the tree, lightly mounding to hold the fumes.
On young trees, break down the mounds in 3 or 4 weeks. Apply Vz pt. on 1 and 2
year old trees. 1 pt. on 3 and 4 year old trees. 1% pts. r
0 wnr nlH
Para-Scalecide treats approximately; 100 1
trees. 42 older trees. Apply in early cou
°
are not colder than 60 degrees F. Do not apply when the soil is water soaked. For
most effective control apply when the soil temperature is likely to average 60 de
grees F. for the first two weeks after application.
Postpaid—Qt., $1.75; gal., $3.80. At Store—Qt., $1.45; gal., $3.25; 5 gals., $10.40.

SULPHAT^-Use it in each of the summer sprays on peaches begin50ega£sy

MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE./

Post Paid Prices on This Page Through Third Zone Only>—See Quantity Prices on Yellow Sheet

BUCHANAN'S INSECTICIDES

INTERNAL BSE
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MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE

4 years old use

PARADICHLOROBENZENE—An effective peach and plum tree borer control.
Apply in Upper South September 15 to October 1; Middle South October 1 to October
15; Lower South October 15 to November 15. Can also be used in the spring. Use
only Vi ounce on two-year old trees; % ounce for three-year old trees. For trees
for abnormally large trees use 1% to 2 ounces. Write for Prices.
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BRAND TESTED SEEDS

mm

BUCHANAN'S DEPENDABLE INSECTICIDES
Most insecticides are poison, for the control of insects. Handle with care.
Postpaid Prices on This Page Through Third Zone Only

D.D.T. FOR EVERY PURPOSE
ROSE DUST
Insecticide and Fungicide
A proven formulation for the control of
Black Spot, Powdery Mildew, Rust, and most
chewing and sucking insects.
Safe and Effective
At Store—1 lb., 75c. Postpaid—$1.00.
PEARSON ROSE DUST
Insecticide •— Fungicide
For control of many plant diseases and insect pests such
as Black Spot, Powdery Mildew, Rust-Aphids, Red Spider.
At Store—1 lb., $1.00. Postpaid—$1.20.
ROACHMASTER with 10 68 (3% DDT
and 2% chlordane). Plain murder for all
hard-to-kill pests. New high speed killer;
single application inside home, storage
rooms, etc., gives immediate relief plus
killing newcomers which touch treated
surfaces during 10 to 16 weeks.
Qt. $1.55
Qt. 1.30

Postpaid
At Store

5% DDT with PYRETHRUM. For spraying inside homes
to kill flies, mosquitoes, gnats, bedbugs and moths.
Pt. 85c
Qt. $1.45
Postpaid
Pt. 65c
Qt. 1.15
At Store

NO-SEED HORMONE BLOSSOM SET
For tomatoes, pep
pers, eggplant,
squash. Gives bigger
yields, better produce,
on beans and berries,
too. Sprayed on
plants, sets blossoms, prevents d
Produces better quality, more
earlier. 1 oz. to qt. of water.
$1 75StPaid_4 °Z" 9#C; Pt" ?2'°°" At store—4 »*•> 75c; pt.,
TRANSPLANTONE
The
Vitamin-Hormone
Plant Stimulant.
Just mix one teaspoonful to a gallon
of water. Then water the soil around the roots. Stimulates
backward plants and regenerates roots. Use on seedlings,
shrubs, rose bushes and trees. One ounce makes 1,000 gal
lons solution. Postpaid!—y2-oz. package, 30c; 3-oz. can, $1.15.
Makes cuttings easy to
root. Dip cuttings in
Rootone before planting to
give faster and better root
ing. Stimulates root growth
on cuttings; quickens germination of seed and bulbs; reduces
dampmg-off and wards off fungus attack. 14 oz. pkg. (treats
400 cuttings) 30c; 2-oz. jar $1.15; postpaid.
FRUITONE, the hormone spray
for stopping premature drop of fruit,
flowers and leaves. When sprayed
on flowers of tomatoes or beans it
produces better set and larger crop.
Prevents premature drop of apples and pears. Post paid2/5-oz. packet, 30c; 2-oz. can, $1.15; 12-oz can, $5.15.
CRAB GRASS KILLER
Non-Poisonous
to humans or animals. Easily applied with any sprayer and
is harmless to the soil.
At Store—5 oz., $1.00; 20 oz., $3.00.
Postpaid—5 oz., $1.15; 20 oz., $3.25.

WEEDMASTER 2.4-D
25% DDT LIQUID CONCENTRATE

long-lasting, is not harmed by freezing and is equally effec
tive when applied with either brush or spray. 1 gal. makes
5 gal. 5% DDT spray.
$3Postpaid—1 qt., $1.50; gal., $4.30. At Store—qt., $1.25; gal.,
50% DDT
Mixes easily with water to form a suspension which can be
readily sprayed on foliage, farm animals and farm buildings.
For the control of flies, mosquitoes, lice and other insects;
as a dip for cattle, goats, sheep and poultry; in storage bins
and buildings. An effective control for cabbage worms,
*"ntvi -""-n borer,
leaf hoppers, japanese beetles,
itri ins"*"4--—J—n. 1
1 lb.. I
3 lbs., $1.95.
CRITIC SPRAYER
24 oz. glass container with fruit jar thread; brass c
and end; a no-rust sprayer.
At Store $1.75; postpaid $1.95.

Kills broad-leaved weeds that choke grass—destroys roots.
Kills poison ivy and poison oak as well. One pint makes
1UU pints of effective killing solution; cover 2500 sq. ft. of
lawn.
Postpaid—Pt., $1.25; At Store—Pt., $1.00.
NEW IMPROVED WEEDONE —
The original 2,4-D plus 2,4,5-T. A
U/7CHAKIC
selective weed killer on lawns. Kills
WECI/wINC
poison ivy, briars, wild onion and
pver 100 other woody plants. Kills stumps to prevent suckermg. Total kill of all vegetation in walks, driveways, tennis
courts. A pre-emergency spray for CRABGRASS in lawns.
Postpaid—8 oz., $1.20; Qt., $3.00; Gal., $7.55. At Store—
8 Oz., $1.00; Qt., $2.75; Gal., $6.95.
SODIUM CHLORATE
Sodium Chlorate is the real Johnson and Bermuda grass
killer. Use 1 lb. to 1 gal. of water. Apply in late summer and
early fall. Ask for prices.
SODIUM T C A 90%
Vsed for same purpose, and at same rate as Sodium
Chlorate but does not sterilize the soil as long and is packed
in convenient 10 lb. packages as well as 50 and 100 lb. drums
Ask for price.
CHAMPION TREE KILLER—Kills Trees, Shrubs, Sprouts in
3 to 10 Days—Rid your fields of useless plants and trees that
shade growing crops. A POISON. Full directions on con
tainer. Postpaid—Qt., 75c. At Store—Qt., 50c; gal., $1.25.

• R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CO
PRICES ON THIS PAGE POST PAID THROUGH THIRD ZONE ONLY
Most insecticides are poison and should be kept locked when not in use
NEW EVER GREEN SPRAY
New Ever Green contains spreader,
therefore you simply dilute with water
and spray. This is a Pyrethrum insecti
cide, for killing plant lice, cabbage
worms, cutworms, cucumber beetle,
thrips, rose slugs, rose chafer, squash
beetles, leaf hoppers, potato bugs or
beetles, bean beetle, Japanese beetle.
Full directions on each package. Post
paid—1 oz. (makes 6 gallons of spray),
45c; 6 oz. bottle, $1.35; 1 pt. bottle, $2.80.
At Store—1 oz., 35c; 6 ozs., $1.15; 1 pt.,
$2.45.
BLACK LEAF 40—A nicotine solution
teaspoonful
„
This is one of the most effective
tions for general sucking insects, n-iiis Dy
contact and fumes. A remarkable control
for poultry lice, that does away with dust
ing, dipping or greasing, and yet abso
lutely effective. Simply paint the perches
shortly before roosting time. Post paid—1
oz.. 45c; 5 oz., $1.20; 1 lb., $2.65; 2 lbs.,
$4.50; 5 lbs., $7.85; 10 lbs., $13.15. At Store
—1 oz., 35c; 5 oz., $1.05; 1 lb., $2.45; 2 lbs.,
$4.15; 5 lbs., $7.40; 10-lb. tin, $12.65.
BLACK LEAF GARDEN DUST
Complete insecticide and fungicide. Con
trols both chewing & sucking insects and
also fungus diseases. Safe for flowers—
just dust on plants.
At Store
Postpaid
8 oz
$0.65
$0.85
1 lb
1.15
1.40
TOBACCO DUST—Convenient, inexpen
sive, control for most plant lice and aphis.
Dust when there is no wind. Our tobacco
dust is of extra fine quality, very strong in
nicotine content. Post paid—1 lb., 30c;
5 lbs., 80c; 10 lbs., $1.35. At Store—1 lb.,
15c, 5 lbs., 50c; 10 lbs., 90c; 25 lbs., $1.15.
CRO-TOX—Protects corn from Crows,
blackbirds and moles. It aids and hastens
germination, which means healthier stalks
and larger yields per acre. Cro-Tox will
not kill birds or animals. Saves seed loss.
%-pint can, treats 1 bushel seed corn.
Post paid—y2 pt., 75c; 1 pt., $1.20; quart,
$2.00. At Store—% pt., 60c; pt., $1.00;
quart, $1.75.

WONDER GARDEN SPRAY
The complete spray for all flowers and garden
plants. Controls both chewing and sucking insects
Especially recommended for red spider. Will not
burn the tenderest plants. Why bother to mix I
your sprays when this one emulsion is all you 1
need. Just add 4 teaspoonfuls to a gallon of water I
and spray plants.
2% oz

At Store
$0.45

Postpaid
$0.55

WONDERCHLOR 48% CHLORDANE
Kills three ways—by direct contact, stomach and
by exposure to vapor. Kills chinchbugs, mole

j

FUMIGANT?OT°^EMATODESr&ywireworms. Will
not burn; safe for roses & gardenias. Use 4 to b I
teaspoons to gal. water except for nematodes use (
6 teaspoons to gal. water.

SABADILLA DUST 20%
For the Hard to Kill
This new, non-poisonous contact insecticide controls many
insects which heretofore were uncontrollable. Our 20%
Sabadilla controls harlequin cabbage bug, squash or stink
bug and blister beetles. Also controls most leaf hoppers. It
may be diluted with equal amounts of lime or flour for con
trol of pickle worm that bores into cantaloupes, cucumbers
and squash. Begin dusting soon after fruits form and dust
frequently but lightly throughout the bearing season.

Houston's

M0

DERRIS DUST MIXTURE (Non-poison
ous). A safe and economical dusting mix
ture having Rotenone and Sulphur as ac
tive ingredients. Effective against Mexican
and flowers.

NEO-VITA
Plant Nutritioner and Conditioner. A fungicide and bac
tericide. Helps fight disease in soil and inside plants and
trees. Aids in protecting against and resisting root knot,
fungus and bacterial diseases. At Store— 8 oz., 70c; qt., $2.00;
postpaid—8 oz., 90c; qt., $2.30.

VOLCK (Oil Spray)—A self emulsifying oil which can be
used on evergreens and most decidous plants even in foliage
to control many scale insects, red spiders and mites. En
1
J
dorsed by s—;'-"i| f
mealy bugs i
Postpaid, 4 oz., 50c; pt., $1.C ). At Store, 4 oz., 35c; pt., 85c.

TOMATO DUST
A specially developed, field tested formula which will con
trol hornworm, fruitworm, flea beetle and early and late
blight—the tomato's worst enemies. Enables you to raise
more and better quality tomatoes.

GARDEN GUARD (Rotenone Dusi)—Not
poisonous; highly effective against both
chewing and sucking insects but leaves no
poisonous residue. Women, especially, pre
fer using this dust on their flowers.
Dust
plants thoroughly, covering both upper and
r sides of foliage, hitting all insects to

1 lb. sifter pkg., 75c; 4 lb. bag, $1.80, Postpaid. At Store—
1 lb. sifter pkg., 60c; 4 lb. bag, $1.50; 50 lb. bag, $12.50.
END-O-PEST
3-Way Garden Dust. Controls both chewing and sucking
insects. Also controls fungus diseases on fruits, vegetables,
flowers and shrubs.

greens, etc.
Price—Postpaid, 1 lb., 75c; 4 lbs., $1.36. At
Store—1 lb, 60c; 4 lbs, $1.10.
CUT WORM BAIT

Postpaid—1 lb, 60c;
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PLANT AIDS

' APPROX. 70,000,000 LBS. OF AIR-NITROGEN^
ABOVE EVERY ACRE. THIS IS AVAILABLE
FREE FOR SOIL AND CROP IMPROVEMENT IF YOU

)] C O N V E R T L E G U M E S E E D S
INTO FERTILIZER PLANTS

{{

NITRAGI1V

Germaco

Hotkaps

With NITRAGIN

Many believe once a field has been planted with inoculated
Legume seeds that any future similar Legumes planted on
the same field need not be inoculated. Field tests have
shown that better crops are harvested when Legume seeds
are inoculated even when planted on fields where inoculated
seeds of the same Legume crops had grown the previous
year. It seldom pays to depend upon natural inoculation.
The safest method is to inoculate legume seed each time
the seed is planted.
NITRAGIN Inoculation Prices. When Ordering, ALWAYSState Name of Seed
ALFALFA
PEAS (All Varieties)
SOYBEANS (All Varieties,
Sweet, Bur, Hubam Clovers VETCHES (All Varieties)
Including Edible)
Size
Retail Size
Retail
1 bu. ea
$ .50 100 lb. size (In<
2 bu. ea
$ .35
100 lb.
55
to 100 lbs.) ea
$ .50 5 bu. ea
CLOVERS
LUPINES (All Varieties)
Red, Alsike, Crimson,
White and Ladino
100 lbs. (Inoculates up
$ .50
1 bu. ea
$ .50 100 lbs.) ea
100 1b. ea
70
BEANS—Navy, Pinto, Wax, PEANUTS, COW PEAS
Edible Soybeans
String, Kidney, Gr. Northern 2 bu. ea
$ .35 Enough for 8 lbs. seed
1 bu. ea
50 5 bu. ea
55 Retail Price 15c each.
Add 15c for Postage

Crop Failure Is Costly

Protection Is
CHEAP I
» 2 to 3 weeks
um prices for
your commercial crops and earlier
vegetables in your home garden by
protecting your plants with Hotkaps.
These form miniature hothouses over

Postpaid

At
Store
$ 0.95

25 Hotkaps with
Setter

$ 1.20

100 Hotkaps with
Setter

3.50

3.15

250 Hotkaps with
Setter

6.40

5.90

19.70

18.35

2.20

18.20
1.95

1000 Hotkaps without
Setter
5000 Hotkaps without
Setter, per M
Steel Setter, ea.. .

CERE SAN I
seeds on which New Improved CERESAN and
o
2% CERESAN are recommended. May be used as a dust on
wheat, oats, barley, rye, sorghums, millets, cotton, flax, peas
and sugar beets. Reoommended as a Slurry on wheat, oats,
barley rye, flax, sorghums, acid-delinted and mechanically
dehnted cotton seed.
Postpaid—14 oz., $1.35; 3 lbs., $3.60. At Store—14 oz., $1.15;
3 lbs., $3.25; 40 lbs., $32.20; 100 lbs., $75.90.
SEMESAN—For Bulbs, Flower and Vegetable Seeds
Hastens and increases germination; produces stronger,
more vigorous plants, arrests or destroys most of the diseases
carried on the surface of seeds and bulbs. By treating bulbs
and seeds you can have earlier flowers and vegetables. 1 oz.
treats 15 to 30 lbs. of seed.
Prices—Post Paid—1/3 oz., 30c; 2 oz, 70c; 12 oz, $2.65. At
Store—1/3 oz, 20c; 2 oz, 60c; 12 oz, $2.40.
NEW IMPROVED CERESAN
For small grains, sorghum, millet and cotton. Controls nearly all
types of emut which Is so destructive to oats, barley and wheat
thereby frequently increasing yields from 6 to 18%—adding a real
profit to your crops. 1 oz. treats bushel of grain.
It is widely used on cotton as It Is so economical. 1% oz. treats

spot and anthracnose of cotton. For peas, generally checks
certain foot-rot diseases. Also reduces basal-rot of narcissus.
Postpaid—iy2 lb, $1.90; 25 lbs, $21.25. At Store—1% lb,
$1.65; 25 lbs, $20.15; 100 lbs, $75.90.
ARASAN
For corn, sorghums, peanuts, soybeans, rice and vegetables.
Usually reduces losses from seed decay and damping-off.
Two-way action:—as a disinfectant, generally destroys many
surface seed-borne organisms;—as a protectant, generally
protects seed against soil-borne organisms responsible for
seed decay.
Postpaid—% oz, 30c; 8 oz, $1.30; 4 lbs, $6.40; 25 lbs, $31.10.
At Store—% oz, 25c; 8 oz, $1.00; 4 lbs, $6.00; 25 lbs, $30.00.
NEW SEMESAN REE—For Potatoes
t with New Improved S
1 rotting and tmbs, $6.65. At Store—3 o

AMOUNT
SHEEP MANURE
The natural fertilizer, finely pulverized. Fine.for lawns,
gardens and shrubbery. Improves the mechanical condi
tion of the soil. Excellent for mulching or as ai liquid
manure. Use 10 pounds to 100 square feet for mixing soil
and half that quantity for top dressing.
F. O. B. Memphis—25 lbs, $1.25; 50 lbs, $2.00; 100 lbs,
$3.50.
PEAT MOSS HORTICULTURAL
Peat Moss is especially adapted to loosen up tight, clay
soU, thereby making the soil retain moisture, which wiU
liberate plant food and holds it over long periods of time
for the constant use of plant roots. Neither water nor food
epricerat" store—Large Bale, $4.95. Medium Bale, $3.65.
2 Bu, $1.50.
STEAMED BONE MEAL
This Plant Food, ideal for roses, shrubs, flowers and hot
beds is again available. Postpaid—5 lbs, 95c; 10 lbs, $1.75,
At Store—5 lbs, 75c; 10 lbs, $1.25; 100 lbs, $5.75.
THE AMAZING GRO-GUN

Primarily made to spray fertiliz
ers and weed killers. Put sufficient
material for 15 gals, of spray in
pint fruit jar or enough for 30 gals,
in qt. jar, fill with water and at
tach garden hose. It mixes auto
matically. So easy to use—no tank
arry — no tiresome pumping.
(-GUN is ideal for washing
Venetian blinds and walls.
Simply use any powdered or liquid
soap or deterent. Fully guaranteed.
At Store $2.45. Postpaid $2.65.

4-8-8 FERTILIZER

DU PONT SEED DISINFECTANTS

SEED TREATMENTS

FERTILIZERS

Fifty to seventy-five pounds of 4-8-8 Garden Fertilizer is sufficient for a garden 40x50 ft.
Fertilizer can always be used to good advantage by opening up the row, sprinkling thmly the fertilizer; cover same with
a little soil and sow your seed. Or it can be used by working into the soil along the rows after the plant is up, care
being taken not to let it come in contact with the leaves or stem of the plant. For plants that are transplanted, work
the fertilizer into the soil thoroughly before transplanting, using from a teaspoonful to a small handful, accordmg to
the size and nature of the plant.
15 percent weight otherwise lost by shrinkage. Easily ap
PLANTABBS
plied and imparts no harmful effect to treated tubers. 12 oz.
This complete concentrated fertilizer
treats 8Vt Bu.
and Vitamin B, root stimulant will
Post paid—12 oz, $1.15; 5 lbs, $5.70. At Store—12 oz, $1.00
work wonders on your plants.
5 lbs, $5.50.
Postpaid—10 tablets, 15c; 30, 40c; 75,
70c; 200, $1.25.

Analysis: 4% Nitrogen, 8% Phosphate, 8% Potash
Especially good for fertilizing Irish potatoes, sw.eet pota
toes, tomatoes and all root crops. If properly applied it
produces smoothness and firmness in the tubers and fruit,
also giving earlier maturity. It is an excellent fertilizer
for general crops on soils deficient in potash, especially
sandy soils.
At Store—25 lbs, 90c; 50 lbs, $1.50; 100 lbs, $2.50.
CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE
Used for treating sweet potatoes before bedding to pre
vent black rot. One ounce will make 8 to 10 gallons of
solution.
Postpaid—lb, $1.35; 1 lb, $3.95; 5 lbs, $17.85. At Store
—% lb, $1.10; 1 lb, $3.65; 5 lbs, $17.35.
CARBON DISULPHIDE
Used for controlling weevil in peas, beans, grains, etc.
Method of Treating—Put seeds to be treated in an air-tight
container, as a water barrel, strong goods box or metal con
tainer. For treating small lots, 2 ozs. of Carbon Disulphide
per bushel is sufficient. Full directions on package. Caution
Keep open fire, such as lanterns, matches, etc, away from
Carbon Disulphide. Price—1 lb, 65c; 5 lbs, $2.25, F.O.B.
Memphis. Cannot be mailed.
SPERGON DDT DUST
Protect your stored peas and corn against weevils.
Gives Protection Before and After Planting. For seed pro
tection and growth stimulant. Spergon controls and pre
vents seed decay and "Damping off", while DDT is effec
tive against weevils and other storage insects. 1 lb. treats
8 Bu. of Peas or Beans.
At Store—1 lb, $2.25; 10 lbs, $20.00. Postpaid—1 lb, $2.45;
1» lbs, $20.50.
BARSPROUT
Amazing new technical aid for keeping potatoes stored
under normal temperatures without sprouting. Saves 10 to

HEIV

HOME PLANT FOOD
ARMOUR

Vertagreen
For Lawns
Flowers
Gardens
Shrubs, Trees

1 lb
5 lbs
10 lbs
25 lbs
50 lbs
100 lbs

Extra Growth
apply
VERTAGREEN

50
90
1.60
2.65
4.25

CAMELLIA AND AZALEA FERTILIZER
A balanced fertilizer made especially for use on Camel
lias and Azaleas by Armour to furnish necessary plant
food and acid for the soil.
At Store—10 lbs, $1.00; 25 lbs, $1.75. Postpaid—10 lbs,
$1.50; 25 lbs, $2.80.
VERMICULITE—As a Plant Aid. For Rooting Cuttings—
A Growing Medium—For Plant Propagation—For Seed
Germination—As a MULCH.
Lightens Heavy Soil—Retains(Moisture—Protects Against
Cold—Will Not Get Soggy—For Storing BULBS AND
ROOT CROPS. Write for folder describing other uses.
At Store—1 Gal. bag, 40; % Bu. bag,75; 2 Bu bag,
$1.75. Postpaid—1 Gal. bag, 60c; % Bu. bag, $1.10; 2 Bu.
bag, $2.30.
plants. Soluble,
.
sures immediate availa
bility of growth-produc
ing elements. Will not
burn. Clean and odorless.
Produces superior plants,
vegetables, lawns, trees.
Excellent for seedlings,
_
makes 6 gallons.
cuttings and transplants.„ 1
iz", 15c; 3 oz, 40c; 7 oz, 70c; 1 lb, $1.25, Postpaid.
ACTIVO—A GARDEN MUST
Converts compost quicker, easier, cheaper. 1 pound treats
up to 225 pounds compost. Converts garbage into humus
WITHOUT odor in as little time as 3 weeks. Activates
soil, improves chemical fertilizer. Organic, no chemical.
Odorless—doesn't kill earthworms.
No. 2 size (2 lbs.) at store, $1.00. Postpaid $1.25. No. 7
size (6 lbs.) at store $2.00. Postpaid $2.40.
SULFATE OF IRON
For Camellias and Azaleas. Use as spray to brighten
color of foliage at rate of 1 ounce to 1 gal. of water. Use
as fertilizer for foliage and size of blossoms at rate of 2
ounces per plant.
At Store—1 lb, , 15c; 5 lbs, 45c. Postpaid—1 lb.
5 lbs, 80c.
ALUMINUM SULFATE
For use with all plants requiring acidity in soil. Used
at rate 2 pounds to 20 square feet of soil gives vigor and
increased growth to such plants as Hydranges and Azaleas.
"
- -1 lb, 15c; 5 lbs, 45c; 10 lbs., 75c. Postpaid1 lb, 35c; 5 lbs, 80c; 10 lbs, $1.25.
(Page 69)

DOG-CAT-RABBIT FOODS and SUPPLIES

BIRD CAGES AND SUPPLIES

SULFODENE
For ITCHING, SCRATCHING dogs
and cats suffering from external fungus
infection. Animal skin itch (eczema) is
often caused from a fungi that pets
pick up from normal vegetation. Sulfodene works 2 ways to control this
condition.
Postpaid, 4 fl. oz., $1.25.
VITA-VURV
A balanced Vitamin and Mineral
dietary supplement for puppies and
adult dogs. Mix with milk or food to
e getting these essentials so neces-

Marvel song food, 4 oz
White gravel with charcoal
Parakeet or love bird seed
Cuttle bone with holder
Baby bird food, 4 oz
Mating food, 4 oz
Song Restorer, 4 oz
Charcoal

PET PAK PRODUCTS
$0.50
Bird bitters, 1 oz
$0.40
40
Diarrhea remedy
40
50
Bird salve
25
20
Moulting food, 4 oz
45
45
Color and pepper food, 4 oz
45
45
Parrot mixture, 16 oz
55
45 Conditioner with Cod Liver Oil
35
and Yeast
45

"SUNDAY SHOWERS"
No Fuss. No Muss. Just rub on—
wipe off. Removes dirt and odors
from dog.
Postpaid 14 pt., 75c; 1 pt., $1.25.

MISCELLANEOUS BIRD SUPPLIES
Mrs. Halfin's bird seed, complete
Play ball and bell
25
—15 ingredients with Vitamin E
Parrot-Ade, iron tonic
30
Nesting Hair with Nest Eggs
25
oil yeast, egg, milk and cod
8 in 1, HS & VR Song Restorer
liver oil, 16 oz., plus a cuttle
with Cod Liver Oil & Yeast,
bone
$0.50
Lice and mite powder
1 1 Bird Biscuit
.45

Floral Cages are widely used throughout the
house and porches for decorative purposes. Having the new removable base
!t is easily planted. Perfect for Ivy, Philadendron, etc., to brighten ?he home.
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905 FLORAL CAGE
SUNFLOWER
SEED
Large, lb
$0.50
5 lbs
2.10
Small, lb
40
5 lbs
1.60

X Stand—66 m„ colors to match cage X. All have black base and loop.
14% ^r^4kind en^el finish with chrome trim. Pull tray from end of cage.
14Y4 m. x 9% in. x 15% in. Silver, green, ivory, or red.
A Stand—66 in., colors to match cage A. All have nickel trim.
Breeding cages, complete.
Cage cups, outside glass, 25c; treat cups
®O.10
Wall brackets (cage hangers)
«
Baths, inside
""!!!!!!!!!!"!"!!!!" .30
Cedar Perches, set of 3
35
NOTICE; Due to shortage of metals, bird cages, dog beds and
aquariums are extremely scarce and prices unstable. Write for

REX WHEAT GERM OIL
For Dogs, Cats and Rabbits. Stimu
lates vitality and promotes healthy skin
"""J glossy coat. Especially recom-

BUCHANAN'S
Complete and well
balanced bird seed
mixture. Contains a
blend of seeds to pro
vide all the vitamins
birds should have.
1 lb., 45c; 5 lbs., $1.50

POLLY PARROT
DELIGHT
Parrot seed mixture
containing an assort
ment of choice seeds
for Parrots.
1 ">
$0.45
5 lb
1.50

TROPICAL AND GOLDFISH SUPPLIES AND AQUARIUMS
Mrs. Halfin Tropical Fish Food, 00, 0, 1
Tropicala Fish Food 1, 2, 3
Turtle Food
Dried Shrimp 20c; Dried Daphnia
Wafer Fish Food (Goldfish)
Natural Fish Food (Goldfish)
Fish Tonic, tropical and goldfish
Aquarium Cement, 1 lb
Dip Tube, 12 in., 50c; 16 in
Dip Nets 30c; large size.
Vitamin Tablets for tanks
Aqua Infusoria Tablets

$0.20
35
20
20
20
20
50
go
75
40
30
40

Turk Island Salt
Neutralizers
White Sand, 2 lbs
Aquarium Heaters, Fishbowls, and 2, 5, & 10 Gal.
Aquariums write for prices and descriptions.
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
TROPICAL FISH AND PLANTS
NONE SHIPPED

ALL PRICES ON THIS PAGE POSTPAID

BURFEINDS BLACK CAPSULES
Formerly Called 60 Minute Wormer
Worm your pets with this quickest
acting, safe and effective worm expeller
for dogs, puppies, cats. For controlling
tape worms and large round worms.
Harmless; easy to administer, no fasting,
no bad effects.
Postpaid, 4 capsules dose for largest
dog, 30c; at store, 4, 25c.
CHAPERONE POWDER
Makes your dog behave in the house.
Keeps dogs off rugs and furniture.
^Postpaid, 1 oz. pkg., 60c; 3 oz. pkg.,
CUPID CHASER
Useful in protecting female dogs
from male dog annoyance. Make a
generous application of Cupid Chaser
to the back and hindquarters of a
female dog, and male dogs will not
annoy her.
Postpaid, $1.20.
CAT SUPPLIES
Postpaid
Flea Powder
$0.50
Catnip
30
Catmp Conditioner
70
Kitty Chaperone
65
Worm Pills
35
Mange Medicine
95
Harness—Leads—Toys Ask
RABBIT SUPPLIES
Flea Powder
Canker Ear Wash
Liquid Tonic
Salt Spools, ea., 10c; doz
Feeders—Waterers Ask

Postpaid
$0.50
95
95
75

NOTICE
Due to shortage of metals, bird
cages, dog beds and aquariums
are extremely scarce and prices
are unstable. Write for informa
tion.

DO&ZOFF*
Pat a little
ONE-SPOT in
to your dog's
} dry coat any
where on his
back once a
week. This is
the last word
in FLEA IN
SURANCE.
Postpaid, 50c.
DELCREO CONDITIONER
Improved Formula
Contains nutritive elements for stimu
lating and strengthening weakened or
gans. It also contains an effective and
easily assimilated germicide. Especially
good after worming and colds.
Postpaid $1.20 and $1.95.

Deluxe Dog Beds. Steel welded, wire
mattress support with mattress, en
amel finish
in red or green, chrome
trim. WRITE FOR PRICES.
Cedar Shavings for dog beds.
Postpaid, 5 lbs., 80c; 15 lbs., $1.75.
Mattress Covers. Made of outing with
zipper. Red and blue plaid; 13 x 22.
Postpaid $2.25.
Mattress Covers. Heavy khaki with
zipper 18 x 26.
Postpaid $2.65.
Dog Sweaters, all WQOI, sizes 12 to 22,
assorted colors.
Postpaid $2.65.
Dog Blankets, assorted colors, sizes
10 to 20.
Postpaid $2.65.

Round and flat collars, harness and
leads in natural and colored top grade
leathers plain and studded, with or
without name plates; also chrome fin
ish. Choke collars; tie-out posts and
10, 12 and 30 ft. tie-out chains; cupplers;
muzzles, combs, brushes and toys. Feed
ing bowls. Complete line dog food.
In ordering collars, muzzles, harness
and sweaters or blankets be sure to
give measurements. WRITE FOR
PRICES.

DOGZOFF is non-poisonous and in
offensive. It is widely used to keep
dogs away from flower
beds, shrubs,
porches and furniture. It keeps rabbits
away from young trees, and sprayed
on trees it protects birds from attacks
by cats.
At Store, 75c; Postpaid, 95c.
SERGEANT'S DOG MEDICINES
Postpaid
Canker Wash
$0.80
Condition Pills
75
Pine Oil Disinfectant—4 oz
45
12 oz
85
Eye Wash
80
Intestinal Astringent — Diarrhea .80
Laxative Tablet
75
Nerve Sedative
65
Pepsin Tablets
75
Puppy Worm Capsules
75
Skip Flea Powder, 2 oz. 50c; 4 oz. .75
Skip Flea Soap
45
Special Distemper
1.10
Sureshot Worm Capsules
75
Tape Worm Medicine
75
Vitapets, all necessary vitamins .75
Tick Powder
85
PULVEX DOG REMEDIES
Postpaid
Flea Powder, 5% DDT. .40c and $0.75
Sponge-Away, 1 oz. bottle
35
Sponge-Away, 3 oz. bottle
65
Dry Cleaner, 5 oz. pkg
65
Worm Caps (Puppy or Dog)
70
Tick Powder, 3-3/5 oz
85
GLOVER'S REMEDIES
Eye Wash ....
Mange Cure ...
Fever Reducer
Nerve Sedative
Tonic for Appetite
Expectorant
Worm Caps
Laxative Pills
Diarrhea Pills

Postpaid
$0.75
. 50c and .90
75
75

75

75
75
75

HILO DIP
Kills fleas and lice, removes cause of
summer eczema. To correct summer
eczema, first use Hilo Dip, then apply
Hilo Ointment to sores. It leaves a
pleasant odor. Directions on package.
Postpaid, 1 oz., 40c; 3 oz., 75c.
HILO OINTMENT
To give your dog quick relief, apply
Hilo Ointment to the sore spots twice a
day for several days. Soon the irrita
tion will cease, your dog will stop
scratching and new hair will begin to
grow.
Postpaid, 1 oz., 40c; 3 < ., 75c.

MEMPH1S,TENNESSE.£„
EJ RAN D TESTED SEEDS ||gP

, R.B. BUCHANAN SEED CQ
POULTRY AND STOCK PREPARATIONS
CHEK-R-TABS
The old standby in chick
drinking water protection.
One Chek-R-Tab to a quart
of water is enough to rap
idly kill all common poul
try disease, bacteria, vi
ruses and fungi (molds).
Chek-R-Tabs dissolvespeed
ily in water, last a long
time and won't corrode
metal equipment. Recom
mended for tise in baby
chick founts during the
critical first
month to 6
weeks.
Postpaid—30 tablets 40c; 50,
65c; 150, $1.20.
GOLD LEAF TOBACCO POWDER
Controls round worm in poultry. Easy
to use and very inexpensive. Mix 2
pounds of this extra fine quality To
bacco Powder in 100 pounds of mash.
Postpaid—2 lbs., 55c; 10 lbs., $1.50.

DU PONT'S MARLATE
Cattle Spray 50% Methoxychlor
Gives effective control of many in
sects on livestock and in buildings. One
application lasts several weeks. It does
not tend to be absorbed by the milk or
fat of animals. 1 lb. makes 12 gals.
At Store—1 lb., $1.10; 4 lbs., $3.65.
Postpaid—1 lb., $1.30; 4 lbs., $3.95.

Contains Perman
ganate of Potash. If
kept in baby chick
drinking water from
the time they are
hatched it is almost
certain to prevent
diarrhea. An effec
tive aid in controlling
roup and diarrhea in
older fowls. Postpaid—65c and $1.30.

JALCIMIZED

SODIUM FLUORIDE
Certain death to poultry lice when
properly applied. Can be used as a dust
or a dip. For dusting punch holes in
the convenient sifter top can and shake
powder in feathers of fowl.
At Store Postpaid

PRATT'S ZENE-A-TROL
an^tWlSEISMS
anhnals or fowta be?ore^ treatment!
Pratt's Zene-A-Trol contains the exact
form of phenothiazine found most ef
fective by the U.
„
Agriculture for worming hogs, sheep,
horses and chickens. Pheno-Thi-Azine
will remove more types of worms in
more different animals and fowls than
any other worm medicine. It is a pow
der which is mixed with the feed and
given to the entire herd or flock at
one time.
__ The 1 lb. pkg. treats approximately:
Hogs—40 weighing 50 to 100 lbs. each.
Sheep—20 Lambs or 14 Ewes. Horses—
7. Chickens—1700 full grown, 3500 half
grown.
Price-Postpaid-* lb., $1.15; 1 lb.,
PRATT'S CHICK TABLETS
This remarkable product is both a
bowel astringent and an antiseptic. It
is floated on top of the water by a spe
cial ingenious float. From this float the
drugs are fed constantly into the water
from the top of the fountain. One tab
let to quart water makes the most
perfect diarrhea preventive
" ablets) 40c.
LITTER SPRAT
An effective disinfectant for spraying
walls, perches and litter. Frequent use
of Litter Spray will aid greatly in preventing the spread of diseases. Pt.
makes 7% gals.
At Store—Pt., 65c; qt., $1.00.
Postpaid—Pt., 90c; qt., $1.30.
PRATT'S POULTRY REGULATOR
Gives layers better appetites, diges
tion and health, enabling them to turn
more feed mto eggs. Less feed is
wasted and this alone pays for the
Regulator used.
»»sst$i"r18 ozs"55c: 254 lbs",100: ®

At store—18 ozs., 40c; 2% lbs., 80c; 6
lbs., $1.60.

PRATT'S C-KA-GENE
Builds immunity to Bloody Coccidiosis. This new compound fed iy4 lbs.
to each 100 lbs. mash for one week be
fore the chicks are allowed outside on
the ground until 4 to 8 weeks there
after builds up an effective protection
against Bloody Coccidiosis.
Post^ld-SO chick size, $1.05; 100 chick

POULTRY SUPPLIES

PRATT'S INTESTROL
b°dy'
I^en^maslforwatar
given in mash or
water.
g
°r Water
"
At Store—Pt., 60c;
qt., $1.00
Postpaid—Pt., 90c; qt., $1.30

Can

be

CATTLE GRUB DUST
Contains Rotenone, Recommended for control of Ox Warbles, Wolves or Cattle
Grubs. Apply 3 oz. per adult animal
during Nov. through Mar.
At Store—1 lb., 40c; 5 lbs., $1.85.
Postpaid—1 lb., 60c; 5 lbs., $2.20.
DR. HESS HOG SPECIAL
Conditioner and mineral supplement
for hogs only. Tests show hogs reach
market weight in less time on far less
feed. Especially helpful for runty, un
thrifty pigs and hogs.
Postpaid—2 lbs., 65c; 5 lbs., $1.35.
At Store—2 lbs., 50c; 5 lbs., $1.10.

G25

vitamins often deficient in ordinary r:
tions. Can be fed wet or dry.
At Store—1% lb., 40c; 3 lbs., 80c.
Postpaid—1% lb., 60c; 3 lbs., $1.05.
DR. HESS STOCK TONIC
A conditioner and mineral supple
ment for cows, horses and sheep. Inappetite, ^
aids digestion and promotes proper elimination. Tests
cows receiving
iving tonic give about 15%
""
more milk.
Feeder cattle show aver
age increased daily gain one-third
pound per head. Valuable aid to calv
ing. Conditions horses and mules for
work.
Prepaid
At Store
2 lbs
$0.65
$0.50
5 lbs
1.35
1.10
10 lbs
2.30
1.90

Made out of heavy galvanized steel.
Trough 1% in. deep; 2% in. bottom width;
4y4 in. top width; feed saving lip. Reel floats
in either of two positions on shouldered reel
pins. Prevents injured chick toes.
No. 118. 18 in. long, postpaid, 60c; at store,
35c.
No. 224. 2 ft. long, postpaid, 80c; at store,
55c.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
(A General Stock Tonic)
Supplies most necessary minerals and
trace elements—those rare important
minerals that help all livestock to build
health, growth and big strong frames so
necessary for profitable livestock pro- I
duction. Feed a little each day.
Price—Postpaid—2* lbs., $1.10; 6 lbs.,
$2.15. At Store—2* lbs., 90c; 6 lbs.,
$1.80.
PRATT'S SPLIT ACTION WORM
CAPSULE
An Exclusive Patented Feature. It
takes different drugs to eradicate dif-

DISINFECTANT
.F stock and poultry. An excellent
3 a„nd disinfectant for sheep, poultry
and all
all livestockand
Postpaid—Pt., 85c; qt., $1.25; gal., $2.95.
At Store—Pt., 65c; qt., 95c; gal., $2.50.

in Split Action Capsules act separately
and hours apart. More effective, less
shocking to the bird,
Postpaid—Adult size, 25, 55c; 50, 95c;
100, $1.65. Chick size, 25, 40c; 50, 65c;
100, $1.15.
"AAA" SPECIAL QUALITY DAY OLD CHICKS
.„ , . ,
,
We Guarantee 100% Live Delivery
AU chicks are from high-producing flocks. These flocks are mated with "AAA"
Cockerels assuring you of the most profitable chicks. ALL CHICKS from U. S.
Approved. Pullorum Tested Hatcheries. If you don't receive 100% live chicks
in good condition, have delivering agent sign a statement of loss and mail
to us within 24 hours and we will replace or refund any shortage.
SEXED CHICKS-PULLETS

White Leghorns
g""edJ*ocks. Buff Orpingtons, White' Rocks!!!!!!!!!
White Wyandots, R. I. Red, N. H. Reds
NON SEXED CHICKS
Jersey White Giants, White Rocks

B35

B35. Has clear glass pan with three point
clip. Fits any mason jar.
G25. Extra wide curl on pan edge. Screw
cap electrically welded. Fits any mason jar.
Both above postpaid, each, 30c; 2, 55c; at
store each, 20c; 2, 35c.

..$7.00

!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4.25

$25.00
18.00
18.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

CELLULOID LEG BANDS
Slip on like a
-—r ' 7^
key ring — in V' —
"Su
five colors, m
white, black,
1
green, blue
and red. Order by number, stating color
wanted.
Postpaid
Size
Doz.
50
14—Turkeys
$0.35 $0.95
11—Heavy Hens,
Light Roosters ... .30
.75
9—Light Hens,
Heavy Pullets ... .30
.75
METAL LEG BANDS
Adjustable for all breeds, also
turkeys. Made of aluminum %
in. wide. Numbered 1 to 100.
Specify whether for chickens or
turkeys.
Postpaid, 12, 35c; 50, 85c.
SINGLE WALL
CHICK FOUNT

A handy-fill chick fountain
[uipped with a snap-on cupped
in. This provides more drinkg space. Designed to prevent
licks getting into water,
guipped with carrying handle.
No. A4. 1 gal., postpaid, $1.55;
; store, $1.20.
No. A8. 2 gal., postpaid, $1.95;

No. 310A. All metal 2 deck grow
ing and finishing
brooder in a popular
size. 24x36 in. 2 troughs per deck.
Complete, at store, $43.80.
No. 315 consists of No. 310A with No.
50 starting brooder. At store, $68.00.

No. 50 LEKTRIK-CHIK BROODER
Capacity: 123 day-old chicks. Can be
used either individually or stacked to
make a battery of 1 to 5 brooders. Heat
element in compartment at rear of
brooder. Pre-shrunk curtain divides
13x24 inch compartment from unheated
part of brooder. Thermostat control.
Price $19.00
Postpaid, $20.20

ng, postpaid, $1.55, at

Simple construction, all brass
self closing valve holds water in
tank when jacket is removed.
Fitted with inside carrying han
dle. Saucer shaped, wade proof
pan. Roost proof high dome top.
No. K5. 5 gal., at store, $4.40;
postpaid, $5.00.
No. K3. 3 gal., at store, $3.60;
postpaid, $4.00.
PRICES THROUGH 3RD ZONE

NU VIA GLASS
Glossy, transparent material, clear as
glass. Can be washed with soap and
water. Scientifically made of a heavy,
transparent cellulose acetate, rein
forced with a tough, strong cord.
Postpaid, 5 yds., $3.15; 10 yds., $5.90;
25 yds., $14.00; at store, 5 yds., $3.00;
10 yds., $5.70; 25 yds., $13.75.

THE MOST EXQUISITE OF ALL GLADIOLUS

RATS ARE ROBBERS

PEST CONTROLS

RATS ARE KILLERS

national problem—there s a rat for every man, woman and child in America—about 141,000,000. Three-quarters of this number of rats live on farms. GUESS WHO PAYS THE "BOARD BILL". The cash loss from rats comes out of
the farmers pocket. ONE RAT, if left alone to multiply, could produce a progeny, in only three years, of over

KILL THE ROBBERS
Each year rat destruction equals the entire production of 200,000 average farms. Are you one of the losers'

,n"" ""***• ,o
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RAT KISS

RED DEVIL
Ant and Roach Killer

MOUSE SEED
KILLS MICE

(Page 64)

CMordane"
D"st
^
^
^
n ant hills. At store 49c; post-

paid 70c'

PETERMAN'S ANT FEED

51000 PEST CONTROLS

TERRO ROACH KILLER

ROACHMASTER

relief plus killing
urface dur

I 10 t

Pt. 95c

RAT AND MOUSE EXTERMINATOR

A poisoned seed which is scientific
ally treated to attract mice. A clean,
deadly mouse exterminator that never
fails to get them. No preparation neces
sary; the seed is all you need. Post paid
—Pkg., 35c.

2*
..

Ants eat Peterman's Ant Food—then
go home to nest to die, carrying the
powder with them — killing all the
young and eggs. Postpaid, 35c; 45c; 70c.
Roach Food—Postpaid, 35c; 45c.

With 1 0 68 (3% DDT and 2%
Plain i
ler for ail hard-to-kill
high s: 1 killer; single applic;

A very effective and easy to use rat
and mouse exterminator. No mixing
needed, it is a prepared liquid which
attracts rats and mice; just pour it in
small vessels and set near runways.
Cannot be mailed. At Store, 40c.

«««!>

A prepared bait resembling a candy
kiss. So simple — just place the i
wrapped kisses in "infected areas"! Effective control for rats, mice and moles.
Postpaid Pkg., 15 baits, 35c; 5 pkgs.,
51.25.

K-R-O Prices—Post paid, 85c; at Store,

COWLEY'S

™- »««•* «

mEAL HAT FOls°"

PESTMASTER
10% DDT POWDER
Successful in killing roaches, ants,
silver fish, moths, carpet beetles; also
effective on gardens and foliage.
3% oz„ 40c; 8 oz., 65c; 1 lb., 51.15
postpaid.
3% oz., 30c; 8 oz., 50c; 1 lb., 51.00 at
store.

Kills Roaches and Water Bngs
Quickly-Surely-Without Mess
Guaranteed to do the work or money
back. Get TERRO ROACH KILLER
today. Postpaid, 4-oz. size, 45e.

TERRO ANT KILLER
Will rid your place of Ants in 24 hours
Dead sure and quick relief from an
noying ants. Simply pour the prepara
tion where ants enter the house or
where they travel. Price—post paid,
Hi oz., 35c; at Store, 25o.

Heavy steel, lasts for years. Easily
set on mole runs. At store 52.00; post
paid 93-35.

45% CHLORDANE

M°LE

Effectively used on ants, roaches, flies,
mosquitoes, spiders, silver fish, water
bugs and c
be used on bed bugs. 1
to 1% pts. of water c kerosene,
At store 35c; postpaid 50c.

It kills—the many satisfied customers
will tell you so. Put up in pellet form
so that it is easy to use. Just drop 1 or
2 pellets in each runway cover lightly
and watch the moles disappear. At Store
50c, 51.00. Postpaid 65c, 51.20.

KILLE,<

*961 LEADING LADY. One of the loveliest of all
recent introductions. It's color is a rich ivory,
enhanced by a deep throat marked with canary
yellow. There are 6-8 heavily ruffled florets
6
12
25 100
open at a time. An unsurpassed cutflower va
riety
$0.95 $1.65 $2.75 $8.9£
*964 BIT O' HEAVEN. Rich soft orange with a gold
throat. Unusually fine
in color and texture.
Grows very tall
75 1.15
*966 ROSA VAN LIMA. Soft, apple blossom pink
with a delicately penciled throat. A very deco
rative variety
75 1.15
'750 NEW EUROPE, GLADIOLA SENSATION FOR
1950. Immense, sparkling, orange scarlet florets
with long stamens. Vigorous plants; profuse
bloomer
85 1.45
*973 YELLOW HERALD. Exciting new introduction.
Shimmering clear, new moon yellow with fluted
florets. The finest yellow gladiola we have e
85 1.45 2.35 7.95
*976 ELIZABETH THE QUEEN. A true royal ruf
fled beauty. The soft rose-lavender tones blend
into a still more delicate throat, from which the
dainty carmine, feathered stamens emerge
*978 BLUE BEAUTY. This beauty must be seen to be
appreciated. Blending from imperial blue petals
into a violet blue throat, seemingly overlaid with
85 1.45
a silvery sheen
*968 BEACON.
Beautiful dusty egg-shell throat
markings set in distinctive sunset salmon-scarlet
petals. Flowers somewhat ruffled, thus greatly
adding to their attractiveness and beauty
*960 HAWKEYE. A very outstanding Gladiola and
because of its vivid coloring commands admira
tion. It is a bright red shading to a deeper tone
on the lip of the petal. Easily grown
962 DREAM O'BEAUTY. Rich American Beauty
Red. Many large florets open at a time borne on
.75 1.15 2.00
strong stiff stems. An outstanding variety
963 MARGARET FULTON. A clear glistening rose
pink. A good strong grower and early bloomer
with six to eight florets of a really outstanding
color
*967 ETHEL CAVE COLE-Large. Pure light pink
sometimes flaked. 9-10 large blooms open on a
long head. It makes a grand exhibition spike.. .75 1.15
974 STOPLIGHT-Large. Brilliant clear red of fine
texture. It is an excellent heat resister. The
lightly ruffled blooms are flat and widely spaced. .85 1.45
975 KING LEAR-Large. Very clear early deep red
dish purple with silver line on edge of all petals.
5-6 blooms open on a very tall spike. Blooms
large and heavily ruffled
85 1.45
977 PICARDY. A most sensational flower of delicate
apricot-pink. The exhibition blooms are ex
tremely large, slightly ruffled and of heavy wax
like substance. Without doubt the most popular
of all Glads
75 1.15
*971 SPOTLIGHT. A very distinctive exhibition va
riety of unusual coloring. The large ruffled
florets, many open at a time, are a rich deep yel
low, the throats artfully splashed with flaming
scarlet
95 1.65
*979 GOLD DUST. Early and a new and truly beau
tiful, clear, golden yellow. Its rich color is self
sufficient used alone but lends itself perfectly to
combining with reds, purples and two-toned
blossoms
75 1.15
965 SNOW PRINCESS. Fine pure white—one of the
best. Flowers are large, spikes long and straight.
Usually a prize winner
75 1.15
GARDEN ASSORTMENT. Good mixture includ
ing early, medium and late varieties in all colors.
•Designates new and finer varieties of bulbs.
NOTICE
We ship only first quality, top size bulbs. It is clean, disease free, healthy
and true to name. We have selected, in a wide range of color, the varieties
that give maximum performance, as to blossom and growth in this area,
out of the thousands on the market.
REMEMBER, we do not handle bulblets nor seconds.
CULTURE—They are not only showy in the garden, but, when cut with
the first flower open, will last for days in the house. The new colorings
defy the choicest orchids. Plant bulbs 3 to 4 inches deep. 6 inches apart,
and stake when 2 feet high. Flowers appear from early July until late in
the fall if several plantings are made.
All Prices on this Page Post Paid

SPECIAL GLADIOLUS OFFER
12 Splendid Varieties for
$1.00, Post Paid
One each of the following: Bit of
Heaven, Rosa Van Lima, King Lear,
Dream O'Beauty. Picardy, Margaret Ful
ton, Beacon, Gold Dust, New Europe, Stop
Light, Margaret Beaton, Leading Lady.

BUCHANAN'S
RAINBOW COLLECTION
18 No. 1 Select Bulbs.
Post Paid for $1.60
This unsurpassed Gladiola collection i
eludes one bulb of each variety in tl
$1.00 collection and also 2 bulbs of each of
the following varieties: Elizabeth the
Queen, Oregon Gold, Hawkeye.

Bit O' Heaven
FOR BEST RESULTS
Treat Gladiola Bulbs
with
Arasan generally, preserves bulbs
against rotting in cold, wet Soils; controls
damping-off, blight, and other seed-borne
diseases which result in invigorated growth,
sturdier plants and promotes earlier r
turity. Use % oz. to % gal. water.
% oz., 30c; 2 oz., 70c postpaid.

ROYALTY OF THE GARDEN^ PATENTED ROSES

2 Yr. No. 1—Postpaid Prices
NEW YORKER—Plant Pat. «S23—A truly red, red Rose that stays
red until the petals wither and fall. The dark color is clear
and sparkling and the flowers are tremendous . . . often
measuring 6% inches. Delightful, almost raspberry fragrance.
DIAMOND JUBILEE—Plant Pat. 824—Stately, Enduring 5-6 inch
Blooms . . Open Slowly . . . Free Blooming. The buds open
rp°u reY£al he^vy textured petals of warm glowing buff-orange.
}• his Queen of Flowers' lasts exceptionally well either on the
11 d]°es not fade even in warm weather
but rather ?nten
PEACE—II. T. (Mine. A. Meilland) Plant Pat. 501—French importal\°"> winner of prizes in France, England, and the U. S. It
wen deserves its honors; for its fresh radiant beauty gives a
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